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1I INTRODUCTION
A. The Problem.
That individual differences exist in practically
every trait of the human race is comr only acknowledged
to-day. The external manifestations of the mental dif-
ferences represent that which is known as intelligence
.
From an educational standpoint these variations can not
be overlooked, for they suggest themselves as lights to
be followed in the guidance of individual capacities.
Our educational program should make provisions to dis-
cover these lights or aptitudes, to determine their re-
lative strength and then to permit each individual the
opportunity for the realisation of his aptitudes. This
process would eliminate many of the misfits and prepare
a larger number of people for that occupation for which
they are most adapted. It is distressing in this age
of specialization to discover that one has exhausted
his faculties in a field greeable to either capacities
or interests but not to both. Not only is this loss
felt by the individual himself, but it is also an
economical loss to society. The misfits resulting from
trial and error methods have stimulated efforts to de-
2termine means of prognosis for detecting the aptitudes
in man.
The small rural high school has neither courses
nor conditions found in many urban educational organiz-
ations. Yet the small school represents a section in
our educational system that must not be slighted because
of its relative size. The tendency is prevalent to ex-
amine conditions and students in elaborate school systems
and overlook the small units with the assertion that
they do not have equal opportunities. Perhaps the small
rural school system may have some qualities in its stud-
ents comparable to that of the most elaborate system
found in the nation. This human substance which any
community possesses may not be entirely foreign or dis-
tinctive from that of another location.
At the present time tests can be secured for
practically every human trait and occupation. Many of
these tests operate upon similar factors. Others have not
had their value ascertained. In this study an attempt
shall be made to shed some light upon a limited number
of the uncertainties in regard to these instru-
raents of measurement*
Various opinions have been expressed concerning
the relationship existing between interests, capacities
and opportunities in connection with vocational guidance.
The measurement of each factor may be determined by the
application of any one of several instruments that will
produce a reliable estimate of an individual's abilities.
In thi3 study, tests shall be applied in order to de-
termine the relative rank of the students in a rural
school system not only to each other, but also to students
attending, school systems t at are larger with superior
facilities.
That the individual grows physically is recognized.
The degree to which mental development depends upon the
phsical has been expressed by a number of opinions.
Aptitudes may grow and be measured .-it different ages in
a mamer similar to t at of physical measurement • In-
terest likewise may not be permanent. In this study,
an attempt shall ht made to compare the relative quantity
of each aptitude observed at different age eriods.
The presence and the variety of interests at different
age levels shall be included for the purpose of co rapari-
sons with the student's ability as manifested in other
tests.
4B. Summary of Previous ladles .
1. Introduction
Psychology has a long past, but a short history,
for it has been combined with and dominated by philosophy
throughout the centuries. The Greeks studied many
sciences, but experimental difficulties curbed their
development in proportion to philosophy. Although the
modern physical sciences gained impetus following t >e
work of %con, Copernicus and Galileo, it was not until
progress was made in the biological field that the study
of the nervous system could advance. During the first
half of the nineteenth century the understanding of
human anatomy gave rise to the work of echner and
V.Hndt who were among the first to undertake what is
to-day known as experimental psychology, involving the
use of introspection and objective treatment of results.
Even before experimental methods were used to
measure general mental ability men passed judgment
upon this ability of their fellows. A variety of op-
inions in regard to general intelligence will always
persist. **tern states that intelligence is, "mental
(85)
adaptability to new problems and conditions of life."
According to Doughton intelligence is defined "basically
as the power to use past experiences in the solving
of novel problems, plus the power to foresee remote
consequences of present actions, and plus the power to
adapt present means to accomplish remote ends and con-
tt
(13)
equences.
"
In school work success of pupils must be deter-
mined and predicted. "For practical school purposes,"
L'onroe states, "general intelligence may be thought of
as the measurement of the pupil *a general capacity to
do the work of the school In order to secure the
(47)
mental measurement of this ability Monroe considers
the necessity of obtaining a quantittive description
of the performance which that ability produces uncer
specified and controlled conditions.
That "general intelligence 11 is a large pattern
is comr.only acknowledged. In order to etter under-
stand this pattern some of its factors or aptitudes
may be observed independently by testing programs that
attempt to make more accurate an estim te of individ-
ual capacities.
2. Development of psychological tests.
The period of infancy, starting simultaneously
with experimental psychology, passed the purely exper-
6imental stage about 1920. During that tine tests vere
devised primarily to measure "general intelligence."
However, some investig tions were conducted along more
specific abilities*
In order to furnish a back-ground for intelli-
gence te ting we must turn to some of the early studies
that were conducted, such as t e work of Binet which
was published in 1905. His original investigations
were conducted for the purpose of measuring the intel-
ligence of individuals in feeble-mined institutions.
Various age groups of children were tested for their
mental ability upon certain tasks, which were graded
and averages for each group determined. This scale of
units suggested the mental age, a common term to-day
together with norms. Translations of the Einet scale,
employed in the United States, were revised in 1908 and
1911. The Einet Scale, introduced into this country by
Goddard in 1008 and revised by Terraan of Stanford Un-
iversity provided a measure of inte ligence that has
received considerable attention, for it affords a sat-
isfactory means of determiningthe relative mental cap-
acity of an individual at any age. This publication
marked a distinct advance in intelligence testing
7following a decade of controversy concerning the measur-
ement and ranking of man's mental capacities.
Shortly after Terman»s revision the World . r.r
afforded an op ortunity for considerable experimentation
in order to rank the thousands in its organization. This
required group tests which literally flooded the nation
with all types of measures of intelli, ence and achieve-
ment. The Pintner-Paterson Performance ^cale and Army
Tests, intensively used during the war cave rise to
performance tests whicheliminatedlanguage difficulties.
Their scores and norms have been correlated with many
other I-.eats with varying degrees of agreement.
In his discuseion of "Measurement of JSiman
Capacities," Haggerty expressed the belief that measures
of intelligence alone were insdequ te for success. H It
is not at all probable that a perfect test or measure
of intelligence would give a perfect correlation with
school success or with success in later life. A more
accurate measure of intelligence than any we now have
would only render the inadequacy of intelligence test-
ing more apparent, for the simple reason that success
is not quantitatively coterminous with intelligence,
8but with intelligence in combination with other sign-
ificant human traits not subject to evaluation by tests
(26)
of the type currently used as measures of intelligence.
"
Vlhile "general intelligence" testing gained mo-
mentum others were investigating the application of
individual and group tests to school products* Among
this group Thorndike, who has offered many suggestions
for standardizing objective tests, published scales
for handwriting and spelling. C. Vs*. Hone devised
tests of arithmetic ability which were followed by those
of S. A. Courtis who prepared them for all grades, in-
cluding high school. The older guessing method of
determining precise measurements was being rapidly
displaced by the movement for objective evaluation.
During the period of infancy some opinions v.ere
conceived that would make one believe that this work
had no limitations. New problems aro: e however, to
show that this science of measurement had not been thor-
oughly analyzed. It was found that coaching would
raise the I. Q. many points. Terman observed that the
average intelligence of normal adults showed very low
mental ages, 80% having a mental age of 15 years or less.
9
Predicting vocational success based only upon a test of
"general intelligence" resulted in numerous difficulties,
for some occupations were found to require individuals
with a low I. Q. , while others necessitated a higher
score. Apparently, there was a need for tests not of
"general intelligence" but to evaluate ability of the
individual to fit the requirements of such branches of
human knowledge aa academic work, mechanics, music, etc.
As the nervous system grows and develops the
child is capable of reacting to more and r-ore complex
situations. While the child grows physically, the
learning curve of growth gradually flattens out, Gcsell
concluded from a series of graphs concerning mental
growth that the acceleration from early infancy de-
creased as the child grew older, ^he yearly incre-
ments became smaller as they approached a limit and
the exact age at which this limit bocame apparent was
(25)
slightly variable. Thomdike found that learning
ability tended to increase gradually up to the age of
about 22, after which a plateau was reached an de-
clme tended to develop.
The analysis of "general intelligence" into
components or aptitudes has shown that not all human
10
capacities develop simultaneously. In this study the
results will be compared with that of other researches
to shed more light upon the growth of aptitudes.
3. Aptitudes.
Although aptitude testing was sue ested by such
thinkers as Plato, its marked advancement progressed
simultaneously with the development of psychology. The
word "aptitude" has reference to one's mental equipment,
either inherited or acquired, which is also commonly
called one's capacities. Aptitudes may include a group
of capacities, and the testing for them follows the same
procedure as that of a vocational test. Whether cap-
acities are inherited or acquired will not be discussed
for this study attempts to measure that which is mani-
fested at different periods of adolescence and will not
seek to prove the extent to which either inheritance
or environment may have had its influence upon men-
tality. The administration of the testing program
after the two year interval may show changes in the
magnitude of aptitudes, but to what extent they are
either acquired to grow simultaneously with the phy-
sical body cannot be distinguished.
In the construction of aptitude tests three meth-
ods are generally employed:
11
a. The empirical method, or trial and error, in
which some correspondence is sought I et?veen a number of
functions and the requirements of the occupation.
b. The analytical or scientific procedure in which
the occupation is separated into its fundamental require-
ments. Tests are then prepared to determine the degree
of competence of the subject in each elementary function.
The total score of the different functions will then
show the suitability of that individual for the occupa-
tion.
c. By analogy, conditions are ^roduced that do
not copy the actual activity, but merely resemble that
occupation. The subject reacts to the total situation
and not merely to one element of that situation.
The measurement of aptitudes, the capacity and
efficiency in a ^articular function or vocation, has
received considerable attention. Though the deter-
mination of one's total capacities requires consider-
ation, a test of that type cannot be the only criter-
ion for selecting a vocation. '*hen t too, educstional
measurements cannot reach a point of finality in devel-
opment any more than can be expected of the instruments
that are anticipated in the measurement of the physical
world. The trend a. ears toward that of aptitude test-
ing in non-academic subjects as well as the acade ic
12
with the objective to establish guidance on a more
scientific foundation. For that purpose objective and
standardized tests are sought. -As Thorndike said "What-
ever exists at all exists in some amount. To know it
thoroughly involves knowing its quantity as well as its
X91)
quality.
4. Aptitudes investigated in this research.
( a,) Scholastic Ability. The evaluation of
scholastic ability which furnishes a basis for predict-
ing school success is a relatively recent development
of "general intelligence 11 testing. As crowded school
conditions prevail, some means of predicting school
success requires attention. The tests com: only in use
are based upon environmental factors with those t. \o
have more •'scholarly" homes, parents and experiences
gaining an advantage over those who do not have the
same opportunities. The "general intelligence*' test
may not be prognostic of school success, for it operates
upon dissimilar factors. In the past this test w.-s the
only means man had devised to meet a situation in r>;oc.flure-
ment that maybe supplanted methods prognostic of more
accurate results.
To-day a tremendous number are seeking an education.
13
Thomdike found that "for every one hundred children
who reach the age of fourteen there were approximately
thre?. and one-half tines as many beginning high school
(92)
in 1918 as in 1890." The table belo» shows the percent
of the total population enrolled in schools according
(95 )
to age groups.
Table 1
Fer cent enrolled in schools according to age groups
Age groups 1920 IP 30
7-13 years 90.6 95.
14-15 79.9 £8.8
16-17 42.9 57.3
18-20 " 14.8 21.4
The leaders of one generation do not agree upon
the nature of education with that of the one following,
while some are not fitted for the highest offices, the
state of the world is maintained by them. Gn the other
hand Wallace states, "that no serious provision is made
for segregating the youth of unusual ability in order
to test the ... by real intellectual standards, that the
average high-school graduate has only the slightest
v9
tincture of either cultured tastes or scholarly capacities."
14
V.e find two extremes in our educational viev. oint.
t
The conception of Nietzches "super nan" subordin te the
masses into oblivion. Ahis thought applies to those
industrial leaders who expect that a man should be train-
ed to work ten hours a day for a dollar and be happy.
At the other extreme, the object is to establish each
upon an equal competitive asis and grant the principle
of "survival of the fittest* an opportunity to manifest
itself. A wide range of conditions is apparent for that
function commonly known as education during period
when guidance both educational and vocational in terms
of individual development might expediently manifest
itself.
We have tried to broaden or secondary education
to include preparation for the various activities of
life. For that reason, the number of subjects offered
especially for the vocational activities have been great-
(93)ly increased. Thorndike found that in one school
system, 139 tenth-grade students participated in 110
different programs, while, 60 students in another school
represented 45 different programs. Two problems are
faced, first the determination of individual fitness
for the course, or guidance, and then the measurement
15
of the degree of success, thus reducing the number of
failures not only in early education, but also in later
occupations
.
Some of the developments in intelligence testing
have been briefly reviewed. Since this problem in-
cludes theposs ibility of predicting school success,
several investigations are summarized dealing v.ith
\'ariable factors considered essential to secondary
school progress.
(86)
1. The research of Eoraer's was ar..ong the first
attempting to evaluate school success, involving es-
timates of a group of personality traits.
(89)
2. Terman expressed his conviction that mental
tests should be replaced by educational tests and by
character ratings.
(14)
3. Fretwell prepa. ed a group of tests to eva-
luate school success that pred cted acader.ic achieve-
ment better than either school marks or teachers*
estimates.
(94>
4. Thorndike included health and physical
conditions among the factors that rnu3t be considered
for academic success.
From the foregoing, it is apparent that academic
success has received attention from numerous angles.
16
This research is concerned with the problem of objective
evaluation of students and the prognostic value of the
scores. With that aim in view, Dr. H. N. Glick aad C. P.
McDonnell constructed a £roup of tests based upon repre-
sentative academic subject matter with the exclusion
of mathematics. Ao a lr-rge extent our educational
methods require the accumulation of facts with a con-
sequent reproduction of those facts from which an ev-
aluation of that individual's retentive ability con-
stitutes a major portion of his rank. Using the de-
cree of retention as the major factor for school success,
a scholastic aptitude test was constructed upon sub-
ject matter with which the examinees are not usually
familiar. Assuming that such factors as health, per-
sonality and character are only minor considerations
for academic achievement, this test has been adminis-
trated to a number of classes for the purpose of de-
terming its value as a prognostic test. The reliability
of the test as determined from researches conducted in
connection with school grades and general intelligence
tests is shown on pages 84 and 85.
(b) Mechanical ability . The separation of "general
intelligence" into factors or a.titudes, has taken place
17
during the past two decades. The ability.to put mech-
anisms together was considered a mark of mechanical
ability. At the same time a relatively low correspond-
ence was believed to exist between "general intelligence"
and mechanical ability.
^rnong the early workers in this fiold, "tenquist
devised a series of mechanical devices t licit have teen
tested extensively and standardized. "The term is a
coiiiposit of common sense and skill in mana^inc physical
objects of a mechanical nature f His use of the word
"mechanical" is further explained by the statement
that "possibly it would be aore appropriate to desig-
nate these tasks by some other name for they are me-
chanical only in a limited sense. The only mechanical
skill involved is that of assemblying, and this is,
as everyone knows, but a small part of the multitude
of mechanical skills."
Of the numerous studies conducted comparing
what the Stenquist Assembly Tests measure with that of
"general intelligence," only a few indicate signifi-
cant correlations. Comins^ouna a correlation of .05
between Stenquist's test and trie Army Alpha. In the
report which Gaw^madle, a correlation of .34 between
stenquist and Army Beta was observed. Another redord
IS
in the same report shows .29 as the degree of corres-
pondence between the Stanford Revision of the Einet
Tests and "tenquist 's test. The investigations that
Ctenquist conducted hi r.self usually showed correlations
of less than .40. However, the fact that some corre-
lations are in the neighborhood of .40 indicates that
to a certain extent his test measures some of the
qualities common to an intelligence test. "Special
training in courses is, to te sure, one of the im-
(81)port ant factors which affect scores." Those who
have had experience assemblying mechanisms will score
better than others lacking that past experience. Thus,
the 3tenquist test "measures scholastic aptitude,
plus mechanical ability plus manipulative skill plus
training.
"
<s2)
Development of icture tests followed that of
the Assembly series. They were found easier to score
and a correlation of .68 between them would indicate
that common traits were found. The pictures of me-
chanical toys were to be matched with questions
following. Stenquist believed that the questions
measured "insight into mechanical principles and
(63)
usages." Yet their scores showed a high correspond-
ence with "general intelligence," that of .60.
19
Some of the other attempts made to measure me-
(4
ch&nical ability may be briefly included. Thorndike
with the assistance of Mann, investigated the capacit-
ies necessary for an engineer. In the group of tests
which they used, Stenquist 's Assembly series and the
Physics Test were the only ones that did not correlate
highly with "general intelligence." Healy's puzzle
box, suggesting "the ability to analyze a slightly
complicated physical situation," required manipulative
power in connection with different mechanisms.
Realizing that many of the measures of mechan-
ical ability were influenced considerably by previous
experience of the subject with different mechanisms,
attempts were made to analyze mechanical ability into
fundamental characteristics and tests were devised for
each factor. Kelley's elaborate mechanical set con-
sisting of drilled board, dowels, blocks, etc., out
of v«hi h the subject could construct various figures,
is difficult to score. The Minnesota Paper Form
Foard Test and the MacQua^rie Test for Mechanical
ability operate upon similar factors. The latter is
a paper and pencil group performance test developed
by the analytical method in which mechanical ability
is divided into seven elementary factors of tracing,
20
tapping, dotting, copying, location, blocks and pur-
suit. The Detroit Mechanical Aptitude Examination for
Boys requires on understanding of simple machine func-
tions together with factors that the other tests list-
ed above have sought to measure. Still a considerable
portion of the tests listed above are variable in the
results obtained because past experiences with mechan-
ical devices may rank individuals far oat of propor-
tion to their true ability.
Mechanical ability offers a problem of spacial
imagination and discrimination, manual dexterity, vv::ich
involves quick and precise movements, visual aeute-
ness and the ability to learn by experience. In order
to measure this ability objectively and to establish
each subject upon an equal basis, the teat may take
the form of a new situation devoid of factors or ex-
periences that one had previously encountered. The
test used in this research, O'Connor's Vorksample ;-5,
apr'ears to have some of the above requirements. The
application and validity of this teat shall be ex-
plained in a later s-ction.
(c) Lfosical Ability. In 1901, C. E. Seashore men-
tioned the possibility of group tests for musical tal-
(70)
ent. During the years of research that followed, he
21
constructed and standardized a battery of music tests
of which description, found in "eashore 's "The Psy-
chology of Musical Talent," will bg reviewed in the
next section.
It was not until 1919 that the present manual
of instructions and interpretations was published •
This battery of tests has undergone only minor changes.
They have been administered to the public, and a large
number of reports concerning the various aspects of
music have been developed. The investigations have
included such studies as the relation between musical
capacity and intelligence, surveys of musical talent,
the effects of musical training on test scores, the
inheri ance of musical traits, racial characteristics
in music and prognosis of musical achievement.
Some of the researches conducted are summarized
below:
(79)
1. Stanton found a tendency for inheritance of
musical traits in a research based u; on eighty-
five descendants of six of the foremost music-
al families in America.
2. Disagreeing "reports have been ftstde concern-
ing musical ability in different races.
(29) (41)
Johnson and Lenoir agree that the negro shows
22
a clearer trend toward superiority in rhythm
but little difference was observed in the other
tests. Peacock
^
58
^found that the musical tal-
ent s of the whites surpass that of the negroes
according to Seashore's Measures.
(55
)
3. Researches show no significant improvement
after training in musical inter r-retat ions.
(26)
4. Hollingworth reported in a research conducted
with a group of 49 students whose I. 2. tested above
135 ( Stanford- Binct ) and the administration of
the Seashore tests that "intol ' ectualiy super-
ior children are not superior to average child-
ren of their age in musical sensitivity, as
measured by the tests."
5. The use made of Seashore's Teasures of Musical
Talent" at the Eastman School of Music is ex-
(76
)
plained by Stanton who believes that the
measurement of the degree of an individual *s
musical capacities can be determined by these
tests which involve the factors underlying music-
al expression and interest. At the Eastman
School of Music "the measures sre administrative
aids in the selection of students in determining
admissions, elimination and relative permanence
23
of students; in conferring with students,
teachers and parents; in sectioning freshmen
for the course in theery; in awarding scholar-
ship; and in modifying the range of talent
estimates made by teachers."
(5) Interest . Ey his senses man responds to differ-
ent stimkli that appear in his environment. This sen-
sory equipment aided by skill permits him to perform
complicated activities, to the extent of which he is
perhaps me: ely a reacting mechanism.
The problem of work interests has ieen studied
only recently in its relationship to human efficiency,
f&tiveting factors in an occupation may serve as a
stimulus for better returns, ^actors that increase
the interest of one person may be detrimental to that
of another. Ifet everyone must have freedom of choice
when fitting himself to industry, if the greeitest re-
turns are to be expected of him. The objects und
activities associated with one's life play an inport-
ant role not only in the development of his interest,
tut also in the decree to which he applies himself to
his obligations. The emotional side of life, disre-
garded by the materialist who gives value to that only
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which can be measured, has a place in human adjustment
to living.
(a ) Importance of interest. That interest has
been a motivating factor in the progress of civilization
may be seen when one considers the work carried on by
gome of the outstanding men of the past. In education
as in industry interest gave rise to the concept of
individual differences, which today considers individ-
ual human efficiency an important branch of education.
Interest in the progress of our educational and indust-
rial systems has brought marked improvement in them
during the last two centuries.
In society v;e must learn to do willingly t at
which we :uust do anyway. The problem of directing in-
dividuals to occupy a place in life worth living de-
pends in no small degree u, on what -hey have learned
to like. Our discipline in school systems should be
based not upon the motive of fear, but the direction
of activity that has been induced by genuine interest.
Environment may stimulate one 's desire to an extent
that it may influence his behavior. The sentence
commonly used, "That you can lead a horse to v.ater
but you can not make him drink." was modified by
Hocking who said, "Many a horse driven unwillingly to
m
(27 1
water, find that it wants to drink. " v '
(b) Measurement of Interest* That interest
measurement, an estimate of the variety and intensity
of feeling experiences, is scarcely beyond the infancy
stage of development must be admitted* Since tests
are based upon the stimulation and re ction principle,
two definite errors must be reduced, that of informa-
tion and of generalization* The stimulus must come
from objects, occupations and activities, of which the
subject is cognizant and the validity of his reponses
will depend upon his information in vocations and
diversions. Literature and study in school syctems
are improving this error. A reply of "like" or
"dislike" is a vague measure of accuracy. In order
to improve this measure, scales have .een devised to
express the degree of inter; st or aversion. It can
be seen that the problem of "what is t:ie score?" re-
quires considerable investigation before interest,
which when extrene i3 called emotion, can be evaluat-
ed for guidance in individual adjustment and for ^roup
comparisons.
The treatment of interest, psychologically, has
risen rapidly since the year of 1920. Tefore that time
only a few attempts were made to determine the object-
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(57)ivity of one»s interest. In 1908 Parsons, at the
Vocational Bureau in Boston, attempted to orient in-
dividuals with occupations by providin£ experiences
(50)in those occupations, Kent thought that he hod a test
of croup interests when he observed a sicnificant de-
gree of correspondence between those successful in a
vocation and their adolescent activities.
During this same period intelligence testing had
advanced beyond that of interest measurement. Each
gained impet s during the World War, for a demand had
arisen to provide suitable men for each job. Hall,
Dewey, Thorndike, and others emphasized the place of
the individual in education and in the vocations.
While many attempts were made to measure inter-
ests, the first effort to standardize an interest in-
(S9)
ventory was undertaken by Yoakum at the Carnegie
Institute of Technology in 1S19. The standardization
of this inventory appeared two years later, after
several researches were conducted in different act-
(GO) (15)
ivities and occupational tasks. Reams and Freyd
developed scoring keys that endeavored to replace
subjective estimates by objective criteria. Seventy-
two items were listed which the subject marked accord-
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ing to five degrees of feeling which that item suggest-
ed, ranging from very agreeable to very disagreeable.
(2D n
Garretson devised a questionaire for high school stud-
ents consisting of 328 items representing academic,
technical and commercial work. Lehman's "Attitude
Cuiz" offered a list of 200 occupations to which the
subject made various responses. Str ng's "Vocational
Interest Blank" is accepted as one of the most valid
measurements of interest for adult men and women. It
has scoring scales for about thirty occupations that
can be determined objectively, requiring several
hours for complete evaluation of a single subject.
(16)
Fryer reported in a study of 500 workers, re-
presenting more than one hundred ocr-^ -ntions, "that
approximately forty per cent Indicated they were dis-
satisfied with their present vocation, that they did
not enjoy doing this work better than any other,
and that they would prefer doing something else.
All but eleven per cent of the group dissatisfied
with their present vocation | referred 9X1 occupation
with entirely different functions to the one in v>hich
they were enga: *d«" In regard to the feeing accompany-
ing particular occupational tasks, Fryer M _found tnet the
most important factors in choosing an occupation were,
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" Ambiti - ^ , the desire for Influence, power and oppor-
tunity for success. Interest in the work for its own
sake is also an important factor," Fryer concluded
that, "industrial dissatisfaction is not usually due
to the presence of an unpleasant feeling accompaniment
of the occupational task; it is not duo to any consid-
erable decree to the actual details of the working pro-
cess, but to the thwarted ambition and tne possibili-
ties of hgjnirfTIC through one*s vocation more and more
& person." The value of interest measurement lies in
its beneficial results of an interest adjustment
for the individual first and not in the relationship
of interests to either efficiency or achievement.
(c) Scoring methods .From the early subjective
methods of scoring, objective methods have now devel-
oped into detailed procedures involving separate scor-
ing keys for each occupation. Percent- e and weighted
methods of scoring show marked corres t ondence accord-
ing to Garre son o?^S2*, .0£, .82* .Gh r.r.d .74 * .10.
The percentage method is a comparison of the "rav."
ccores with standardized results while the weighted
ethod gives definite values to each item from which
the total score is then compared with standards. Scor-
ing keys are determined by selecting individuals in
a specialized vocation and standardizing their scores.
Subjects who seek to discover their interest tenden-
cies are tested and then classified according to the
standards. The validty of any score depends upon the
degree to which the errors of information and general-
ization can be eliminated after which scoring scales
supply an objective rank.
teria ar Interests listed in the table that follows
show what can be used in the complete validation of
interest measures. These criteria, of course, are
not all of equal value. Their relative value ic not
known. Trie subjective and objective criteria are sep-
arated in the table.
(d) Selection of an interest test. The cri-
The Criteria of Interests
y\ jective Criteria Objective Criteria
1. Self-estimates liducational Courses Chosen
2. Teachers ' Estimates S. Occupational Jobs Accepted
4« Employers Mstirar.tes
i
Jaront s * Es t i na t, e s 3. Activities Engaged in
(Things Done)
4. Labor Turnover
5. Friends' Estimates Absences and Tardinesses
in School
S. Scores in Interest
Inventories
6. Scores in Objective Tests
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The Criteria of Interests (continued)
Subjective Criteria Objective Criteria
7. Hating Scale Ratings (e.g., 7. Readings of Adults and
Kit son's liating Scale) Children
8. Estimates of Ease of Work 8. Absences and Tardines-
ses in Industry
9. Estimates of Ease of Study 9. Educational Achieve-
ment
10. Industrial Achievement
The following seven criteria^vvere sot up by Oar-
retson for assembling the items of an inter st invent-
or}' by a group of 54 teachers who cooperated with him
in the undertaking;
1. The items concerning which the pupils are
asked to express preferences should lie with-
in their field of experience.
Ba The questions, ire should sample 'the prefer-
ences over a wide field.
3. The vocabulary used must be easily understood
by the group for v-hich it is intended.
4. Sufficient choice must be allowed in the re-
sponses to provide an adequ ts state..ent of
attitude.
5. The responses must be of such a type as to
permit objective scoring •Bed valuation.
6. All directions required for the administra-
tion of the qu.ostionnai re should be clearly
: tated as a part of the questionnaire.
7. The total time required for the administration
of the questionnaire should not exceed forty-
five minutes.
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It is apparent that the determination of one's
interest may become an intricate task involving any
number of inventories, some of which require a 120
page scoriiig key to discover preferred activities.
Other scoring keys are composed of twenty to thirty
different units, each for a specific occupation. In
this study time would not ^ermit the application and
scoring of such inventories. A simpler form was used;
one that provided the student with a « ide raae of
occupations from which the individual might select
his preferred vocations.
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II. PROCEDURE OF THE RESEARCH
A» General Considerations
X. Hie subjects. The boys and (iris attending
the public ochool system of Hadley, Massachusetts
constituted the subjects from whom the results for this
research were developed. Records from 273 different
cases were utilised for intensive stud/ of the sev-
eral Measures. The individuals were distributed
according to classes at two year internals through
the seventh grade of the grammar school and the
fresh .an and junior classes of the high school.
Originally this study attempted to det^nvane the
abilities and inter .sts of two unselected groups,
seventh and nineth year students, attending the
public school system of the town. These groups were
retested after a la; se of two years for th« j -urpose
of observing the development of abilities and in-
terests. VJhile the individuals who participated in
the research were maturing during the two y^-ar in-
terval the critical study of a second similar group
was undertaken- This provided an ©pportunity to
observe conditions in a voider range of cses.
The entire class or grade was utilized instead
of selecting sample groups. Although practically
every one who was enrolled in his respective high
school class participated in this research that was
not true of the seventh grades. The seventh gratft
selected was centrally located in the community
and comprised a large majority of the students.
Those not attending the central grammar school were
scattered 1 ' ong small district schools, seven in num-
ber, with a total enrollment of tv^enty-six cases or
seventeen percent of the complete seventh grade en-
rollment. TheBe wore not utilized in the first group,
yet they participated in the retesting with the ori-
ginal unit which furnished more complo e records
for the high school clashes. Trie high school consists
of a four .year course of study preceded by a eighth
grade.
The distribution of the subjects is shown In
the table that follows:
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In the table below, the distribution of cases is
shown according to clssses. The subjects participating
in the research are tabulated in their respective
classes. Totals for each grade or class are combined
to cive the final sum for that section in the Kadley
Gchool system.
Table 4
Distribution of Cases According, to Grades or Classes
Class Doys Girls Total
Beventh grade 32 56
it n 26 52
it it
58 yST"
Freshmen 29 55
n 27 52
» 1~)34 .. 33 67
26 62
120 235
Juniors 15 31
26 49
~w ~4T ciO
Final 221 434
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8. Statistical Inter, retation of data . The appendix
provides a complete list of all data which were ut-
ilized for the development of the results, statis-
tical treatment of the date indicated below was supple-
mented by other factors suggested in section (B).
(a) Tabulation of ccores illustrating their range
and central tendencies.
(b) Graphical interpretation of data involving
the distribution of scores.
(c) The application of the correlation techni-
que to determine the degree of correspondence between
two series of measures
(d) The reliability of the measures as shown by
D
the frdiff
.
3. General administrative procedure. The admin-
istration of any test creates nervousness, or a type
of unsteadiness, that must be reduced to a minimum
before ability can be evaluated. Certain tests may
require even a half hour in order to adjust the sub-
ject emotionally and educationally for that which is
to be measured by his manifestations. The procedure
for any program must not only be held constant for
all cases but also constant with those conditions
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under which the test was standarized. In this study
both individual and group tests were used. A few re-
marks below are followed later by a more complete ex-
planation of individual tests.
(a) Administration of Worksample #5. Since
this is an individual test the subject had no spec-
tators observing his efforts. The room was one famil-
ar to all students. Considerable time was taken to
prepare what appeared to be the proper "mind-set w
,
during which the block was dissembled according to
directions given by O'Connor. Three trials were per-
mitted each subject, except in the case of those in-
dividuals who experienced extreme difficult, and
desired not to repeat the test.
(b) Group tests . The scholastic, interest and
music tests were given under similar conditions, con-
sequently they are treated together. As in the case
of the mechanical test the individuals in each class
were requested to participate in the testing procedure
,
yet none were compelled to do so. The time when each
of the group tests were to be given was announed sev-
eral days in advance with the understanding that tliose
not wishing to attempt each of the tests need not &e
present on the day for which that particular test was
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designated. Sufficient time was taken to have each
group thoroughly understand the procedure. The res-
ponse appeared satisfactory for every student who was
able participated in the testing program and cooper-
ated willingly during the administration of each est.
B. Analysis of Tests and Measures Used *
1. v.est Springfield Scholastic Aptitude Test.
When one considers the fact that environment and coach-
ing may produce extreme intelligence quotients in tests
of "general intelligence" the need for standarized
measures that eliminate such variations becomes a, par-
ent. Nearly all intelligence tests have reference to
a wide range of individual experiences, a range that
may be greater than that necessary to predict school
success, Maturally, he who has wider experiences will
appear more successful on measures of "general intell-
igence."
(a) Subject matter. As has been previously
outlined the need for predicting ability in academic
fields or probable school success, has risen with the
crowded conditions of our present school units. Tests
that are prognostic of one's ability in academic
subjects might assist in situations such as the se-
lection of study courses* standardization of teachers*
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and division of classes for guidance.
The test used in this investigation contained
subject matter that the student probably had not stud-
ied. It is better to present an entirely new group
of study topics in order to place each individual
upon an equal basis, thus eliminating environmental
influences. The geography section had been studied
by the students during the course of the seventh
grade. The juniors in high school were familiar with
some parts of the first section which t iey had studied
in biology nearly two years before the administration
of this test. Repetition of the same testing pro-
gram may have had some influence upon scores, yet
very little subject matter of a test is retained
over a two year period.
(b) Conditions under which test was /;iven. A
copy of the test and directions for administration are
presented in the appendix. While the directions ex-
plain the administration of this aptitude test a few
supplementary considerations may be necessary.
As far as possbile, the game attitude was used
in presenting the test. The suggestion was made
that some students may have seriously struggled in
a course for which they may not have been particular-
ly gifted. The test might determine that the student
probably worked faithfully, and that readjustments
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t iat the individual deserved such consideration. Then,
too, the competitive point of view was suggested for
which reason everyone strives to manifest his superior-
ity.
The study sheets were passed out following which
the class studied each section for the time allotted.
The class continued its reading of each successive
page during the prescribed period of tjme with few
opportunities for relaxation. Naturally the element
of fatigue entered into some cases, but that factor
Is encountered in the critical study of any subject
matter. After the study folder was completed and the
copies collected, the test itself, or the questions
concerning the previously studied material was under-
taken. The directions given in the appendix were
used as a guide during the administration.
{c) Scoring the teat. The scholastic test,
ceing obj ctive, eliminated many of the usual dif-
ficulties encountered when scoring the subjective
type of measure. The answers were either correct
or incorrect, thus reducing personal op ion to a min-
imum. Each test was corrected by means of keys and
the total number of correct responses for each section
was recorded. The sum of the correct respons s, ob-
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tained from all of the individual measures, consti-
tuted the final score for that case,
( 2. O'Connor's Work Sample £5 . In his laboratory
at the General Electric Company, O'Connor conducted
investigations for the measurement of different human
capacities that a person must possess to fit himself
for the vocations. Since many were found to he elim-
inated by the trial and error method at this concern,
he undertook the construction of numerous work samples
which eliminated the possibility of any past exper-
iences. After several years of research with various
tests applied to employees at the General Electric
Company and to industrial workers elsewhere, the
Wriggly Block, or Worksamile #5, proved itself of
prognostic value in selecting thoe suited for mech-
(54)
anical types of work.
O'Connor did not attempt to determine the degree
to which one^s ability was either inherited or ac-
quired. He stated that, "when a child applies to the
vocational school for specific training or to the world
for work, bis capacities are fixed; and, if they or-
iginated from early environment, are now so engraved
in his nature that he might equally well have been
born that way,"
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0»Connor applied worksample #5 to approximately
4000 cases under constant room conditions. When the
distribution was tabulated for all cases a wide range
of ability became apparent, for the fastest quartile
completed the test in two and three-quarter minutes
or less, while the slowest quartile required more than
six minutes. When segregating the subjects by vo-
cations, the rapid block assemblers v.ere successful
in strictly mechanical departments: rarely did a
slow block assembler appear in mechanical vocations.
Furthermore, O'Connor found that executive and cleri-
cal workers, who are believed to possess analytical
ability, showed varying degrees of success assembly-
ing the block.
The solution of the blo4k is not a case of one
factor such as analysis or manipulation, since ex-
ecutives solve complex situations, yet fail in the
analysis of the spatial relationship of the blocks.
This problem requires, wa peculiar t ye of analysis
characteristic of engineers and mechanics. The
ability measured by the blocks in strictly mechanical
analysis, distinct from analysis in general, and is
required for success in every class of work calling
for the solution of mechanical problems, in tool and
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purely esthetic qualities. Although musical abilities
show wide variations among individual cases, the measure-
ment of this ability has been a trial and error
:
rocess
until the beginning of the Twentieth Century.
To be able to determine the degree of musical
ability with which an individual was endowed, and
then to be able to predict success in music as a
vocation, would seem to be of value in guidance for
musical education, tiany who undertake this train-
ing soon withdraw from that study. Others attain
only partial success and scarcely pass the novice
stage. Perhaps such cases are deficient in musical
equipment, that is, they do not possess the sensory
equipment that is required for the aptitude of music.
According to Seashore, "These measures of
musical talent comply with the following conditions:
They are based on a thorough analysis of musical
talent; they give quantitative results vhich may
be verified to a high degree of certainty; they
are adapted for a group measurements; they take into
account practice, training, age, and intelligence;
they have a two-fold value in the concrete infor-
mation furnished, and in the training and pleasure
(63)
pained from the critical hearing of musical elements.
"
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die-making, all-round machining, machine setting-up
and repairing, structural iron and sheet metal work,
designing, drafting, scientific research work, lab-
oratory experimenting, and technical, designing and
(56)
construction engineering."
(b) Adm ni strati on and scoring of the test. The
directions for administering anascoring the test are
given in the appendix. The picture of the wooden
block shows that it has been cut twice horizontally
and twice vertically to form nine pieces, each of which
fits in only one place when the block is ass em tied.
When administering the block test the subject, who
been
has adjusted to the situation, first saw the assemb-
led block; the directions listed in the appendix
were then followed. Following the three trials score
was determined which may be transfored into a rank
by means of age-factors. Experiments have shown that
ability does not fully mature until the subject be-
comes about twenty years of age.
3. Seashore's Measures of i.rusical Talent. Music
has been a field in which man participated for many
centuries. This activity has in recent years, afford-
ed an intrinsic value to the gifted in addition to its
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In regard to the time in our educational system during
which the test should be administered Seashore states,
"They should b used first in the fifth grade, because
this is the earliest age at which group measurements
can be made satisfactorily, and it is early enough to
make serious arrangements for a musical education. They
should then be repeated in the eighth grade, just be-
fore the great sorting of children into the vocations
of practical life and elective courses in the high
school." ( 645
These musical tests have been applied to several
thousand cases, and norms have been established. It
was found that this a titude developed with age so
that different standards were arrange for fifth grade,
eighth grade, and adult* It was also observed that
the standards for the three classes mentioned were
more significant than that of age groups in their
respective grades,
(61)
According to Ruch and Stoddard, reliability coef-
ficients below ,70 are "low, entirely inadequet for
individual measurement". Since the reliability coef-
ficients derived from the test of consonance and ryhthm
have been found to be considerably lower than .70,
those tests were eliminated in this research. The
measures of pitch, intensity, time and tonal memory
constituted the tests administered in this study.
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(a) Subject matter of the measures .
yy Sense of Pitch. The one hundred trials of
this measure are divided into groups of ten. The
increment^ in order of magnitude from the largest
30 complete oscillations, to the smallest | osci-
llation. Each tenth represents the following double
vibrations or complete oscillations: 30, 23, 17, 12
S» h* 1» 2, 3, and 5 according to the order when
(66)
testing.
( 2) Sense of intensity . The one hundred trial
range according to a scale of intensity or sound
units, from 0 to 20. "Technically, the sense of
intensity is measured in terms of the least percep-
tible difference in the intensity, or loudness, of
a standard sound. The subject is required to re-
cord whether the sound of two tones sounded in
(67)
chance order, is weaker or stronger than the first."
( 3) Sense of time. "In testing a group of
persons of different and unknown abilities, two time
intervals are marked off by the sounding of three
clic'cs. The problem is to tell whether the second
time interval is longer or shorter than the first.
The standard interval is 1.00 sec. , and the varied
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interval is, in turn, 1.02, 105, 109, 1.14, and 1.20
sec. Vi'hether the standard or the longer interval
shall be sounded at first is determined by chance l
(68)
for all the trials in the test."
(4) Sense of tonal memory . "The material to
be memorized is furnished in the musical notation.
There are five decrees of difficulty represented by
the five spans. The first half of a measure is called
the "first part" and the second half the "second part."
The second part is always like the first part except
in one note; and the test consists in determining
which of the notes, in order, was changed. The
listener records 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, as 1 the case .
may be, according as he heard the first, second,
third, fourth, fifth, or sixth note changed.
'
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(b) The t : stihf. program. Four of Seashore 'e
Measures were administered to tne seventh grade and
to freshmen of the Hadley Public Schools. The tests
were repeated two years later to those enrolled in
the freshman and junior classes. A second unit con-
sisting of seventh grade and high school fre;,hraan,
or nineth grade, was tested for the purpose of com-
parison and verification with the results ocseved
in the first unit. These were retested two yeus
later by the same procedure involved in the first
unit. Thus each croup was composed of unsalc^cted
students representive of that cross-section of stud-
ent ability in a rural public school system. The
measures were employed during the spring term of
each respective year.
(c) Conditions under which tests were taken.
The directions for administering the measures of
music are listed in the appendix with a sample
blank upon which results can be recorded. Tor better
raiderstanding of the directions given in the manual
a preliminary trial was conducted to insure a thor-
ough adjustment to the test. During fch* tnst atten-
tion was called to the beginning of each column.
The measures were given to the normal divisions,
namely two, of each grade. At each sitting two tests
were given with an interval for relaxation. The
groups were responsive with no apparent feeling of
either nervousness or strain.
(d) Scoring the test . Since the tests were
objective in nature, scoring was accomplished readily
by means of keys devoid of personal opinion. The
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scoring key used consisted of two sheets of rigid
pai er. In each card, square were cut out for one
of the two responses. For example, the pitch tost
required a record of either H or L. 0 .e blank was pee-
pared with the H squ- res remov d, while the other hlank
had the L. squares removed. Thus the scoring was
re dily accomplished, for tee L blank when , laced over
a tost to -e corrected exposed any H»s that were marked
as incorrect results. The incorrect L responses v.ere
next determined by using the H record blank. The
number of correct answers provided the crude score for
that teat. The test of tonal memory required a record
blank in which alternate columns were removed. The
correct numbers were recorded upon the remaining strip
of the rigid paper. Applying this key to a test, af-
forded an efficient means to determine the correct
score. A record of all crude scores secured in this
research will be found in the appendix,
4. Lehman's Vocational Attitude Quia . This quiz,
an orientati n test, has been employed by Lehaan and
Witty in order to determine vocational preferences
during the genetic development through the adolescent
stage. Some light may be shed upon either the varia-
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bility or permanence of interest during this growing
stage, TThile a change h-*s been observed in interests,
a knowledge of its trends over definite periods in
youth might assist in guidance. The problem in a rural
school system may not have common characteristics with
that of the urban class.
(a) Construction and administration of tests.
Although the quiz, a copy of which appears in the ap-
pendix, is considered a test, it provides the student
with an opportunity to investigate and consider a list
of occupations. A number of the occupations tabulated
were unknown to the subject, unfamilar in oth nn...e
and scope. Two hundred vocations v.ere included in the
questionnaire. Space was provided for any additional
vocations that the individual did not find a...ong the
suggested group. Each was requested to mark throughout
the test as many occupations as he wished, providing
they were of interest to him. After a consideration
of 200 occupations he then selected three as his
"best choices." That occupation which the subject ex-
pected to follow, whether or not agreeable, w s re-
corded as the "most probable choice." An opportunity
was provided for the subject to list those occupations
which he believed were the most "money makers", the
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"easiest" and the most "respected."
During the administration of this quiz, each
student undertook his own problem in which consider-
able enthusiasm was manifested. Since the directions
provide no exceptions for the lack of knowledge con-
cerning some vocat on they were not explained upon
the request of the individual. Ample time was pro-
vided each sxUject to complete whatever responses he
desired to make.
( b( Scoring the Qulz« . Objective scoring n.ethods
have not been devised for this quiz. The records in
the appendix show the vocational selections of the
individual according to his "best choice" and "most
probable choice." Among other factors considered in
the interpretation of d :ta, is the summary of occup-
ational choices in their relationship to fathers 's
vocation and to ability.
C. Factors Included in the Research
1. L!ental ability accord: n;- to ",-eneral Intellig-
ence" test a .
(a) Seventh Grades. The Stanford Achievement
test was the only published examination that the sub-
jects of the grammar school had experienced. Neither
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could the purpose of employing this test nor the ap-
plication of its results be determined. Gases showing
a commendable score on this test were not considered
for promotion, although the ages of such cases justi-
fied advancement. No record of scores were sent to
parents. Apparently, student, teacher and parent alike
considered the use of an objective test a matter of
form with no educational value.
(b) High School. Published objective examinations
had been employed to a limited extent among the high
school classes. During the period of this resa reh
no mental tests of "general intelligence" had been
administered. The use of measures for mechanical,
musical and scholastic ability may determine the re-
lationship existing in these factors amonr the members
of the different classes. Since the measurement of
ment;=l ability has been shown to require the inclusion
of factors other than "general intelligence", the
measures employed may provide an opportunity to ob-
serve adolescent development of the several abilities.
g. Persistence in School .
Being located in an igricultur-1 section, one
should expect the withdrawal of students when the ne-
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arose
cesslty for their employment • There was a tine when
very few boys were permitted to continue through high
school, for employment at home required their tine.
Girls predominated all graduating groups. Few coses
were observed in which a justifiable reason wss not
obvious for th© withdraw;1 !. Table 5 shows the decreas-
ing percentage of cases attending school distributed
according to grades or classes.
Tatle 5
Per cent of original seventh grade that completed
each year of advancement
Class tested 7 yrs
.
,
8 iTS' 9 yrs. lOyrs
.
11 yrs.
1. Boys 1932 100 75 66 50 37.5
2 1933 100 88.2 73.5 47.1
3. Girls 1932 100 87.5 75 68.5 56.2
4. 193 100 85.7 60.7 46.4
Average for boys 100 82.7 70.7 48.3 37.5
" " girls 100 86.
1
58.3 55.2
The percentage in table 5 show that irregular
withdrawals appear among not only classes , but also
the sexes in each class. Reference will be made to the
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withdrawal in thetr relationship to school marks ,nd
to the scholastic aptitude test score in a 1 ter
section.
In the next table, the complete fall enrollment
of the Year I classes at the high school were ut-
ilized. Table 6 shows the percentage completing
the yearly increment of advancement. Sach class,
separated according to sex, illustrates degrees of
deviation from the normal. Yet a marked degreu of
correspondence is observed in the number of each
sex that fulfilled the requirements for each year of
advancement. Also shown in the table, is the pro-
portion of students participating in higher education.
It will be observed that nearly four out of every five
beginning a high school education are destined not to
attend any higher school of education other than a
certain amount of training received in the secondary
school. Twenty five per cent of the enrolled first
year students do not complete the second year of h£gh
school work and about fifty per cent ft il to graduate.
A marked correspondence will be observed in the number
of each sex continuing educational pe. suits throughout
the years included in this research.
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3. Background of Parents.
Some of the characteristics of parents will be
included to fiirnish a more complete genetic nnd .nvir-
onmental analysis of the subjects included in this
research.
(a) nationality classes . The table ? shows the
mixture of immigrants that exists in the community.
Table 7
Distribution according to nations
Nation Number of cases
Austria 47
Russia 4G
Poland — - 36
England 35
Ukrania 16
Ireland .10
Fr nee 4
Italy 2
Germany 2
Unknown 40
Total 232
The cases considered re only those vt'^ose parents were
connected with subjects in this study. It will be
noticed that there are fewer parents than the total
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number of students considered. That situation arose
from the fact that more than one member of the same
family was enrolled in the classes of this researdh.
Among the unknown class are included those whose
nationality was of multiple origin.
(b) Occupations . That the occupations of the
parents provide an environment unfavorable in com-
petition with those of the professions can be readily
observed from table 8. In the cases where the father
was not living the means of subsistence of the mother
was considered as the occupation for the parent. With-
out enlarging upon the facts presented in the table,
it is apparent that the "social status" of the
parent was either former or day laborer.
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Table 6
Distribution of Parent Occupations
Occupation
,
number of cases
Farmer 131
DayLaborer . 72
Store Keeper 7
Dairy 2
Blacksmith 2
j.yer 2
Trucking 2
Carpenter 1
Bus Driver 1
Detective 1
Garage Owner 1
Nurse «. 1
Plumber . . 1
Postal Service 1
Trolly w 1
Undetermined 6
Totnl
232
(c) Educational background. In the ner.t table
some interesting facts are presented in which the ed-
ucational training of the parents is summarized.
Table 9
Education of Parents
Advancement in Schools Number of Cases
Father fcothcr Total
No school experience.... 114 136 252
Fourth grade or less ... 57 46 113
Eighth grade or less ... 14 10 24
Attend high school but not
graduated. 8 6 14
Graduated high school .. 16 14 30
1 1 2
Attended oth : higher in-
stitution of learning 3 4 7
Undetermined (but not high
school graduates) .... 9 13 22
232 232 464
The table shows that more than fifty per cent
of the parents have no educational back ground. What-
ever training many of the fathers experienced was
under rigid military discipline in their native
European countries. Only thirty-nine parents grad-
uated from a high school with two college graduates,
although a few studied commercial subjects. The
"educational training" of the majority of parents was
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gained in the ochool of experience •
4. School marks.
Whatever attention the distribution of school
marks received in the Hadley public school system re-
mained obscure. That is, evaluation of success in
terms of a normal range did not enter into any of
the teachers' group discussions. Directions and sug-
gestions to the instructors had but little ref'-r nee
to this problem. 5ach instruct 4r prepared final grades
wfethout an}' reference to whet might be callec- a normal
distribution.
Some ill mi],!til of com', n distributions applied to
grades are shown in table 10.
Table 10
Distribution of marks according to per cent
receiving, each ^rade.
Source A . R C D S
(12)
Douglas 3 22 50 22 3
Harvard University
(elementary courses) 7 21 44 20 7
:'iller
(45)
• 9 20 41 20 9
(51)
Monroe, DeVose, Kelly
Average distribution 6.5 22 43 22 5.5
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Hie distribution of each teacher's rrndes shall
be referred to the normal or approximate average der«
ived from the estimates.
Itoch has been published concerning tfce superior
mental ability of those children whose parents are
associated with the professions and situ a ted in better
environments. The children of such parents do appear
to be equipped Kith better .mental capacities according
to the measures of "general intelligence." The cxampl s
do not admit that intelligence tests probably measure
superior environmental factors and not genuine r e tal
capacity. To justify intelligence on the basis of
factors common to one level in society nay require
clarification. This research will include co: ft| arisons
if the superior and inferior social groups as the
several measures determine thest cap^eit i cs.
5.Ap llcation of results- of t:: g st udy.
That the scope of this research may include a
number supplementary factors that afford a more com-
prehensive analysis can cc seen in the outline of the
procedure. The results should be representative of
a class in secondary eduction commonly found in
agricultural communities. An attempt shall be made
to determine the degree of correspondence between this
community and other lrrger organizations.
The value of individual, educational and vocation-
al guidance has risen to an important position in our
school systems. Without verified measures for the
many abilities guidance can not exist. This study
will attempt to shed some light upon the tests In-
volved. Intercorrelations of different abilities and
interests afford an op. ortunity for analysis of the
adolescent stage. The degree of correspondence be-
tween the s.xes may also be investigated.
III. AIJAI.YSIS OF DATA.
The problem in this section is one of presenting
the rosults in a form favorable to intercorrel-^tion in
the sections tV t follow. Furthermore, crude scores
have little significance and it is the ^urpoce of this
section to determine central tendencies, or norms, for
each measure that was employed.
A. Scholastic Test Results .
1. West Springfield Scholar ic Artitu.de Tost
(a) Distribution of scores. The tai l .3 that
follow show the range of scores »coordi>v to sex
and class. Ip table 11 the two seventh prides in-
volved are tabulated separately. The total distri-
bution indicates that girls attain more high scores
and fever low scores.
In toble 12 shown the c!i stribut ion of scores
recorded by Year I hi-;h school students . One can
see th.-.t girls are ^rnong the leaders for each class
with boys scores ore common at the bottom of the
list.
The Junior class scores, shewnin table 13 ,
indicate generally higher scores for iris with
fewer among the lowest in their respective classes.
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Table 11
Distribution of seventh /?rade Scholestic A titudo Scores
Range Poys Girls
1932 1933 Total Total 1933 1932
101 — 105 1 1
96 100
91 _ 95
86 90 1 1
81 — 85 1 1 1 1
76 80 1 1 4 3 1
71 m 75 2 1 3 3 — 3
66 mm 70 1 1 2 3 1 2
61 M 65 3 6 9 9 6 3
56 60 2 4 6 3 it 3
51 55 4 2 6 12 5 7
46 50 4 8 11 ir 6 6
41 45 4 4 8 8 4 4
36 40 2 3 5 2 1 1
31 35 1 3 4
26 30 1
24 34~
1
5G
1
CO 2T~
1
32"
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Table 12
Distribution of Year I bcholastic Aptitude Test " scores
Ran^e Boys
t
Girl a
1952 19oc 1034 1955 Total Total 1935 1534 1953 193S
116-120 1 1
111-Iio
10ft-110 1 1 2 1 1
101-105 2 1 3 8 1 3 3 1
96-100 2 3 1 1 7 10 3 ow 3 2
91-?5 2 2 1 4 9 6 1 1 3 1
36- 90 3 2 3 5 13 10 3 2 2 3
£1- 35 2 2 2 4 10 7 1 3 3
76- 80 2 2 4 1 9 12 3 2 3 4
71- 75 3 1 4 5 n 12 3 4 2 3
65- 70 2 2 3 7 11 3 3 2 3
51- 65 3 2 6 4 15 11 4 2 5
56- 60 3 1 l | 12 1 6 3 2
51- BE 1 1 1 1 4 5 1 4
46- 50 3 1 2 6 G 2 1 1
41- 45 2 ac 2 S 5 4 2
36- 40 3 3 1 1
31- 35 1 _1
26 25 29 36 115 120 26 38 27 29
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Table 13
Distribution of tear III scholastic Aptitude ieBt
I'an^e Boys Girls
1934 1935 Total Total 1935 1934
121-125 1 1 2 2
116-120 1 1
111-115 1 1 2 . 3 3
ICS-110 1 1 2 2
101-105 2 2
96-100 3 3 6 5 1
91- 95 1 1 2 5 4 1
86- 90 1 3 4 6 4 2
£1- 85 3 4 7 4 1 3
76- 80 1 3 4 4
71- 75 1 1 2 1 1
66- 70 4 1 5 2 1 1
61- 65 1 1 2 o iX 1
56- 60 - - -
51-55 2 - 2 1 1
46- 50 1 2 3
41- 45
36- 40
31- 35 MB «•
26- 30 JL. 1
16 22 38 41 26 15
ocores
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In order to illustrate the distribution of scores
by classes, a graphical procedure was employed. The
curve was smoothed once in order to obtain a general
trend. The graphical interpretation includes the re-
sults derived from seventh grades, Year I «nd III,
The figure illustrates that some seventh grade
students are capable of performing school work compar-
ably to that accomplished by high school j niors.
Some juniors displayed ability that was equivalent to
the average seventh grade student. The peaks of the
curve are separated by approximately twenty points.
For example: the majority of sevent i grade cases
fall about the 46-50 class; the Year I peak was m»
round the 66-70 class; and the Year III peak was in
the neighborhood of the G5-9C class. Thus each sug-
gests an equal develo.rnent in this phase of mental
capacity proportionate to the yearly incret^en:s of
learning,
(b) Central tendencies. The previous distri-
bution of data provides a picture of the range of
scholastic ability among the several subjects. In
order to consider the results more accurately two
methods are employed, the weighted arithmetic i.;ean
and the crude median. The reliability of the Sit**
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fercnce between the means is shown for the groups that
are sufficiently large to warrant the computation. The
first table gives the central tendencies for the seventh
grades. From the averages presented one is inclined
to believe that girle show eoir.e superiority to boys
in schclr.stic ability. A reliability of 1.81 for the
entire seventh grades means that the chances are 93
in 100 that true difference ie greater than zero.
Lees significant differences are noted when one com-
pares either the I oys or the girls of each grade. In
terms of averages, how-.-ver, girls show a reliable
degree of superiority.
Table 14
Average of seventh gr§dea
Class Hoys Cirls
IT m, iin. M I.d. ;.ju
Seventh grade 1932 24 50.50 51.50 32 54 bb.75
» 1933 34 50. 52.76 23 52 57.43
av." " 58 50. 52.24 60 53 56.53
D
~, for total boys and girls is 1.81
difl.
The average according to Yoar I clasces in
table 15 show that girls cont.nue to score higher
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than the boys in scholastic ability. In terns of
average's for the entire group, however, a smaller
advantage war, recorded by the £irls and i reliability
of 1.06 indicates that ! he chances -re 85 in 100 that
the true difference is cheater than. zero.
Table 15
Average of Year I classes
Class toys Girl a
r. I'd. r:n. a- ru. in
Freshman 1932 26 74.5 70.35 29 OS. 71.62
8 1933 25 78. 73.48 27 81. 78.81
1934 29 71. 70.38 38 7C.50 72.16
1935 36 73.50 73.86 26 74.5 77.38
At. 116 74. 72.12 120 73. 74.66
. D for tot?.l boys and . jrls is 1.06
cr
diff
.
Increase of
average over 24 19.88 24. 18.13
seventh gr:-<ds
In table 15 showing the central tendencies for
the junior classes a wider deviation appears I ot'.veen
the s ;xes. Girls show a marked degree of superiority
in each class, for the reliability of 2.92 aesuros
practically IOC chances in 100 that the true difference
is greater than zero. Although the boys* class of
1938 averaged five points higher than that of the
1334 class of girls, their mean was still approxi-
mately ten points below that of the rirls in their
ov/n class.
Table 16
Average of Junior classes
Glass Pays Girls
N. m . Hn. | L5n.
Junior 1934 1G 66. 70.93 15 81. 80.80
1935 22 84.5 85.09 26 99 96.65
AV. " 38 81.5 79.08 41 91 90.85
B for total boys and girls is S.92
Increase av.
over Freshman 6.5 5.96 18 16.19
The learning curve for each two year interval
as determined by the scholastic tust would B'.ow that
Cirls continue to maintain a higher verage thae. that
of boys. The improvement of oys failed to continue
betveen the ninth and eleventh years of education.
The assertion that classes are equ.el or un-
equal in ability deserves consideration in order
to observe the trend in a rural school system.
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Accordingly, the mep.ns and their reliability factors
are recorded in table 17. From the results one must
conclude that alternate classes in the high school
a. pear to manifest superiority, that is, in a maj-
k odd
ority of cases Year I classes scored higher th&n did
Table 17
Central tendencies according to classes
Class N V6. . 1ft,
Seventh 1932 56 53.5 55.93
1935 62 51. 54.87
Freshman 1932 55 71. 71.02
9 1933 52 79 75.25
1934 67 71 71.39
.» : A - 1935 62 73.5 75.34
Junior 1934 31 60. 75.71
i
1935 46 91. 91.35
p', for seventh 1932 vs. 1933 is .40
°cliff
.
« ' «» Year I 1932 and 1934 vs. 1933 *md 1935 -2.01
» III 1934 VS. 1935 - 3.39
the even classes. The reliability of 2. CI shows
that the chances are 98 in 100 th- 1 the trv.e dif-
ference is greater than zero. In the Year III classes
complete reliability is assured by the factor of 3.89.
Tho seventh grades show insignificant difference be-
tween the central tendencies and the reliability of
.40 indicates that the chances are only G5 in 100
thet the true difference is greater then zero.
2. School marks.
(a) Nature . Exactly whet factors enter into
school rrsdes have received considerable attention.
That evolution of school achievement is essential
can not be denied. Yet, among the nuwerous re-
searches published, some report a marked decree of
correspondence vetv.een marks and school suc~ ;ss;
others tend to show that the traditional school nirks
are inaccurate. To be sure, school marks have been
employed, for some time and in all probability will
continue as the criteria for record in.; school pro-
gress. At the same time it is recognized that each
tcacner considers dissimilar factors when grades
are compiled. Among these factors one may include
the teacher's judgment, the emotional stability of
the pupil, the pupils industry and his willingness
to work.
In this study teachers' marks were considered
in their relationship to the other criteria. Sach
yearly averagfc was obtained from a weighted combin-
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ation of the several subjects. The distribution of
each teacher »s marks was classified as A, E, C, D,
and E, in which :
A 90 - 99
B 80-89
C 70 - 79
D 60 - 69
S Fai lure
(b) Distribution. That differences exists in
the ranee of grades can be seen in table 18. It
shows the distributions of grades that the several
teachers at the high school and seventh grades re-
corded during the course of this study. One teacher
may record 80 % of the grades as either A or E,
Table 18
Percentage distribution of grades aceordin, to teachers
Teacher number A B C D riJJU
1 12.0 36.0 36.0 12.0 4.0
3 6.2 56.2 31.2 6.2 C
3 11.9 27.6 37.3 15.6 6.7
4 7.9 33.8 34.8 15.4 8.2
5. 21.5 4G.1 16.5 13.0 O.C
G 4.7 41.3 37.2 9.2 7.0
7 7.4 72.1 19.2 1.2 0
8 18.0 56.0 2? .0 3.0 1.0
9 12.3 35.3 30.9 16.7 4.3
10 22.4 39.6 28.2 6.1 2.4
11 14.6 33.5 39.1 11.1 1.7
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while another may list only 10;( as either A or Bb
An instructor may record what appears to be a
normal distribution for the class, yet, upon examina-
tion of the table 19 it is apparent that the boyis
exerted an influence undesirable to the teacher's
feelings. The students in each class werr instruct-
ed in the same subject by a different teacher an-
nually. A comparison of the grades force one to
Table 19
Comparison of teachers' grades in same subjects
Teacher (x)
A B C D g
.Boys 5«5 11.1 22 • 2 30.6 30.6
Girls 5.5 39.6 42.8 14.0 0
Combined 4.7 23.4 23.4 17.1
Te -cher (y)
Boys PA .2 36.3 27.2 9.1 3.0
Girls 2S.5 42.5 25.7 a . a
Combined 25.2 39.3 26.2 6.5 1.6
conclude that 3ach teacher recorded in her trades,
class accomplishment of a different nture. Further-
more, the D's and E's were recorded for descendants
of immigrants some of whom ranked in the highest
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^uaP.t-ile of the scholastic test. Some of the D and
S students according to teacher (x) were either A or
B students according to teacher (y) in the same fi-ld
of study from which, one must admit, constant factors
were not measured.
The distribution of final grades concerning the
classes involved in this research in the next table
show a range approaching that average suggested in
(page 60).
Table 20
* Percentage
,
distribution according to classes
A B C D 5
Seventh 1932 18.6 37.3 23.8 10.1 9.3
M 1933 11.7 42.4 30.1 9.7 5.4
Freshman 1932 5.4 30.
4
42.8 19.6 1.7
» 1933 5.4 42.9 39.9 16.4 1.7
w 1934 6.1 22.7 51.5 16.7 3.0
it X935 3.3 21.7 41.6 28.3 5.0
Junior 1934 3.3 33.3 45.4 18.0 0
H 1935 6.4 44.7 31.9 17.0 0
In order to compare school marks according to
sex, table 21 contains the averages of the grade groups
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for each respective year. The means show that girls were
recipients of higher grades. Reliability factors of 1.74 f
3.14 and 1.93 for the means of the total number of Seventh
grade, Year I and Year III cases show that the chances
are 96, 100 and 97 in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero. The differences between yearly
classes show less significant fluctuations.
Table 21
Arithmetic means of the subjects
Boys Girls Total
Class N fe. ft Mn.
Seventh 1932 24 73.5 32 81.3 56 80.3
n 1933 34 79.3 28 31.1 62 80.1
Freshman 1932 26 72.95 29 78.72 55 76.04
t! 1933 25 76.20 27 79.63 52 77.98
M 1934 29 72.59 38 79.27 67 76.37
11 1935 22 72.06 26 77.63 48 74.16
Junior 1934 16 74.94 15 79.38 31 77.09
1935 22 77.18 26 79.42 48 78.33
D
o-diff.
rt
for boys V3. girls is
tt It II W ll
1.74
3.14
ogventh grad«
Year I
ii it n n it 1.93 ii III
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Annuel promotions were la operation during the course
of the first eight gr ; e» The correspondence be-
tween the mental test employed in this research end
promotion as determined by the several teachers, prin-
cipal and superlntendant after their usuel careful and
precise deliberations appears inconsistent* Cert-
ainly the teacher who instructed a cl ss daily for
a one year period should understand the capacities
of the individual involved* Whenever the instrictor
declined to promote a student that case MM con—
??i "ercd by the principal and superintendent, in
conference, -ofore, the non-promotion beceiae ef-
fective*
Table 22 shows the non-promotions distributed
accordinr to sex and class. It is apparent that
being a descendant of native parents almost | uar-
anteed promotion, for only two cases, indicated
by the sinele csteriek, were found, so-celled fail-
ures, whose parents r-?oucsted the repetition
of a year*e work in trfe* to permit the ?>< lures
concerned an opportunity to mature physically* The
double asterisk indicates that two boys ranking
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within the upper one-third of the boys * group or upper
IMUMltlUtfti in teras of the <sntire cl.-sii vera not | roaot-
ed, although their mentality and ehro»4lo
;
ic 1 t$| just-
ified «idvfiae©,'::ent.
Tho vr.luo of the scholastic teat as - rs-TC>ati«
instrument for t ronotion nust he concluded fron the fact
that SD per cent of the failures eere lee&stei ;.«t the
bottom of each respective ©roup* Only two cases *vere
found ahova th^ marginal ...core th t felled in iltinimtW"
sent and evidently unusual factors influenced th© treat*
sent of thos- ear re. A mwnber of the oth r lov scores
indicate that advancement aay have bean quest lona lie.
That fast became apparent shen such subjects undortaofc
tho course of study ot the hi^h school.
( b)
,
The r;cholrstic Tost gjg a has 1,5 for roc, let-
inr TOtthdrgi^lg, .fro.m^jchool,* ivtuds-.ts who
tthuraw frons second nr." schools are generally influenced
by their rrvJes in rvi*cinf* * ->cision. The correspond-
one » between aithdrav-aU .?nd T<y.t«i ability as ree-eured
by the scholastic test is «how* in table - c and 24 • In
a prsjority of emu?** th© withdrawals ware acr; r-^--i.ed
within trail defined Unite, foreign depe--; idania appear
to discontinue educations! pursuits in target . ro..or-
tiona than that found a©on£ children of native parents.
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Mot*ovnr, « larger proportion of the latter class *ere
found remaining In attendance even though their mental
ability was unsatisfactory for successful school achieve-
ment •
The tables 23 and 24 show that 11 | er cent of
sevam.1. grade subjects receiving a score within the
low portion of the class withdrew froa school, and that
61 par cent of the lowest Year I students failed to
continue school work. A lower arbitrary score could
be selected for each group that would roduce higher
correspondence of withdrawals with lots scores*
That a high proportion of children |>1iilHjitm to
the native stock whose scores were extreuely low did
not withdraw, chows correspondence with the results
in the previous table which indicated a condition
favorabla to thst class of students. It must le con-
cluded that withdrawals end nen-pronotlons appear more
frequent arcane foreign diecendaits than tfeftt of the
native class*
(p) Relationship between scholastic teat and school
g>arfcs« Final school grades were correlated
with te; t scores according; to clow groups* The results
show that a relatively constant and significant re-
lationship exists between total school ciarks and test
40
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scores. That relationship shows a tendency to in-
crease in the later testing procedures.
Data Correlated
t
N r
oev^th grade murks vs. Scholastic test 118 .45 ±.05
Year I H H * 238 .46 ± .04
"III * * « 78 .53 ±.05
i
i
I
The reason for e. lover correspondence may be at-
tributed to the variable methods employed when grades
were established, i^adec recorded by one instructor
i
were found to correlate .38 ±" .08 in a subject con-
taining identical elements with that of the scholastic
test. In another case, the correlation was ,22 * .10.
In terms of final group correlations, the results
show that .ichool marks correlate with test scores in
a ratio proportionate to the school year.
The relationship tht.t has reported in other-
studies between school rn^.rks end the scholastic test
is shown according to the investigator who reported
the results. Median coefficients of correlation
tend to be located in the neighborhood of .50 or
higher.
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(52 )
1. Ho 1 yoke High School Tfenr XII mm Tv>riarity
Scholastic teat vs. school mprks— -«—— - .5? £ .08
»
.5? * .03
(43)
r.
. est. Sprin&field K?.f h School — ™---^tennall
Tear II scholastic t~at vs. School r,nrka.47 * .05
I » * * .30 * .04
The application of the Stanford Achievement test
to the seventh grade afforded an opportunity to cob-
pare the degree to which each test measured si nil • r
factors comprising school asarks. The relatione ip
reported *cy different studies follow accordinc to
conductor of that study.
Seventh fyade This study
1. (a) Boys .72 * .07
(fc) Girls .5: * .03
2. (a) Eoye .65 < .03
(b) drls .4* * .1C
3. ( Total cases .56 * .03
(53)
iblyoke High School Year II ............. ?->riarity
Scholastic test vs. nones-Harry nc*;iev -
sent test .6*5 * »02
(44)
Vest Springfield High .*chool Year III ...McDonnell
Scholastic test va. Toraan Tost ...... .87 * .03
Teats oi —lUl atilUy wore not in opera tion at
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the Ac demy, which does not permit comparative study
of the scholastic teat, school marks and other mental
teste. The results of other studied reported and that
of the seventh grade indicate that the scholastic test
employed in this research corresponds favorable with
other mental tests that ?;ere in operation.
(d) The constancy of mental ability Intelli-
gence as measured by the Scholastic, Test appears to
develop uniformly during the intervals examined in
this research a3 shown in figure (page 69). The
correlation in the table 25 show that a high degree
of reliability exists between the testing programs.
Table 25
Reliability coef f i darts of Scholastic Tost
Comparativ Data N r . P«B.
Seventh grade 1932 vs. Year I 1934 42 .51 * .06
" " 1933 " 1933 40 .72 * .05
Year I 1932 III 1934 31 .75 * .05
i 1933 " " 1935 46 .81 * .03
The results also show the tendency for those in each
qu&Ptile to remain in a comparatively unchanged po-
sition. It must be concluded that mental ability
as determined by the scholastic aptitude test remains
67
relatively constant after the expiration of a two
year period.
(e) Comparison of native and foreign descendants .
Tab^e 26 shows the school marks and scholastic lest
scores recorded for the several groups. According
to the number of cases it is apparent that children
of immigrant families constitute a large majority
of each class. The results show that the co-called
foreign class of subjects receives lower school grades
than that of the native group, yet their mental ab-
ility as determined by the scholastic test is of sup-
erior quality. Foreign descendants are found in rep-
resentative numbers among the leaders of each clss.
Incidentally, during the past decade eight foreign
descendants have ranked highest during the high school
course of study. The table shows the distribution
of the high ranking cases during the Seventh grade,
Year I and Year III. Evidently children of foreign
descendants manifest superior mental ability as
measured by the scholastic tost, yet their school
grades fail to suggest th t fact.
(f) Teacher estimate of mental abjlit,. ITach
teacher who instructed the indiviv;uals rartici eating
88
Table 26
I'ental Ability and school success
Seventh Freshman Junior
Number of native students 21 42 15
b 1 foreign descendants 97 194 64
Avorxigo ox nJLx scnoox grciaes 1 O » IV
native OO.fll * ooOtOO r o. d4
"
" scholastic scores 54.42 73.41 85.18
» native H H 50.40 73.08 80.83
Failures that were above the
median on Scholastic test-native 1 **
#
0
l n i foreign
descendants 14 42
ft
9
Scores above 70 number of native 3 20 10
I h n m » for«ign
descendants 13 137 63
Scores above 90 M M native 6 6
• I « foreign
descendants 1 53 33
P • of school grades 1.73 2.50 .42
°diff.
* " Schol stic scores 2.07 .72 1.44
• indicates either D or I in a course of study
4' No E grades recorded.
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in this study was requested to rank the claeSaccord-
ing to mental ability. To these ratings the correla-
tion procedure was applied in which the other vari-
able was the test of scholastic ability.
Scholastic ability and teacher estimates ap. ear
to operate upon dissimilar factors which may account
in part for the low correspondence found betv-een
school marks recorded by certain instructors and
mental ability.
Table 27
Teacher ratings vs. Scholastic Aptitude Test
Case number r
1 .24 .08
2 .37 ± .07
3 .41 ± .04
4 .31 ± .06
5 .43 X .05
6 .20 ± .08
7 .29 ± .10
8 .17 t .11
B. Resulti; on Vvorks ^.i^le ,.;'5
1 . Ranp.e of scores.
The graphical distribution of the six ai.:e
90
classes for boys and of the five age classes for girls
is shown on figures 2-5. Solid lines indicate the av-
erage time required to assemble the block during the
fir^t testing program. The dotted lines repres nt
the distribution of those cases retested two-years
fu'"* owing their original examination. All new sub-
jects who had enrolled in a class that, was being re-
tested were considered together with the records of
those pxai-ined tne f?rst time. For example, students
in a seventh ^rade assembled the block in the spring
of 1932. Two years later, 1934, that seventh grade
constituted a part of the freshman class. Since the
entire class was included in the research some in-
dividuals had not assembled the block, ^ew subjects
were recorded in that group tested for the first time
and their scores were classified according uo
The mechanical block has teen applied to a re-
pr sentative number of men. As yet few experiments
have been undertaken during the adolescent stages of
each sex. O'Connor's results derived from a limited
number of cases tend to show that tne test Is uLaost
too difficult for boys less than sixteen years of age.
Only a limited number of girls have assembled Ihe block.
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It has been accepted that girls need not participate
along mechanical departments and for that reason their
ability has not been extensively determined.
Figures 2 and 3 show that a wide range in me-
chanical ability exists as measured by the block test.
Gome are able to assemble the block in less than three
minutes while others require thirty minutes. Thus
one individual has ten times more ability than an-
other according to a mechanical test.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the range of ability
for girls. A few cases show equal and even tetter
scores than those of boys. Yet in terms of averages
the entire group of girls are not equal in mechanical
ability to that of boys.
2. Cental tendencies .
(a) A&e medians. The medians for eacn age class
are listed in the table that follows with those re-
ported by 0»Connor, Landry and Clark. In this study
the medians of boys are slightly lower than those de-
termined by Clark and Landry. Clark's research in-
volved trade school students, a group that one would
expect to represent a selected class since they elected
92
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that course of training The results point reward
the ffct that mechanical aptitude is not the deciding
factor when one s lects training in a tteehnnicel vo-
cation* Hie twelve year old groups are eoaposec of
insuffle'.wt cases to warrant comparisons. In term
of averages boys are superior to girls in eecheni al
ability £3 measured by tho block test.
Table 28
Medians on Slock Test according to age groups
j
( oa arisen with results g| Q'Cpnuor^ Cl-ark», Landry
"""
' i'^iS
' th'l^ study
Arte O'Connor Clark Landry hove /dris
12 9.41 5.50
13 7.42 7.57
14 8.13 5.77 5.91 7.27
15 5.80 5.53 5.71 7.04
IS 6.38 5.50 5.20 5.62 7.24
1? 5.17 4.as 5.10 5.25
18 4.78 4.50 4.47
10 4.57 4.00
20 3.98
(h^ r.nanariaon of original Rediano
resuit in/: P** w a rstestinr oros*»»«
Tatlo 29 Chora a conpartson tf MHiN according to
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age groups derived from the two testing programs. In-
cluded in the first trial are those who assembled the
block during one period of examination, while the
second trial includes those who participated in each
of the two administrations. It will be observed that
the time improved for those repeating the block x>ro-
cedure over the time neces ary during the original
group. For example, 4.51 minutes were required to
assemble the block by the repeating group while 6.62
minutes represents the median for the same age group
derived from the results of the first testing program.
The same situation will be observed for other groups.
The table shows that the median for the sixteen year
group girls remains practically constant. This was
caused by the withdrawal from school of more cases
above the median than below the median. In the
other groups approximately the same number of cases
above and below the median withdrew from school.
The improved scores upon repetition of the test
arise from two sources, growth of physical and mental
capacities and partial recollection of the previous
examination. The scores for each successive years
chronological age shows that mechanical ability devel-
98
ops simultaneously with adolescent growth. To v<hat
extent the first assemblying procedure affected scores
in the second testing program can not be determined.
The scores seem to indicate that something had been
retained*
Table 29
Median cccres on
.
block t 3t obtained from the tegjyygyg prop-rams
Boys G
^ ,r,ls
1st trial 2rd trial 1st trial 2nd tri
12 9.41 5.50
13 7.42 7.57
14 5.91 8.45 7.27 4.82
15 5.71 5.58 7.04 5.73
16 5.62 4.51 7.24 6.34
17 5.25 4.37 5.81
IS 3.45 7.32
19 4.11
) Ar.e norms. For comparative study the scores
secured in this research must be standardized. Norms
for es ch age group will provide the limit 8 for an A,
E, C
•
or D score. The percentile method mey used
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by distributing the scores according to time with the
fastest at the top of the table and the slowest at
the bottom of the table. The entire group divided
into four units or quartiles is rated A, B, C and D.
From the quartile points the limits for each rank can
be determined. The norms are tabulated below together
with those of O'Connor and Clark. The distributions
of norms for girls are listed together with O'Connor's
norms. Since O'Connor's investigations were limited
the norms which he determined are considerably higher
than those of this research. His norms of adult cap-
acity for men and women follow:
Men Worn en
A 0 - 2.74 0 - 4.00
B 2.75 - 3.98 4.01 - 6.50
C 3.99 - 6.13 6.51 - 9.50
D 6.14 - up 9.51 - *p
( d) Afie factors. In order to determine one's
adult mechanical capacity age factors may le util-
ized. This factor or ratio can be applied to any
raw score and the result will represent the subject's
100
Table 30
Final ap.e norms - Eoys
0 'Connor Clark This study
13 years A
B
C
D
0 - 4.63
4.64 - 7.95
7.98 -10.26
10.21 - up
A 0 -
P 4.44 -
C 6.04 -
D 8.76 -
4.43 0 - 4.36
6.03 4.37 - 8.21
6.77 5.2f- - 8.97
up 8.98 - up
A 0 -
B 3.95 -
C 5.48 -
D 8.28 -
3.94 0 - 4.14
5.47 4.15 - 5.80
8.27 5. SI - 8.84
up 8.85 - up
A 6- 4.42 0
B 4.43- 6.48 3. 81
C '6.43- 9.39 5.07
E .9.90- up 7.87
3.50 0 - 3.78
5.06 3.79 - 4.82
7.88 4.83 - 8.45
up 8.46 - up
17 A 0 - 3.56
B 3.57 - 5.17
C 5.18 - 7.96
D 7.97 - up
0 - 3.33
3.34 - 4.72
4.73 - 7.53
7.54 - up
(insufficient
cases
)
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Table 31
Final ap;e norms - Girls
Ap
t
e f'Touy O'Connor Thia stud;/
13 years A 0 - 5.79
B S.80 - 3.71
C 8.72 -12.G1
B 12.02 - up
14 » A 0 - 5.05
B 5.06 - 7.31
C 7.32 -11.51
D 11.52 - up
15 " A 0 - 4.73
B 4.74 - 7.05
C 7.06 - 9.30
D 9.31 - Up
16 A 0.- 6.45
B 6.46 - 10.48 (insufficient
C 10.49 - 15.32 cases)
D 15*33 - up
17 H A 0 - 5.19
E 5.20 - 8.44
C 8.45 - 12.34
D 12.35 - up
aciult capacity.
It was observed that the median score when di-
vided by the median for the adult score, as detfir-
mined by O'Connor, produced a factor that corresponded
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closely to the age factors of Clark and Landry. The
dtermination by this method resulted in a factor whose
deviation appears no greater than that of the subject-
ive variable involved in the measurement of time when
the score was recorded. The table sho. o a conpirison
of the age factors derived by Clark, Landry and this
research.
Table 32
A$e factors fur hl^h school students
Clark Landry Study
Percentile fid. quotient Boys Girls
13 .537 .526
14 .65 - 66 .649 .691 .573 .549
15 .71 - 72 .71 .719 .597 .565
16 .62 - 78 .724 .765 .708 Insufficient
cases
17 .77 - 83 .321 .78 .753
(e) Distribution according to classes. The
comparisons in table 33 show the medians according
to sex and class. The table illustrates the fact
that an insignificant difference of mechanical ab-
ility exists between the sexes in the seventh grade,
for the reliability of .29 indicates that the ciiances
are only 65 in 100 that boys will score Mr her than
Girls. That similarity does not continue during tit*
Table 33 103 a
Medians according to claasea
Boys Girls
1. Seventh >rade 1932 7.93 8.34
2m u 1933
s. rreshman 1932 4.67 7.79
4. 1933. 3.84 6.91
«j« o 1934
12 new cases 9 new cases
6. II 1935 6.10 8.06
13 new cases 8 new cases
7. Juniors 1934 4.33 7.26
1936 3.46 5.06
JL combined 7th boys vs. girls •29
"Sift*
n tt Year I * vs. H S.08
3.27
Table 34
Issprovftisent. Factors on fljj
First testinr; profyajn
i i
jggvgfl testing; ; ro; raia
Trials C Conner Boys Girls
., ,
.
Bpy.s,,
.
Hv 9
First 1.00 1.00 1.00 l.oc 1.00
Second 1.4 1.39 1.43 1.40
Third 1.7 1.68 1.78 1.61 1.70
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adolescent development through the succeeding years.
The boys show a marked development in their r.iechanical
aptitude, exceding that of the girls by a consider-
able margin. Reliability factors of 3.08 and 3. 27 for
Year I and III respectively, show that the boys will
always score higher then girls.
3. Improvement factors.
In the admin? stration of the block, three trials
were given each subject. To same extent, the individ-
ual derived some experience with each trial and im-
proved his time for assemblying the block. In order
to compensate for this improvement, a factor must be
used that reduces the score for the second and third
trial to an equire/>ent standard with that of the first
trial. In table 34 the factors show that bo j s improved
in the block assembly more than the ^irls. The factors
derived from the retesting program shows marked im-
provement over that manifested during the original
procedure.
The improvement factors and the final scores
were influenced considerably by the method of assembly
that the subject undertook. , variety of methods were
employed and they can be classified according to:
(a) Trial and error. Those displaying no de-
finite constructive procedure in the assembly of the
block required more time than that of any other
froup. Among this clasr were cases that manipulated
blocks aimlessly, and some attempted to *"=!?emMc a
wriggly block with one having a plane surface.
(b? Gilding by layers
.
Average success v.as
attained by those employing the layer method. A
starting point was afford <d those who saw that the
block might be assembled according to a layer struct-
ure. A few cases encountered extreme difficulty with
this method, for the possibility exists that accord-
ing to layers this worksample can not be assemblpd.
Under such circumstances the individual usually avoid-
ed an identical situation during the next trial.
(c) Hechanlcal insight . For lack of a better
means of description the word "Insight" is employed.
That is, a few were examined who experienced only
the slightest amount of difficulty in manipulating
the blocks. The subject apparently visualized the
spatial relationship of the pieces as he proceeded,
nrlccted the correct block, turned it into the
correct position and completed the solution with
ease.
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4. Reliability of #5
The test of mechanical ability was administered
to the same class at an interval of two years. Using
the scores thus obtained the degree of reliability
between the results was determined. Boys and girls
were correlated independently for a marked difference
of ability exists between the sexes. The results are
shown in table 35
.
Table 35
Reliability of #5
Comparative data r
Seventh grade vs. Year I - Boys .83 * .04
H n » i* « carls .81 ± .03
Year I III Eoys .86 * .02
M » " * Girls .76 * .05
According to the relatively high degree of corres-
pondence observed during a period of two years it must
be concluded that mechanical ability as determined by
#5 shows proportionate development among adolescent
subjects.
5. Relationship of //5 to Academic Sub.iects.
Mechanical ability may be compared with success
in academic work is determined by grades for individual
106
courses of study and arithmetic averages of all sub-
jects, The correspondence determined between £5 find
academic work is shown in table 36.
Table 35
Corre 1at i on co e f f i c i en
1
1 1 of ff5 and phases of acaoomic work
Comparative Data H r__
1. Seventh Grade
H vs. Mathematics 100 .04
" » English 100 .00
• Average grades 100 .01
2 . Year I
'5 vs. .Mathematics 100 .11
English 100 .01
" 0 Average grades 100 .03
3. Year III
fS vs. Mathem ?t ice 41 .15
" " English 78 .00
* " Average grades 78 .02
The correspondence between academic marks, or
general scholastic ability, and #5 representing mechan-
ical ability, has only a caance relationship according
to the r f s listed in the table.
C. ?3uaical Ability
1. Distribution of norm material. The distri-
butions of crude scores are shown on fi, ures 5-9. The
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wide range of ability observed suggests the fact that
some are equipped with musical ability many times great-
er than that of others, as determined by Seashore's
Measures.
The distribution according to Larson and that de-
termined from the results of this research are plotted
upon the same graph. Ordinates, derived from the fre-
quency or number of cases, were transformed into a per-
centage value, thus reducing each study to an equal
base. The crude scores divided into intervals of five
units were plotted as the coordinates. This material
will be found in the tables accompanying each graph.
The music measures were administered to the
seventh grades during the month of June which consti-
tutes a period practically equal to the eighth grade
in terms of educational progress. For that reason
eighth grade norms were utilized for determining the
percentiles.
The graph for pitch scores shows that seventh
grade pupils possess ability equal to that of a number
(32)
of freshmen. Larson's results and the norms for this
research nearly coincides except for the higher scores
at the extreme right on the former's graph.
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Table 37
Pitch
Crude scores Grad e o AUUlt
Frequency fi Frequency &,
98 * xUd
93 - 97
88 - 92 8 6.8 18 5.7
83 - 87 28 23.7 93 29.4
78 - 82 27 22.9 98 31.0
73 - 77 20 16.9 50 15.8
68 - 72 13 11.0 28 8.9
63 - 67 7 5.9 14 4.4
58.- 62 6 5.0 7 2.2
53 - 57 6
48 - 52 2 1.7 3 .9
43 - 47 1 .8 1 .3
38 - 42
118 316
From the Intensity distribution on figure 7 it
will be found that Larson reports more high scores than
that of this study. However, the 90 per cent group
contains more cases in this study. A very noticable
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Table 38
Intensity
Grade 8 Adult
Crude Scores Frequ ncy
€
Frequency »
98 -102
93- 97 2 1.7 59 13.7
88 - 92 36 30.5 126 39.9
83 -87 36 30.5 73 23.1
78 - 82 25 21.2 29 9.2
73 - 77 10 8.5 11 3.5
68 - 72 6 5.1 7 2.2
63 - 67 1 .8 3 .9
58 - 62 1 .8 4 1.3
53 - 57 1 .8 2 •6
48 - 52 2 .6
118 316
deviation does not exist between eighth grade and
adult ability.
The distribution of time scores shows that
this measure was more difficult than that- of either
pitch or intensity. The peaks of the adult and
eighth grade groups appear to have a more pronouncei
deviation.
KEUFFEL 8 ESSER CO. N. Y.
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. N. Y.
Table 39
Time
113
Grade 6 Adult
Crude scor s Frequency f9 Frequency
93 - 97
88 - 92 1 .8 5 1.6
83 - 87 4 3.4 41 13.0
78 82 12 10.2 108 34.2
• O 77 ox mf (it 29-1
68 72 27 22.9 38 12.0
63 67 27 22.9 16 5.1
58 62 12 10.2 9 2.9
53 57 2 1.7 5 1.6
48 52 2 1.7 2 .6
118 316
Apparently the tonal memory test was the most
difficult measure of the group. A number of cases ex-
perienced success no better than that of pure chance.
Eighth grade scores represent ability that has not de-
veloped in proportion to that of the other measures.
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Table 40
Tonal Memory
Grade 8 Adult
Crude scores Frequency Frequency iff
i
93 -97
88 -92 13 4.1
83 -87 40 12.7
78 -82 6 5.1 51 16.1
73 -77 12 10,2 54 17.1
bo — < c, PA on A
63- 67 20 16.9 36 11.4
58 -62 20 16.9 28 8.9
53 -57 15 12.7 19 6.0
48 -52 12 10.2 17 5.4
43 -47 8 6.8 9 2.8
38.42 1 .8 5 1.6
118 316
2. Central Tendencies .
Tables41 snows the arithmetic means distributed
according to class groups and totals Although the
central tendencies were obtained from crude scores
the percentileswere employed to determine the relia-
bility of the averages.

Table 41
Arithmetic means determined from the crude scores
N P I Ti . To
Seventh grade 1932 55 76.03 83.75 71.07 62.01
n n 1933 52 76.01 83.43 69.70 62.85
» i Boys 58 75.79 84.67 70.52 63.45
H " Girls 50 76.25 82.53 70.20 61.63
H H Total 118 76.02 83.58 70.36 62.53
Year I 1932 55 78.02 85.42 75.89 70.25
H i» 1933 52 73.44 87.44 76.34 71.23
11 » 1934 67 79.37 85.64 75.77 69.71
H *' 1935 62 78.80 87.22 75.64 69.32
« II fin vs 116 79.06 87 . 09 76.58 70.80
II « IPO 78.43 85 90 75.77 70.33
11 11 Total 236 78.73 86.57 7o»cc
Year III 1934 31 78.60 86.58 76.74 72.96
h n 1935 49 78.89 87.36 77.04 71.75
ii tt Boys 39 77.73 86.95 77.23 73.11
it n car If .41 79.78 e?.i7 76.59 71.37
n n Total SO 78.88 87.03 76.93 72.26
D
cy
diff
,
of seventh grade girls vs. boys .84
ii Year I H n ii 1.41
n ii » III n n .16
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The central tendencies indicate th t significant sex
differences do not exist uetween Year III boys and girls
for the chances are only 56 in 100 th^t the toys will
score higher than girls. In the complete Year I cases
the chances are 92 in 100 that the average score of boys
will be higher than that of girls. In the Seventh ^rade
the chances are 80 in 100 that boys will average higher
than girls.
A comparison of the rosults found in this re-
search with that of Larson ^l^shown in table 42. The
central tendencies appear higher for Seventh grade
subjects in this research, and the chances are 85 in
100 that Seventh gry.de students in this research will
average higher than a corresponding group according to
Larson.
Table 42
Mediangand arithmetic means of /;rade 8
Test
This research Larson
•
s
N ten. : d. | 7.2. l*n.
itch 116 78 76. Of? 1279 78 74.26
Intensity 118 85 83.58 1318 84 82.12
Time 118 71 70.36 1303 71 70.39
Tonal Mem-
ory 118 63 62.53 1312 63 62.77
D
1.03
°diff
.
of this study con., ared with Larson's
Table 43a
,
,
This Reanarch Larson •s
Test N L!n. lad. 11 Jin. Md
Pitch 316 SO 73.78 1247 81 79.12
Intensity 316 39 8S.72 1257 90 88.19
Time 316 77 73.41 1263 78 77.42
Tonal Memory 316 73.5 70.83 1248 74 72. /3
Kdiff
of this study compared with Larson's 1.42
In the adult averages the results of the two studies are
reversed. That is, the chances are 92 in 100 that Lar-
son's subjects will score higher than thos in this
study. The conclusion follows that in this research
grade 8 students tend to score higher and adult students'
averages are lower than those reported in Larson.
3. Reliability of the measures.
(a) Correspondence of repeated studies . Tables
43 and 44 show the reliability coefficients determined
from the results of the eighth grade and adult students
participating in this research. A relatively high cor- .
rospondence appears to exist between the results of
the two testing programs.
(34)
The results determined by Larson and that of
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Table 43
reliability of the Seashore Tests (Si/hth r,rade)
N r
Pitch 83 .87 ± .02
Intensity 83 .75 * .03
Time 83 .73 * .03
Tonal Memory 63 .71 * .04
Table 44
Reliability of The Seashore Tests (Adult)
N r_
Fitch 78 .77 * .03
Intensity 78 .75 * .04
Time 78 .70 * .04
Tonal Memory 78 .93 * .01
other investigators indicate that the most reliable
tests were those employed in this research, namely
(35)
pitch, intensity, time, and tonal memory. Larson's
coefficients were determined from results obtained by
the repetition of the measures during the same sitting.
A period of five months expired before the program was
repeated.
Table 45
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Reliability coefficient for adults as determined
by other inv:;3tirator3
Larson Grade 8 Sane .;lttin t :
N
Pitch 200 .83 ± .01
Intensity 200 .80 ± .02
Time 200 .59 ± .03
Consonance 200 .55 .03
Tonal Memory 200 .87 .CI
Rhythm 200 .56 * .03
Larson Grade 8 Same 1Sittins
N r
Pitch 100 .85 ± .02
Intensity 100 .83 ± .02
Time 100 .62 .04
Consonance 100 .54 .05
Tonal Memory IOC .88 .02
Rhythm 100 .59 .05
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Table 46
Reliability of the Seashore Measures of Musical Talent
Larspp adults
m i
(oc^ae sittin
r )
N r
Pitch 200 .80 ± .016
Intensity 200 .75 ± .021
Time 200 .38 ± .026
Consonance 200 .71 1 .021
Tonal Meznorv 200 .32 +• .007
Rhythm 200 .58 t .023
Pitch 100 .89 ± .01
Intensity 100 .78 ± .03
Time 100 .73
+
.03
Consonance 100 .74 X .02
Tonal Memory 100 .95
+
.01
Bhythm 100 .72 .03
Brown computed the r »s for approximately 90 adults
with an interval of four months between tests. The
results of his research are shown in the table 47.
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Table 47
Reliability coefficients of the Seashore Tests ( vaults )
N r
Pitch 93 .71 * .03
Intensity 91 .55 ± .04
Time 91 .48 ± .05
Consonance 91 .43 * .05
Tonal Ptemory 90 .59 * .04
Rhythm 89 .28 * .06
(97)
leaver reported the results listed in table 48.
Table 48
_
Reliability of the Seashore Measures (Adult)
g r
Pitch 100 .70 * .03
Intensity 100 .66 * .04
Time 100 .53 ± .05
Consonance 100 .35 * .06
Tonal Memory 100 .65 * .04
Rhythm 100 .50 * .05
That variability between the results of different
investigators exists has been in evidence according to
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the results in the tables that have been presented.
The cause for such differences may be attributed to num-
erous uncontrolled factors some of which ^re size of the
group tested, room conditions, motivation, reliability
of the phonograph motor, number of tests at each sit-
ting and interpretation.
That the skill of the experimentor may have a decid-
ed influence, and a thorough understanding of the nsusic-
al tests by the administrator of the measures are im-
portant factors, may be gathered from the M Foreward w
(74)
of Stanton's "Prognosis of Musical Achievement",
in which Dr, H. Hanson, director of the Eastman School
of Music, states, "As a practical musician I have
been convinced of their (the Seaahore tests) effi-
cacy. I should wish, however, to add ray belief that
such testing is only of value when undertaken by thor-
oughly trained psychologists under conditions where
control of experimentation is absolute. The under-
taking of such a testing program by inexperienced and
undertrained persons could only be a calamity. w
(b) Intercorrelation of th individual test.
In tables 49-51 inlercorrelat ion for the individual
tests are shown distributed according to the several
investigators.
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Table 49
Intercorrela ion on Seashore Tests -r?_*nrifi R {hs.r
(37)
son)
Pitch
- 100
Intensity Time Tonal I.'eaor
Pitch
.45 ± .05 .38 i" • CO .71 ± .03
Int ensity .45 ± .05 .35 ± .06 .37 * .OS
Time .36 * .06 .35 ± .06 .47 * .05
Tonal Memory .71 ± .03 .37 * .06
Adult
.47 * .05
Pitch Int ens i ty Time Tonal Memory
Pitch .33 ± .06 .45 * .05 .49 * .05
Intensity .33 ± .06 .30 * .06 .24 * .06
Time .45 * .05 .30 t .06 .24 * .06
Tonal Memory .49 ± .05 .24 * .06 .24 $ .06
Table 50
(8)
Intercorrelation on Seashore Tests (Adult) - Frown
Pitch Intensity Time Tonal Memory
Pitch .25 * .05 .20 ± .06 .52 * .04
Intensity .25 * .06 .40 * .05 .CO
Time .20 * .06 .40 * .05 .20 .06
Tonal Memory .52 * .04 .00 .20 * .06
The results of this research 'foll^v. according to
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group distributions. That the intercorrelat ions are
not very high may be accepted as a desirable character-
istic, for each measures factors pertaining to different
elements of music. Those low intercorrelat ions ohov; that
a wider range of ability is measured than that determined
Table 51
Intercorrelation of the Seashore Tests (Grade8)
I - 100
Pitch Intensity Time ' Tonal kemory
Pitch .47 * .05 .34 * .06 .40 ± .06
Intensity .47 * .05 .27 * .06 .33 * .06
Time .34 ± .06 .27 ± .06 .30 * .06
Tonal Memory .40 * .06 .33 * .06 .30 * .06
was the correspondence more pronounced.
Adult
Pitch .37 ± .06 .29 i" .06 .44 ± .05
Intensity .37 ± .06 .41 * .06 .17 * .07
Time .29 * .06 .41 * .06 .32 S .06
Tonal Memory .44 * .05 .17 * .07 .32 t .06
(c) Ability according to nationality of subject.
The raw score arithmetic means determined from the re-
sults on ace \\e can be trenaf ormed into a percentile
rank, a comparison of complete class averages show
insignificant differences between native and foreign
descendants. The resulting medians according to class
groups are shown below:
D
Native Foreign o- diff
.
1. Seventh Grade 50.6 50.1 .£8
2. Year I 47.8 48.2 .29
3. n III 50.4 49.8 .39
4. Prediction of success in music. Table 52 shor/s
the average percentiles for the beginning and advanced
musical classes.
Table 52
Beginning music class Percentile average
N Average percentage
Pitch 19 53.5
Intensity 19 44.9
Time 19 44.2
Tonal Memory 19 52.8
Students continuing musical study- Percentile aver.., e
| Average percentage
Pitch IS 71.3
Intensity 18 64.2
Time 18 58.7
Tonal Memory 18 66.7
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The beginning class includes all undertaking a musical
education under the direction of a professional instruct-
or. A few of the advanced group h*d received instruction
for a number of years. Accordingly, these v?ere recorded
with th??t group who survived the first year of instruction
to constitute a class recorded in table 52 as the s ud-
ents continuing a musical education.
The discontinuance of a musical study may be attri-
buted to several reasons among which are included lack
of instruments, financial requirements, instruction
and ability. This latter f ctor was the only apparent
cause for the withdrawal of the subjects from musical
advancement. Average percentiles for this group are
shown in the table 53.
Table 53
Average percentile of students discontinuity/-, music
N Average ercenta^e
Pitch 9 41.4
Intensity 9 23.8
Time 9 37.4
Tonal Memory 9 39.8
Additional data concerning musical ability and
professional achievement appears in IM reports of other
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studies. Each table shows avera, percentiles for
musicians of recognized ability as well as that of non-
musicians.
Table 54
Average percentiles among various levels of musical
accomplishment
(50)
First class musicians Semi-profesaional
| Average percentage | Average percentage
Pitch 91.0 14 84.9
Intensity 6 89.2 13 81.1
Time 6 83.7 13 80.1
Consonance 13 80.2
Tonal Kemory 6 91.0 13 81.4
Rhythm 14 78.4
Advanced Amateurs
(390
-Larson Limited Sxperience-This study
N Average percentage II Average ercenta^e
Pitch 48 77.4 18 71.3
Intensity 48 73.5 18 64.2
Time 48 65.9 18 58.7
Consonance 48 71.0
Tonal Memory 47 75.1 IS 66.7
Rhythm 48 76.3
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The results in table 54 show decided trend In the
average percentiles for the various levels of musical
accomplishment. That the value of Seashore's measures
as a prognostic test is apparent comes as a logical
conclusion from the reports of the several investigation
At the Eastman School these measures are utilized as a
basis for entrance requirements, and accordingly, Dr.
(75)
Stanton has decided to admit only thosa api li cants
whose musical talent warrent some continuity of music-
al training.
D. Interest Data
1. Diversification of vocational interests.
The tables that follow show the wide range of ex-
pressed opinions that were observed in this research.
The data is separated into age group and classes, in-
cluded in the quiz were such factors as; "best choice,"
"most probable choice", "best money-maker" , "nost res-
pected" and "easiest occupations", each of which was to
be considered in its relationship to the sevsral vo-
cations.
(a) The ''best choices". Each subject vsas requested
to indicate his three preferred vocational choices
after carefully considering the list that was suggested.
The frequency of each vocation w s determined from these
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responses. In table 55 the results show the relative
ran!c of the several vocations distributed according to
class and sex.
It is apparent that a limited number of vocations
predominate throughout adolescent development. Certain
vocations such as "cowboy" and "actress" receive loss
attention aa the individual matures. Among the boys
an adventure group of vocations h&d 1 attracted the
most attention. Girls favored clerical work and nurs-
ing. The fact must not be overlooked that a few -iris
considered "housewife" as a desirable occupati n at
a reasonably early age.
(b) The "most probable choices". A number of case.s
are present in all unsolected groups that will b* un-
able to follow that occupation which is most attractive
to the individual. Realising that situation space is
provided for the subject undertaking the quiz to se-
lect that vocation which he may be required to pursue
regardless of preference. This is called his "most
probable choice". That boys realize the limits of
their opportunities at an early age ic shown in the
table 56. Few vocations are beyond the'eapacity of the
average individual. At a young age t;irl3 manifest the
desire to follow an actress's career. They are later
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inclined toward fields of activity more in keeping with
their opportunities.
(c) Distribution of vocational choices according
te age*
Tablee 57 and 58 show the results classified
in terms of sex and age units. Insufficient data
concerning the twelve and nineteen year groups does
not permit reasonable distributions for those ages.
The results indicate that the best vocational
choices of boys do not coincide with the field of
activity they will most likely follow. They, pro-
bably realise that an opportunity to receive train-
ing in their preferred occupation does not ;xist.
Tore correspondence appears between the "best" and
"most probable" choices of the girls. Throughout
the adolescent period few additions are made to
the preferred vocations in either sex. Yet the more
practical fields of activity tend to attract more
attention.
The vocational trend among approximately six
thousand subjects in the adolescent stage that have
(40)
boen sLuued by Lehman and V.'itty are shown in the
table 59.
(d^ The "best money-maker" Table 31 shows the
134
order in which the subjects of this research elieve
that vocations are ranked according to pecuniary value.
Table 57
Hanking of "aost probable" choices accordin, to o
_
(Ijoys )
Peat u'ost probable Test Most probable
Thirteen Fourteen
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Cowboy
B a e ball
Aviation
Doctor
Detective
Elevator
Tender
Farmer
Aviation
Laborer
Mechanic
Dai ry
Navy
Aviation
Eue Driver
Carpenter
Baseball
Ranger
ISngineer
Farmer
Hanger
Carpenter
Laborer
Aviation
Mechanic
Fifteen Sixteen
1. Baseball Farmer
2. Aviation Kechai-ic
3. Truck Driver Ranger
4. Law Laborer
5. Carpenter Teacher
6. Teacher rase ball
Aviation
Navy
Basebe.ll
Cowboy
Truck Driver
Radio Expert,
Farmer
Aviation
Laborer
Sailor
Dairy
Trock Driver
Seventeen
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Mechanic
Aviation
Pascball
Lav?
!.
;usic
Teacher
Farmer
Laborer
Aviation
Mechanic
Surveyor
Dairy
ITi/'.hteen
Mechanic
Aviation
Doctor
Baseball
Navy
Lfcsic
Farmer
Truck I
Ranger
ITavy
iiusic
Doctor
river
Table 58
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Ranking; of "most probable" choices accordir., , lo age (Girl s)
East "oat probable Pest liost probable
Thirteen Fourteen
1. Actress Teacher
2. Stenographer Actress
3. Teac :er Stenographer
4. Nurse Nurse
5. Dressmaker Pri.r.te Secretary
6. Private Sec- Dressmaker
retary
Nurse
Actress
Teacher
Artist
Nurse
Stenographer
Housewife
Maid
Beauty Parlor Art'st
Stenographer actress
fifteen Sixteen
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Teacher Stenographer
Stenographer Teacher
Private Sec- Nurse
retary
"eauty Parlor Beauty Parlor
Actress Kaid
6. Nurse Actress
Nurse
Stenographer
I/usic
Tencher
Store
Private Sec-
retary
Nurse
stenographer
ifusic
Teocher
Telephone Op-
erator
£%id
Seventeen
1. Private Sec. Private Secretary
retary
2. Beauty Parlor Stenographer
3. Teacher Housewife
4. Stenographer Nurse
5. Nurse feauty Parlor
6. Radio toork Maid
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Table 59
Per cent of vocational choices during adolescence
^£ Ste3tt. Girls
Typist Hovie
Aviator Cowboy Stenographer Act
o . O 6 38 5 2C
^ • o 13 i"> HI26 11 20
in kXU • o 18 34 14 29
11.5 21 27 22 22
12.5 24 16 26 17
13.5 13 11 27 13
14.5 24 1 31 1C
15.5 18 i 24 6
16.5 14 0 22 5
17.5 18 0 25 3
The genetic trend observed in the cases of girls
participated in this research is shown in the table 60.
Table 60
Per cent selecting a vocation durinr: adolescence Q .lrls
)
Aj^e Act re 83 Nurse Clerical Work
12 50 0 0
13 20 12 12
14 11 25 11
16 0 22 23
17 0 12 40
if 0 20 60
15 4 14 20
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(e) The "most r ;apected" vocation. Table 62
was prepared to show the rank of the occupations ac-
cording to dignity as expressed in the results of
this study. Occupations producing Isrga fi&ffirclftS
returns \vere frequently observed o include a re-
latively high rank in terms of respect.
(f) The "easiest" vocation, Ifeny subjects be-
lieved that the majority of occupations requir con-
siderable effort. To select vocations that were
easy afforded to ©any a difficult problem. The re-
sults developed from the ia&i nre shown in table 63.
(p.) Interrelationship of the factors. One might
expect correspondence between such factors as fin-
ancial return or dignity with the vocational se-
lections when seeking reasons for the results. The
choice of a seventh grade student was influe.icid
by conditions such as the social rank and pecuniary
value of tne occupations, for nearly fifty -or cent
showed correspondence between the variables. The
results of Year I and III shov, d insignificant cor-
respondence between the select- ion of a vocation
and the other factors such as dignity, financial
return and ease.
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2. Factors related to interests.
The vocational quiz employed in t** - rcsoarch
provided each subject with the opportunity to mani-
fest not only hie most desirable choice but also the
field of endeavor he probably will follow. That w.ic
one liked best was not recorded in many cases as the
likely vocation of later life. For that reason the
results in this section refer to the "best choice"
of each subject,
(a) Permanence of voc?tlonel inter este in hj-h
school . Table 64 shows the per cent of per-
manence observed in this research during a tuo year
period. Included in the table are the results of
other investigations showing that similar conditions
(58) ' (2)
MTC found by Willitt and Alberty. The results show
a higher degree of interest permanence —gag ^irls
than that found amonc boys.
(b) Universality of interest . In orJer to con-
struct and improve interest inventories ec ivvty end
vocational preferences mist be determined, -experi-
ments such as the examples illus tr-tini; the perman-
ence of interest may be continued during adoles-
cence and adult growth. A time arrives during youth
when group Interests show less fluctuation. That
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Table 34
. er cent of permanence of vocationa 1 interests
Eovs
Research by II
Per
Cent N Cent
Per
Cent
WillettjfHlgh School 86 35 132 41 218 39
Albertf " 553 38 582 •t 1135 42
This Study " 1
Year I- III
38 26 39 33 67 30
This Study" 38 14 45 22 S3 19
Seventh grade -
Year I
period affords a starting p int for objective deter-
mination of interests that may be follow d i ito later
development and may shed more light upon t'.-.e appli-
cation of interest inventories.
(1) Sducational interest . A list, of thirty-
five school subjects, regular and extracurricular
activities, were presented to each subject v;ith the
request to rank the first five in a procedure sim-
88
ilar to that of Terman. Rankings secured from the
results are sl^own in the tables 65 and 66. It will
be observed that boys and girls are not in agreement
concerning the relative position of each activity.
Some correspondence will be seen between Terman »a
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results and those of this research.
Terman also reported that gifted children (with
I. Q. 'a over 140) showed marked interest differences.
Among the gifted he found that there was a tendency
to select subjects demanding a larger amount of ab-
stract thinking* Results from this study do not
coincide with those developed by Terman. 3ome child-
ren with a high I.Q. in the Seventh grade selected
subjects requiring more abstract thinking. The
scholastic test employed in this . tudy produced a
larger correspondence between high scores and mors
difficult vocations than that of the "general in-
telligence" Lest.
That the educational interests of the two
sexes are sufficiently diff rent to maka it im-
possible to combine them for general use must be
concluded. Similar evidence was reported by fer-
man and others. Low correlations would make scor-
ing keys for adolescent -roups difficult to es-
tablish with its application to independent groups
an uncertainty.
(3) Vocational interests . The list of oc-
cupations is an important part of an interest in-
ventory. Reports that have been published show the
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Table 55
Hani: In;-, pi educational internal
.tirade 7)
Terman This study
Subject
Games and Sports
. i uual Training
Uusi c ( Instrumental
)
General Science
Ship V.ork
Spelling
Ijusic (Singing)
Physical Training
History (U.S)
Reading
Folk Dancing
Georgraphy
Nature Study
Cooking
History (Ancient)
.Arithmetic
Drawing
Sewing
Painting
Literature
Dramatics
Composition
Civics
Penmanship
Public Speaking
Agriculture
Grammar
Saya , . Girls..
.
.
. Soys
,
l 5 l 1
2 — 4 —
3 10 2 —
11 1 7 9
4 Mil 3 »
12 2 11 7
- 3 la 3
9 4 6 2
5 — 9 2
6 7 lb 10
20 6 - 4
7 16 5 11
8 9 10 S
- 0 5
10 • 1 /
19 11 0 15
14 12 16 lb
13 6
13 14 12 19
15 15 20
17 1 13
17
10 14 17
13 19 16
20 14
15 20 13
mm 19
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Table 66
Ranklnp. of educational interest In this study
Year I Year III
Sub,^ ect Soya CA rla t.E?.vs Girls Ciri
l 1 1 l i l
4 o _ 12
2 - 2 15 -
7 9 11 16 13 8
3 _ 5 — 7 6
11 7 15 18 m -
18 3 7 am 2 10
6 2 12 6 8 12
9 12 17 20 16 7
15 10 3 2 9 3
4 15 4 14 1
5 11 14 17 20
10 6 8 7 5 11
5 8 17 16
17
e 15 4 9 A 13
16 18 U 15 9
6 3 5
12 19 18
20 15 18 14
13 18 10 15
19 19 20
14 17 9 11 11 6
19 16 19 19
20 14 13 |t 3 4
15 10
Ml
£0 10 17
Games and Sports
ilanual Training
Ggneral Science
Ijjisie (Instrumental)
Shop Work
Spelling
tlusic (Singing)
Physical Training
Rt story (U.S.)
Reading
Dancing (Folk & Social)
Geography
Nature Study
Cooking
History (Ancient)
Arithmetic
Dravdng
Sewing
Painting
Literature
Dramatics
Composition
Civics
Penmanship
Public Speaking
Agriculture
Debating
Granuriar
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universality of certain vocational interests. Fulmer ( 0)
conducted two surveys
-mong the secondary schools in
Nebraska. In 1924 he reported that twenty p*f cent of
the boys wished to be engineers and seventeen per cent
expr sed the desire to be engineers in .... survey which
he conducted four years 1-ter. Douglr.se found among
high school seniors in the State of "ashin^ton thet
thirty pe cent desired to ie engine rs. *n this study
a number expressed the same desire olthough the knowledge
that boys possessed of this vocation was limited.
Tables 37 and 68 show Fuller's results and those .'e-
termined from this research.
(3)
Eeeson 's survey shows that 22 per cent of the
girls in a Colorado high school wished to be teachers,
(IT)
In the State of Washington Dougless reported that 37
par cent of the senior girls desired to become teachers.
(20)
Fuller, in his survey of the high school in the Stats
of Nebraska, reported that 53 per cent of th e girls
wished to be teachers in 1924 and 28 per cent in 1928.
In this study 12 por cent desired to be fceeehesn in
the m venth grade, 16 per cent in Year I and 10 per
cent in Year III, That bein;- a teacher is a universal
vocational choice among iris is fcg>pa rent.
In order to further show the universality of
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Table 67
^at
,
lQnq ranfcod accord. 1 ny; *o Int,flrost during III
,„. . .... ,
^.rl3
1 Aviator Hws«
g AtMoitca Teacher
1 Driver ( ot.Tr ve!niclo ) ' riv^te .v.c rotary
r.t**nO;.;ra; her
i Music beauty Shop
S Can Precr;natter
7 Auto dealer Actress
0 Farmer "Virtiui.
:^-Ineor Storek eper
10 .radio '"xpert Art
11 Teach? r Traveler
12 Cal lor Fueic
n 'electrician
14 Forget Ranger Telephone Operator
15 Detective writer
IS Fualnass book^eci or
17 Doctor
ie Stookwan Librarian
19 Cowboy
M Carpenter Vaitroes
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vocational groups the results of this study and th t
of Fulmar are presented in the next tables. Fuloer
based his results upon 86,000 high school students in
1924 md 39,000 students in 1928.
A cor.:prison of the roups Indicates th t the sub-
jects in a rural school system may not have the envir-
onmental background equal to a larger group such as that
studied by Fulmar. Correspondence is limited between
the boys invoved in each research. Girls ahow a higher
degree of similarity in vocational selections. Teacher,
nurse and the commercial subjects occupy predorainent
positions in the results of save .si investigations.
Between the sexes vocational preferences show pronounced
difference.
(c) Choosing the father's occupation, neing an
agrarian community the occupations of a large majority
of fathers are agricultural in nature. On Page 58 it
was shown that less than ten per cent of the parents
were employed in gainful occupations other Una agri-
culture or unskilled labor.
Sears found that 7.3 per cent in the seventh
and eight grades chose their feth rs* occupations. In
150
per cent chose the occupation of the parent
The statement has been nade that too many
seek employment In business and the ;.rofessions. Proctor
found in el£ht high schools in California th t 91 ,er
cent of the students selected "white collar jobs" while
the census shows th t only 16 por cent of the occup-
(1)
ational opportunities offer such positions. Albert
y
reported in a survey of about throe thousand toys and
girls attending secondary schools that 18 per cent of
the boys wished to b engineers arid 43 per cent deslr*
ed to enter the professions; 53 per cent of the girls
manifested a dosirs to enter the profession and 30 per
cent the vocation of teaching. In this study 26 per
cent of the high school boys wished to enter the prof-
essions and approxinately 50 BSff cant core desired to
follow a vocation that was not common to th;t of the
parent. The following percentages of high school
girls wish to enter each respective fields 12 in
nursing* 25 in clerical work, and 15 in teaching.
The ratios given above show that those seeking
training along certain fields of activity are not
proportionate to the scale of opportunity* Apparently,
too many of the subjects in this study desire to pre-
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pare themselves for vocations that cannot utilize
their numbers.
(d) Relation of interest to ability. From the
results determined for the boys in this study no ap-
parent relationship was found etween interest and
ability. Approximately the same number selected oc-
cupational choices beyond their ability as thoso who
chose vocations which they had the capacity to under-
take. Musical, mechanical and mental ability show
no relationship to interest and do not act as a
criterion for selecting a vocation. The results of
this research conducted in regard to interest and
(19)
ability with the following remarks:
1. The relation between inventoried interests
and intelligence in negligable.
3. The relation etween mechanical interests and
mechanical ability appears also negligable.
3. In fact, the research with the interest in-
ventory, though limited and thus inconclusive,
suggests that the relation between all inter-
ests and all abilities is so low that sub-
jective interests can not be used for the
prediction of abilities.
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The research upon tho rel«tion of abilities
and interests suggests the en luaion that
interests and abilities are different
qualities of mental life.
103
IV. IWT3RRELATI ONS' 1 1 P OF THE MSASWHS
ttm Statistical InterpreLaions
1. Th» correlation procedure .
The coefficient of correlation dosigmtt „d by
(r.) is an index to the degree of relationship existing
between a pair of measures. That pair may represent
scores obtained from two tests, one test, compared
with eith--r age or school grades, or any similar
grou of results. Correlation reveals not causa Li on
but association of one set of facts with another.
In this research the Pearsonlan formula w?s
en:: loved to determine the coefficient of correlation
(48)
as d-scribcrt by Monroe • That coefficient fcgj range
from + 1, which shows perfect agreer. nt of the c.sures
to -1, which indicates a complete opposite eorrs-
ponder.ee. If no appreciable relationship exists the
ratio would approach zero.
The orobable error (P.") must be calc elated
(40)
simultaneously with "r". According to bonroe measures
that produce .20 as the coefficie.it, and a probable
error of .11 signify that "the chances are 1 to 1
th- t the true coefficient lies between .09 end .31.
The chances are 4.5 to 1 that it lies between -.02
and .48. The chances are 21 to 1 that it lies between
154
-•13 and .53." In this study these quantities Shall
be expressed in the manner .20 * n.
The ratio of the coefficient of correlation to
the probable error has received different interpretations.
The range for the coefficient varies from six to as
low c.8 two times the probable error. "A conservative
rule is that the coefficient must be at the v ry least
four times the probable error before the existence of
(50)
a relationship can be assumed."
2_«_ The reliability of measures . The true measures
or average for any group will depend upon an infinite
number of measurements of a given trait. Since smaller
groups must commonly be employed the probability of
the measure should be determined, which may ue ex-
pressed as an index of reliability.
The method for calculating the reliability of
central tendencies was followed inaccordance with
(20) JL.
Garrett. By determining *k£#f 4 «• i&dpi be
found that suggests the probable divert ence of th..
obtained measure. The index of reliability is small
if the number of cases is 1 sc than 25 and it is even
impractical to determine its value. A o^ff . of 3
means practically complete reliability, and any value
above 3 adds to the reliability
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5. Correspondence bctueen the pe&auroa.
The ceeffieients of correlation determinant from
the scores »f the nassures are ahoen In the tabic 69.
Table 69
Interrelationship of tS|e iiFen:-ureo'- L)e^enth Grade
Scholastic
,
Tost f:'p i"no':on> Secures
Scholastic Test —mmmmm .01 .24 * .06
#5 .01 M * .cc>
'eas'.ore Measures .24 ± .06 .16 * .03 mm
Year I
Scholastic Toct mm .0£ .2? * .04
H .02 .17 * .04
Seashore Measures .22 * .04 .17 * .C'
8m sau
Scholastic Test — .22 * .0* .11
,
5 .23 * .07 .06
Seashore Lieaaures .11 .08 —
(wher : Jr. . is oaiti-ed rorrel ttion was of iaoisnl-
ficantslse to warrant ita inclusion to further tH m th
IMS of eorr-fs on-'tence.
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Low coefficients of correlation indicate that the
measures operate upon dissimilar factors into which men-
tal ability can be segregated. Only a chance possiblity
for success exists between any pair of the measures.
That high school achievement as determined according to
final grades way also be prognostic of success in only
e chance ratio has been explained. The inferences be-
low follow:
1* Success in school achievement may not be prog-
nostic of success in mechanical fields, for the cor-
respondence is only .01, .02, .28 ±".07 respectively
for Seventh grade, Year I and Year III. Some cases
manifesting a high degree of mechanical ability ac-
cording to #5 were placed in the lowest quantile in
the distribution of school grades.
2. Musical ability showed only a chance relation-
ship to school success, the correspondence b.tween
the measures bein. .4 - .06, .22* .05 and .11.
3. Scholastic ability shows a significant corres-
pondence to school success, a degree of reliability
exceeding the grades recorded by the several instruct-
ors. The coefficients for the former are .45 * .05,
.46 * .04, while that of the latter range between .17 *.ll
and .43 * .05 with a median of .30 *.08.
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4* Between the measures no apparent relationship
other than ohaivce was determined from the rcsultr shown
in table 69, for the coefficients ranged fron *01 to
• 23 * .08 with a nsdian of lnes than .£0. The analysis
of mental ability into aptitudes show tit equal quan-
tities of each aptitude, ware not found amon^ the c^ses
of this research
C. Relationship of the results to .uldance in a
rural public school.
1. guidance of students at tend i n/; the Ifocle;/ School
nuucntiorifll and vocational guidance in the form
of study courses were not in operation in either the
elementary or the secondary school. Classes were
occasionally separated into the coaaon "bright"
and ' ;dull n croups with varying degrees of success
reported. Wherever such groups existed, the dis-
tinguished factor between divisions was of a quan-
titative rather than qualitative Korfc of different-
iation* Rarely were the classes in the hiefa school
seerelated according to ability.
Upon entr-mce into the four year lij-h school*
the student experienc d his first robieu of curri-
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culum choice. At thatttme, each considered three general
courses of study; college preparatory, comr/ercial and
practical arts. Although each group led to a divergent
goal, dissimilar fro the other, an opportunity existed
for individual selection of an eclectic course of study
providing his needs justified that program. The pri-
vilege to either select or change subjects was not de-
nied the student at any time daring the first half of
the fall semester. The so-called prescribed or required
courses were limited, namely English and United States
History. Practically all other courses were elective
depending entirely upon individual fitness and require-
ments for later educational pursuits.
2. Does the school fit for later life?
The distinction between educational and vocational
guidance must be made at this time, since both have
factors in common, tfhen a boy decides to undertake the
study of a science, he receives simultaneously ed-
ucational as well as vocational guidance. Overlap-
ping exists between each type, so that they are some-
tires used interchangeably. The school program affords
an opportunity in educational guidance in which sit-
uations may develop of such a nature that theycdontinue
into later occupations, which may also e considered
vocational guidance.
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It ha3 been shown that a large portion of those
enrolled in the seventh grade as well as the Year I
classes withdraw from school before they attained the
highest degree of training offered in the public school
system. Only a limited number upon con^ leting this
secondary school training entered were more advanced in
educational fields. At the same time, one must admit
as has been shown that too many are seeking employment
in either business or the professions. The problem
appears two-fold: the education andplacement of the
individual in a position from which he ray derive
his highest efficiency and contentment, and the caution
that over production for limited fields of activity
may produce congested conditions.
(5)
(a) Guidance-According to Brewer, the progress
of an individual may follow:
1. 3eIf-discovery through explanatory courses
in diversified practical arts.
2. Study of the vocations through the class in
occupations.
3. Opportunity for a sensible choice of an oc-
cupation through counseling and testing based upon
the first two steps,
4. Vocational education.
5. Opportunity to secure v/ork.
6. " " make progressive readjust-
ments.
(6)
In planning the educational careers of ( students,
provision should always be made for some vocational
training, some marketable skill, before the boy or r
girls wholly cults the school. It is a travesty on
on education to keep the student on the high plateau
and in the rarefied at osjhere of acade; ic studies up
to the final minute, only to drop him into vocational
life without the sli^ htest orient tion and equipment.
A need exists for classes in combined educational
and vocational guidance with emphasis placed upon one
or the oth r according to the requirements of the stud-
ents. The complete understanding of this field can not
be limited to a few brief lectures. In order to hro
oughly inve-tigate guidance, the school must offer a
prescribed annual course of study, equivalent in credit
and time to that of other regul-r courses of study.
An instructor for thi3 course must be one of wide ex-
perience, superior ability, personality and profess-
ional eouipment with a scientific attitude toward
experimental research.
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(b) Educational background of children compared
to that of parents .
Table 69 shows that the education of the children
exceeds that of parents by a wide margin, Members of
the sa^e family from which subjects in this study were
drawn com rise a portion of the table, for only two
classes had sufficient time to complete thei 1 high
school course of study when this study was reported.
The trend of the community is shown with the j robability
that a similar distribution will continue during the
next decade.
Table 69
Education of ;^arents and children
Parents Children
No School Experience 252
Fourth G ade or less 113 6
Eighth " " 24 63
Attend High School but not graduated 14 174
Graduated High School 30 118
Collepe 2 28
Attended other higher institution of
learning
Undetermined but not High School
graduate
Attending College at present
7
22
464
71
43
9
512
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It must be concluded that many ire preparing
themselves for vocat "ions on a higher social and educa-
tional level in comparison to the parents. A. large
number of girls express the desire to become either
a nurse or perform clerical work, far out of proportion
to the op ortunities that are offered. Thus, guidance
must direct the individual into activities that will
be prodactive in addition to the other requirements
th t have be n outlined.
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v. mnmm of observations
A. scholastic Aptitude.
1. Girls manifested superior mental ability ac-
cording to scholastic ability, for the chances were
96, 85 and 100 in 100 that girls would receive higher
scores for seventh gra^e, Year I and Year III respect-
ively. A larger number of girls were the recipients
of high scores and fewer low scores in com: arison
to the results observed among the boys shown in
tables 11-13.
2. Cental ability showed no relationship to the
grade or year of school attendance for comparatively
high scores were recorded in the seventh grade and
low scores were observed among subjects of Year III
in high school. The graphical distribution on page
67 shows the overlapping that was determined.
3. The constant improvement factors between
seventh grade, Year I and Year III of approximately
20 points indicate that mental ability developed
simultaneously with chronological age during adol-
escence. Apparently the limits for the learning
curve were still several y ars away, for the incre-
ments of learning showed marked improvement of 20
points over a two year period.
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4, A difference in scholastic ability was record-
ed in terms of higher averages for alternate classes,
the chances being 98 and 100 in 100 that odd Year I
and III classes would score higher than the even classes.
Yet the difference was not very significant in the
seventh grades, for the chances w-re only 65 in 100
that one group would score higher than the other.
5. Grades recorded by the several teache s rarefty
followed th'^t of a normal distribution. One instruct-
or recorded 79.5 per cent of the | rades as either A or
B while another recorded 23.6 per cent as either D or
E. Teachers in the subject and class recorded grades
that showed inverse correspondence, One teacher re-
corded £0% failure among one group and another teacher
granted A grades to some of the failures.
6. The chances are 96, 100 and 97 in 100 for
seventh grades, Year I and III respectively lent girls
will receive higher grades than boys.
7. According to the reliability,98 in 100 seventh
grade and 93 in 100 Year III subjects, will score higher
in the test than riescendants of foreign parents the
descendants of native parents. In school grades,
hov.ever, 93 in ICO seventh grade and 99 in 100 Year I
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o*escenoants of native parents were granted higher school
grades
8. The scholastic test isolated not only 75 per
cent of the failures but also two cases in which the
teacher's personal feelings manifested themselves in
terms of prejudice grade that probably influenced
the pupils, in question, to withdraw from school.
9. The median correlation of .50 * .04 exists
between the scholastic test and school m-rks,.
10. Teacher ratings of intelligence show insign-
ificant correspondence a median correl ition of .30 t .08
to mental ability as measured by the scholastic test.
11. The median correlation coefficient of .73 * .05
upon repetition of the testing program shows that the
schol stic test appears less variable than that of
school grades as shown in (10) above. -ji opp ortunity
exists for the administrative application of the test
to final grades submitted by each instructor.
12. From the several investigations the '-est
Springfield Scholastic Aptitude lest compares as favor-
ably with school grades as one results published by
other objective measures of mental ability, since the
corxespondeuce of each is in the neighborhood of .50 * .04/
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B. Mechanical Ability.
1. Apparently age is the principal differentiating
factor betv/en groups, for they show constant tfij roved
medians such as 5.71, 6.62 and 5.25.
2. The results of trade school st dents indicate
that interest in echanical activities is not prognos-
tic of ability, for the results of an unselected com-
munity show average difference of only .15 seconds in
comparison to the medians of a selective technical
school.
3« Boys manifest a marked degree of superiority
,
as t;.ey mature over girls in this field, their scores
showing a difference of .2 per cent at the age of IS,
and a difference of 30 per cent in the time necessary
to assemble the block at the age of 16 years. Yet, a
limited number of gi 13 possess rare mechanical ab-
ility according lo the results on #5. At an early age
the difference between sex, in mechanical aptitude
ap>pears less pronounced.
4. Classes are not equal in mechanical aptitudes^
one showing^as much as 30 per cent r;;ore ability than
another .
5. Medians of 5.91, 5.71, 5.C2, a™1 5.25 in
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this study a^d similar results of other investigations
show that, mechanical ability develops according to
age. ft high degree of reliability in the neighborhood
of .PC - .03, over a two year period for the class groups
that were investigated shows that mechanical ability
-ieveloped in a constant ratio.
6« Practic?lly no relationship of significance
correlations being lest; than
.10, appears to sxist
between #5 and either selected school subjects or
com lete yearly Tieans showing that only a chance re-
la -iciship of (PS to school success is present.
C. Musical Aptitude
1. ironouncecl and constant class and sex dif-
ferences in musical ability were not observed, i'et,
the chmces are 92 in 100, that Year I boys will score
higher ^han girls, while in the seventh ^rade the
chances are 80 in 100 that boys will score higher than
girls
. Little more than a chance factor existed be-
tween the saxes in Year III.
2; Musical ability appears to mature at an earl-
ier age in com: arison to either £5 or the scholastic
test Tor the central tendencies show insignificant
improvement between Year I and III.
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3. Urban and rural students appear to possess
practically the same musical sability as shown by the
comparison of Larson's reserch with that of the study.
The chances are 85 in 100 that seventh grade subjects
in this SbUdy will score higher than that of Larson.
On the other hand the chances are 92 in 100 that Lar-
son's subjects will score higher than those of this
research.
4. The Seashore test show a high degree of re-
liability over a two year period
,
a median of .75-
.05 showing that musical ability develops in eoual
increments in a majority of students.
5. Each of the Seashore Measures are based upon
different phases of music, for the correspondence de-
termined by a comparison of the tests produced a med-
ian correlation of .30 ± .06.
6. Marked differences were not observed between
the descendants of native and foreign parents, the
median reliability index of .29 showing that only a
ehance factor of a difference exists.
7. A more pronounced differ ice of musical ab-
ility is manifested by students continuing with their
musical education and success appears directly dependent
upon one's capacities, for an increase in the percentile
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of approximately 10 points has been recorded for
beginning, advanced, se • i-professional -md professional
musicians.
p. Interests .
1. A wide range of interest was manifested by
the members of e^ch sex that cooper 1: ted in this re-
search, the total number of choices numbering more than
iixty different vocations.
2. Many realize that the occupation of greatest
interest to them is one for the realization of which
an opportunity will be denied.
3. Interests tend to chance constantly through-
out the period of adolescence. Only a limited number
of c^ses, 22 per cent, selected the same vocation
upon the revesting procedure.
4. Interests are so different between the two
sexes that it would, be impractical to combine them for
general analytical purposes.
5. Certain vocations comronly selected by adol-
escent subjects are universal, such as teacher, cler-
ical work and aviation, since investigations report
ten to forty per cent of the cases choosing those
vocations.
The limited knowledge thrt the subjects pos-
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sesse^ of the vocations tended to curb a wider dis-
tribution of the several characteristics that were in-
vt stir ;-ted in relation to inter sts.
7. Only a limited number, less than 10 per cent,
chose their fathers? occupations, although many belieyed
that their most probable vocation would be that of the
parent
.
8. ^any cases sought an occupation above the
level of abstract thinking in v.'hich the parent was en-
gaged •
9. AMlily according Lo the measures of mechan-
ical, musical and scholastic tests show no relationship
oth.-.r than a chance factor, to the interest expressed
"by the subject.
10. Further research along lines of objective oc-
cupational t,ests, rating scales and scoring keys is
essential to ;lace each in that vocation which will make
him nap;, iest.
E. Interrelationship of the measure .
1. Musical, scholastic and mechanical aptitudes
as well as interests are different phases of the individ-
ual's capacities, for insignificant degrees of corres-
pondence appeared between the measure. The highest cor-
respondence was .28 - .07 with the median of .16 - .06.
2. Results from the measures ifford an opport-
unity u> establish guidance, both educational and vo-
cational upon a firmer foundation, for subjective ev-
aluation is supplanted by objective measurements that
have proven themselves of value as instruments for
prognostic study.
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iggSg SrpiNGFIiiLD HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLASTIC A. TITUD';
The separate categories of directions, study mater-
ials and test blank that follow constitute the scholas-
tic test used in this research. The directions ex-
plain the treatment and time allotted each section of
not only the topics for study but also the tost for the
degree of retention of the previously studied material.
1. Directions
This is not a test of what you have learned. In
fact before you begin the test you are not supposed to
know the answers to any of the questions in it. It
is intended to be a test of your ability to learn
certain things which you will meet in high school.
In every part of the test, you will be civen an op-
portunity to learn the answers to the questions. Some
of the answers you may find difficult to learn but
do not feel discouraged because no one is supposed
to make a perfect score. Do the best you can in the
time allowed.
The first papers to be passed out are study
sheets and they will be handed to you face down. Do
not look at them until told to do so. After these
are studied, they will be collected and the test will
be given to you.
ii
(Study sheets are passed out and handed to >upils
faced down.)
How look at the study sheets and read the Ci; eetions
under Section I while I read them over el th you. (Head
directions) The printed ra-teri.ils under ^.rt 1 lias
nothing to do with the drawing.
You will bo allowed 5 mlnut ;-s to study. I e^in.
Now tarn to the next :;heet Section II and Iook
at the directions while I read them. (Read Li rec lions).
You will be allowed 3 minutes to study. :eN,in.
V.oxi turn to next sheet Section IV part ft and
look at directions while I re-d them. (Read Directions).
You will be allov e« 3 minutes to study. Ze-in.
ilow turn to next sheet, section V and look at
directions while I read them. (Read dircc ions;.
You will be allowed 4 minutes. ,-egin.
If you got through before time is up, you may
tUi n back and study any of the other sh ets.
How turn your papers over and rass them forward.
(Study) sheets are collected aivJ tests .-re L.iven out.)
'. rite your name on the line indicated and your
age.
Turn to first sheet section I part A and look
at directions while I read them. (Read directions.)
iii
You will be allowed 4 minutes. Eegin.
How turn to next sheet Section I part B and look
at directions while I read them. (Bead directions)
You will be allowed about 4 minutes. Begin.
Now turn to next sheet Section II and look at
directions while I read them. (Read directions).
You will be allowed about 3 minutes. Begin
Now turn to next sheet Section III and look at
the directions while I read them. (Read directions)
You will be allowed 10 minutes. Begin.
Turn to next she t Section IV part A and look
at directions while I read them. (Read directions)
You will be allowed about 4 minutes. Ee^in.
Now turn to next sheet, Section V part A and
part B* Look at directions while I read them. (Read
directions
)
You will be allowed about 5 minutes.
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SECTION I
Directions :
-
Study thoroughly the drawing and the printed material on this
sheet. You will he asked questions about it later. You will not
be asked to reproduce the drawing.
PART I
1. Metamorphosis is the change of form undergone from egg to adult,
as in insects".
2. Operculum is a lid or flap in fishes, covering the gills.
3. Pharynx is an irregular cavity at the back of the mouth..
Proglottids are reproductive body segments of a tapeworm.
5. Diastase is an enzyme in plants which changes starch to sugar.
6. Cerebrum is the front part of the brain.
1 . Chlorophyll is the green coloring matter of plants.
&. Ganglion is a mass of nerve tissue.
9. Pseudopodia are projections of protoplasm used for locomotion
in the anoeba.
10. Pylorus is the valve between the stomach and the small
intestines.
H. Diaphragm i s the muscular wall at the base of the lungs.
VSECTION II
Study carefully the paragraph below. Read it over as
many times as you can until you are asked to stop. You will
"be asked questions on it later.
Charles the second was thirty years old on the day that
he entered London, May 29, 1660. He had received little
systematic instruction from books; but his life had been a
stirring one, full of harsh and varied lessons in the great
school of experience. As a boy of twelve he had narrowly
escaped capture at Edgehill; when only fifteen, he had put
in nominal command of the royal army of the 'Vest, and early
in 16^6, by the order of his father, he fled from England.
Then followed long years of exile. Often out at the elbows;
the recipient of grudging advances from those who found him
a burden; disappointed, time and again, in his efforts to
come to his own, he displayed through all his adversity the
single virtue of cheerfulness. Once, and once only, he
manifested an unselfishness that was truly praiseworthy. In
order to "save his father's head" he forwarded to Parliament
a sheet of paper with his signature attached, offering to
observe whatever .conditions they might choose to insert. At
all times he appears simply as a "needy and frivolous but
agreeable prince." "Who continually vexed his grave and
learned councilor, Hyde, by his unwillingness to ^ork and
his loose habits'l His brief experience in Scotland under
the "sour tyrannies of the Kirk" led him to declare that
Presbyterisnism "was not a religion for a gentleman," and
emphasized by contrast the "gorgeous cermonies and easy morals,"
of Roman Catholicism as he found it in France. That became his
faith, so far a,s he can be said to have had. any, though • he
was not_ received into the fold of the Church until he lay on
his deathbed. Although he hated the details of business and
was too sensible to believe in the Divine Right of Kings, he
aimed to keep as free from parliamentary control's as possible;
to that end he set up a standing army, he sought to re-introduce
Roman Catholicism, to secure toleration for dissenters, and
futhermore allied . himself with France. He bribed, flattered,
and managed, but fully alive to his royal limitations he yielded
when popular opposition proved too strong. Thus, before the
close of his reign he gave up all his projects except the
French alliance to which he clung tenaciously with a political
cunning rare in history he shifted to the Anglicanside and by
playing -che Anglicans and the French against one another he
managed to spend his last years free from parliamentary restraint
vi
SECT I ON IV
Part A
Directions:- You are to study this map carefully. Later you -will
be asked questions on it. You will not be aslced to reproduce
vii
SECTION IV
PART B
Directions:- You are to study the statements below. You will be
asked questions about them later.
1. The Roosevelt Dam is seventy miles from Phoenix, Arizona,
and is used to store water for irrigation.
2. The official language of the people of Mexico is Spanish.
3. The mines of Sudbury, Canada, produce about 2/3 of the
nickel of the world.
K. Coffee is the only- crop of importance on the Pacific coast
of Central America.
5. Platinum is found in Russia and in Columbia.
6. The climate of England is modified by the Gulf Stream.
7. An arm of the sea extending into the land is called a fiord.
And there are many of these in Norway.
2> . Singapore is the great commercial city of the East Indies.
9. India and Japan have the best railroads of all the Asiatic
countries.
10. The most valuable tree within the tropics is the coconut tree.
11. Bu,enos Aires in Argentina is an important and modern city.
12. Benrnark is known all over the world for its bacon.
13? The Rhine River in Germany is famous for its scenic beauty.
1^. Hawai
i
sends a great deal of sugar and pineapples to the
United States.
15. Cork is the bark of a species of oak tree that grows in
._ Portugal
.
16. Switzerland has the most democratic government in the world.
17. The largest line of manufacturing in Japan is cotton goods
.
12. The three great sugar beet countries of Europe are Poland,
• Germany, and France.
19. Cinchona or Peruvian bark supplies quinine, one of the most
important drugs of commerce.
20. Rabbits do an enormous amount of damage to the crops in
Australia.
viii
SECTION V
Directions:— Study carefully tlie selections given below. You
will "be as Iced questions about them later. You will not be expected
to memorize the selections.
Part A
As we look back upon the age of Elizabeth, we are conscious
of certain outstanding features. It was, first of all, an age of
change and expansion. Within the lifetime of Shakespeare the
religion of England changed from something close to Catholicism
to something close to Puritanism. Within his lifetime England
changed from a position of comparative isolation and international
insignificance to a position of proud national strength, capable
of resisting on the sea the full strength of Spain, then the
dominant European power.
(Social Backgrounds of Eng.. Lit.)
Part B.
The world stands out on either side
No wider than the heart is wide;
i
Above the world is stretched the sky,
No higher than the soul is high.
The heart can push the sea and land
Farther away on either hand;
The soul can split the sky in two
And let the face of C-od shine through.
i
But East and West will pinch the heart
That cannot keep them pushed apart;
And he whose soul is flat—the sky
Will cave in on him by and by.
Edna St. Vincent Millay
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XSECTION I
P-.RT A
Directions: -
This is tho drawing you studied; the parts are numbered and
the names of the parts are below the drawing. You are to copy the
number of each part in the parenthesis after the name of that part.
S;:amplc: -Number 1 is tho Labrum, so 1 is placed in the parenthesis
after Labrum, Do nothing with the names of parts which do not
belong to this drawing*
Part B
Labrum (1) Mandibles..
Abdomen..,., ( ) Spiracles..
pta- Thorax ( ) Tarsus
Cvipos itor « ( ) Ear ».*
Pro-Thorax ( ) Labium. . , .
.
Meso .Tho ran.
.•i ( ) Palpus
Famur...., ( ) Coxa..*.*..
Tibia
(
) Maxillipeds
xi
SECTION I (Continued)
Direc tions : (part 3)
Below are the definitions which you studied with the terra.*
defined left out. The terms defined are in the list of terms
below. V/hat you are to do is to copy the number of the defi.n tie-
in the parenthesis after the term which the definition best ie^rsjxample: Definition number 1 defines Metamorphosis
. so 1 is placed
in the parentaesis rfter Metamorphosis
. Do nothing: with the torn*
in the list which are not defined by any of the definitions.
1. is the change of form undergone from egg to adult.
as in insects.
2. is a lid or flap in fishes, covering the gills.
3. is an irregular cavity at the back of the mouth.
\±, are reproductive body segments of a tapeworm.
5. is an enzyme in plants which changes starch to sugar,
6. is the front part of the brain.
7. is the green coloring matter in plants,
8. is a mass of nerve tissue.
o
7 • are projections of protoplasm used for locomotion in
the amoeba.
16. is the valve between the stomach and small intestines
11. is the muscular wall at the base of the lungs.
metamorphosis
pharynx
chlorophyll
. .
ganglion
pylorus
diaphram
,
operculum (
proglottids (
diastf se *(
cerebrum «
v
pseudopodic- (
pancreas .(
xii
S2CTI0N II
Directions:
Below are some statements taken from the paragraph you studied
in Section II. You are to place a check after the expression which
you think best completes the statement. Example; In the first
statement a check is placed after the date i660. Check ene only
one expression in each statement,
1. Charles II entered London in the year (l6oO(l6720> 1650) .
2. When he entered London he was (20) ij_C) (30) years old.
3» He gained most of his education in the great school of (Cambridge
('Oxford) Exporience).
it
.
On his father's orders he 13 ed from Eneland in the year of
(1630) (1646) (1655) •
5. During his exile he was (never)
.i always) in need of money.
6. Charles was usually (sad) (happy)
.
7. His councilor's name was (Hyde) (Cromwell) (Peel).
8. The religion which he said was not for a gentleman was the
(Presbyterian) (Baptist) (Catholic) religion.
9. The religion he preferred was the (Methodist) (Presbyterian)
(Catholic ) religion.
10. As a worker he was (lazy) (industrious)
11. His habits were (strong) (loose)
.
12. He escaped capture at Edgehill when he was (12) (18) (20) years
old.
13 • He was received into the Catholic Church (on his death bed)
(at his coronation) (never) ,
Ik.; Most of the time Charles was (selfish) (unselfish)
15. In this paragraph (France) (Italy) (Spain) (Germany) was
mentioned
.
16. Charles would probably have made a (good)(poor) business man.
17. He allied himself with (France) (Sweden) (Holland).
18. He tried to ro-introduce the (Methodist) (Catholic) (Baptist)
rcli gioh.
19. As a politician he was considered (cunning) (good) (fair).
20. At the close of his reign he shifted to the (Anglican)
(Catholic) (Presbyterian) religion.
xiit
SECTION III
Directions : On this sheet you will find a vocabulary, some rules and
eome sample sentences of an artificial language. On the opposite
theet are some English sentences and just "beneath each English sen-
tence is its translation into the artificial language. Some of these
translations are correct and some are incorrect. You are to study
the language on this sheet and draw a line through every word which is
incorrectly' translated on the opposite sheet," Do not try to memorize
the Vocabulary and form on this sheet hut you may consult them freely
while checking the translation. If you mark througn correctly tran-
slated words, it will count against you.
Vocabulary
|l—ego book---ko 1.
nee--set run--unray
the--le home--chien
cat--moh les3on--esson 2,
dog--can difficult--ne
and--et house- -chi
away --ay school--lol 3.
that--lat study--etud
he--fu large--gat
3he--fe to--fo 4,
sat--mo boy- -gar
good--ber like--mek
girl--far for--or
is --as Samples: (The
A. I see the dog.
ego Hftyay le »eh
-ezset
adding "
Rules
Plurals of nouns and pronouns are
formed by adding "w"
Examples: wc--egow, they--fuw
Past time is indicated by placing
"ez" before the verb.
Example: soe--S3t, saw-
Opposites are formed by
"en" Example: dif ficult--ne
easy--neen
The objective case is indicated
by placing "om" before the noun
or pronoun Example him--omfu
thea--omfuw
incorrect translations arc marked.
B. The house is large,
le ehieR as gatea.
1. I see the cat. 2. The cat sees me.
ego set lat moh. le inch set omegb.
3. The dog runs away. 4. He ran to the cat.
f o can unray chi
.
fe etud et le ko.
5. He saw that dog. 6. The house is large.
fu ezset lat can. 7. le chi en ezas gat.
7. She studies the lessons. 8. He studied at home.
fe etud le essonw. 9. e3?-HP?ay-f e
fu ezetud fo chien.
9. He runs to that house. 10. The lesson was difficult.
or unray fo le lol. le esson as ne.
11. The good boy studied the lessons at school.
ko ber far ezetud le3 essonw mo lol.
12. The cat and the boy were at home,
le moh et lat gar ezas mo chien,
13. The lesson was easy for her. 14. The dog ran to the girl.
le gat as neon fo omfe. le can ezunray fo le far.
15. They saw the dog and cat.
fu set le can et moh.
16. That boy likes the girl and she likes him,
lat gar mek le far le fe gat omfu.
17. We saw a large boji and small girl,
ego set gat gar et gar far,
18. The boy ran to the house for that book.
le gar unray fo le chi or lat ko.
19. The girl is studying the difficult lessons,
le gar as etud lc neen esson.
xiv
SECTION IV
PART A
Directions: This is the manp you studied with the names left out.
The names are given in the column at the left of the sheet. You
are to place the numbers that are on the map in the parentheses
after the names on the left. Example: The section of the map where
you see a number 1 is Brazil; so you place a 1 in the
parenthesis after the name Brazil.
c )Brazil
Buenos Aires ( )
Colombia ( )
Bolivia
Guiana
( )
( )
Uruguay ( )
Peru ( )
Venezula( )
Chile ( )
Amazon River ( )
Rio Janeiro ( )
( )
10
15
Santiago
Ecuador
Parana River
Paraguay (
Caracas ( )
Panama Canal ( )
San Francisco River(
Argentina ( )
Trinidad Island (
Para ( )
Santos ( )
Lima ( )
7/ J2
ft
13
)
5
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SECTION IV
PART E
Directions: You are to copy the numbers of the state-
mentein the parenthesis after the word that best completes
the statement.
1. The is seventy miles from Phoenix, Arizona and
is used to store water for irrigation.
2. The official language of the ^xicans is .
3. The mines of Sudbury, Canada produce about 2/3 of
the of the world.
4. is the only crop of importance on the
Pacific Coast of Central America.
5. Platinum is found in and .
6. The climate of is modified by the Gulf Ctream.
7. An arm of the sea extending into the land is called
a --— .
8. —-—-is the great commercial city of the East Indies.
9. and have the best railroads of all the
Asiasic countries.
10. The most valuable tree within the tropics is the
tree
.
11. in Argintina is an important and modern city.
12. is known all over the world for its bacon.
13. The in Germany is famous for its scenic
beauty.
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14. sends a gre t deal of sugar and pineapple to
the United States.
15. Cork is the bark of a species of oak tree that
i.rovvs in .
16. — mm has the most democratic government in the world.
17. The largest line of manufacturing in Japan is .
18. The three great sugar beat countries of Burope are
, and .
19. Cinchona or Peruvian bark supplies , one of
the most important drugs of commerce.
20. Rabbits do an enormous amount of damage to the
crops in .
Ehgland ( ) Spanish
Russia ( ) India
Singapore. .... ( ) Coffee
Denmark ( ) Hawaii
Rhine River ( ) Quinine
France ( ) China
Cotton Goods. ( ) Fiord
Buenos Aires.. ( ) Norway
Japan ( )
Roosevelt Dam...
Germany
Foland
Columbia ......
Hick el
Coconut.
Switzerland
Fortugal
Australia. .....
)
i -XT ION V
Fart A
Direc -ions: Fart A. Below is the substance of the first selection
you read with some numbered blanks indicating that some of the words
are left out. The words left out ere listed below. You are to copy
the number of each blank in the parentheses after the word which
belongs in the blank.
As wo look back upon the age of ( 1
)
we are conscious of curtail
outstanding features. It was, ( 2) , of all an age of change and (3J.
,-ithin the lifetime of (I).) the
i
(5), of England changed from some-
thing close to ( 6) to something clos-e to (7) . Within his lifetime
(5
)
chang-d from a ( 9
)
of comparative ( 10) and international
insignificance to a position of proud (11) (12)
,
capable of
resisting on the s-a the full strength of (13) 1 then tlie dominant
( ( 15
)
(Social Backgrounds of Eng. Lit.)
Elizabeth ( ) progress ( )
expansion ........ * ( ) Cat 'olicisn * ( )
strength ( ) Sh> kesper re ( )
Spain ( ) isolation .....( )
Puritanism ( ) national ( )
-.ngland ( ) religion 4 ( )
position ( ) first ( )
development ( ) power ( )
European ( ) leadership ( )
most ( )
FART B
Directions:
-Answer thu following questions recording to the poem
which you read. If a statement is true, check (u>'true: If it is
false ch-ck false; if the poem do en 1 1 say whether a 6-4 statement
is true or false, ch>.ck didn't say. The samples are ch-cked
corr- ctly
.
true ; false 1 didn 1 t say
Samples: 1 . The world stands out on ei ther side
_\y 1
2. Tiie world i's "wider "Than ' the heart
.
"
"
'"" V |__ J
T". The "world is bigger than the
p ic.net s .
-
_The poem implies thj existence; of GjxK
2. "The world is bounded by the heart?
1/
-
J»___^h o sky str -et chos higher "than our soul 3 7
Jit JA~ ^ r_ 1d _ i t s 1 f h e 1 p s" u s "to find God.'
5. T^e soul" can 1 Tt £TL free of""God shine
_
_
t
through the sky
o. Narrow horizons will pinch the heart that
doesn t expan d_j_
7 « Mountains help to expand our'hearts.
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Scores for the Scholastic Aptitude Teat.
1. Seventh Grade 1932 (boys) Hetested Freshmen 1934.
Case Number Score score
X 37 71
2 49
3 66 98
4 55 4?
6 65 88
6 51
7 64 78
8 60 75
9 48 62
10 74 83
11 32
12 55
13 73 60
14 64
15 46 60
16 50 65
17 54
18 41 52
19 37 66
20 56 81
21 44 70
22 44
xix
Scores- Scholastic Test (continued)
Case Number Score Score
23 26
24 45 63
25 94
26 63
27 73
28 41
29 88
30 75
31 62
32 77
33 61
34 78
35 43
36 77
37 90
2. Seventh Grade 1932 (girls) -ietested 1934.
Case Number
_ Score Score
1 48 48
2 70 93
3 57 87
4 54 71
5 60 116
6 61
Scores. Scholastic OW (continue^
Case Number Score
7 42
8 41
» 41
10 51
H 68
12 71
13 54
14 58
15 49
16 65
17 64
18 47
19 n
20 52
21 63
22 64
23 67
24 28
25 53
26 44
27 37
28 47 57
29 101
xx
Score
74
45
71
79
109
70
81
51
69
59
84
81
101
103
38
71
58
65
xxi
Scores- Scholastic Test (continued)
Case Number Score Score
30 78 101
31 48 59
32 50 4i^L
33 60
34 45
35 78
36 70
37 98
38 49
39
40 60
41 98
42 90
43 44
3. Seventh Grade 1933 (boys) Retested Freshmen 1935,
Number Score Score
1 35 32
2 56 70
3 63 • 91
4 37 72
5 48 73
6 59 63
7 46
xxii
Scores- Scholastic Test (continued)
Case Number Score s
c
or
8 47 63
S 70 88
10 65 92
11 84 91
12 45
13 36
14 43
15 78 107
16 75 86
17 50 85
18 38 47
19 63
20 61 83
21 50
22 48
23 43 48
24 54
25 61 71
26 49 60
27 65 96
28 59
29 48
30 51 63
xxiil
Scores- Scholastic Aptitude Test (continued')
Case Number Score Score
31 31
32 42
33 60 79
34 34 42
35 91
36 67
37 42
38 84
39 89
40 73
41 104
42 86
43 66
44 82
45 52
46 86
47 74
48 61
4. Seventh Grade (girls) 1933 Retested Freshmen 1935.
Case Number Score Score
1 62
2 76 66
3 46
xxiv
Scores -Scholastic Altitude Test ( continnerJ}
Case Number Score Score
4 50 64
5 52
50 73
7 40 48
3 76 106
9 64 76
10 78 50
11 65
12 42
13 51
14 52 67
15 51 69
16 44 64
17 86 105
IS 53 74
19 50
20 48
21 63 90
22 49 37
23 67 98
24 64 99
25 41
26 82 92
XXV
Scores- Scholastic Aptitude Test (continued)
Case Number Score Score
27 62 79
28 44
29 62
30 59
31 84
32 89
33 73
34 99
35 76
36 64
5. Freshmen 1932 (boys) Retested Juniors 1934.
Case Number Score Score
1 94 90
2 57 67
3 41
4 74 69
5 93 85
6 96
7 62 46
8 73 82
9 63
10 48
11 81 53
12 53
13 49 29
xxv i
Scores- Scholastic Aptitude Teat (continued)
Case Number Score Score
14 47 53
15 64
16 56 67
17 86 84
18 57 65
18 77 66
20 • 96 115
21 85
22 75 72
23 88
24 90 92
25 75
26 44
6. Freshmen 1932 (girls) Ketested Juniors 1934.
Case Number Score Score
1 98
2 86
3 55 80
4 98 8f
5 88 95
6 73 87
7 66
8 58
xxvii
Scores-
Case dumber
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
Scholastic, mmtejbmjimmmek
_
Score
61
Score
103
79
65
69
71
52
67
63
52
50
77
59
77
61
65
54
71
79
92
38
31
116
81
65
79
51
82
53
76
88
xxviii
Scores- ScholastiC Altitude ^est (cont.innod^
7. Freshmen 1933 (boys)-
Case Number Score Score
1 83 86
2 88 70
3 64 78
4 63 79
5 91 81
6 44 75
7 79 77
8 54
S 98 115
10 95
11 78 89
12 75 83
13 58 97
14 37 48
15 85 107
16 69 84
17 105 125
18 97 97
IS 37 49
20 97 93
21 42 64
xxix
Scores* Scholastic Aptitude Test (continued)
Case Number Score Score
22 103 100
23 69 85
24 40
25 86 90
8, Freshmen 1933 (girls) detested °uniors 1935.
Case Number Score Score
1 56 92
2 71 90
3 101 123
4 90 98
5 81
6 101 111
7 90 104
8 85 100
9 67 73
10 41
11 96 106
12 75 91
13 49 65
14 93 88
15 78 70
16 79 89
17 44 87
XXX
Scores -Scholastic Aptitude Test (continued)
Case dumber Score Score
18 94 123
19 94 101
20 56
21 85 91
22 101 114
23 77 100
24 99 108
25 97 111
26 68 83
27 60 100
28 100
29 95
xxxi
Administration of Mechanical Aptitude Test.
"Place the nine blocks, assembled, before the exam-
inee with one end toward him and say, THIS 15 M\DE UP ON
FINE BLOCKS? LIKE THIS. Take one of tfre top corner
blocks in the hand, showing it to the examinee and say,
I WILL MIX THEM UP? AND GET YOU T'0 PUT THEM TOGETHER
AG MM. Replace top corner block in original position,
and proceed a a follows: NOTICE C'REFULLY H0'7 IT IS MUBSU
IT IS CUT THROUGH INTO THREE FILES? 9UTB THREE BLOCKS
IN EACH PItK. 7/hile saying this separ- te the blocks
into three vertical piles, three blocks in each. In
giving description gesture freely so that a verson may
understand from the motions, if he has difficulty in
following the language. Move the hand down as if cut-
ting the formation twice through into three piles. Touch
each pile when it is nentioned and also the separeate
blocks. Next push the three piles together again, making
the block once more as originally as ernbled. IT IS
ALSO CUT THROUGH INTO THREE LAYERS !VITH THREE BLOCKS
IN EACH L'.YER, While laying this, remove the top two
layers of three each, and pi :ce then, on the table be-
side th bottom layer, a few inches from it. Then lift
the Lop layer of three ' from the middle layer,
and lace it so that che throe layers ore arranger1 before
the examinee in this order-: bottom, middle, and top. These
blocks should be moved so that the movement in disassemb-
ling will be from the examinee's left to his right. Sep-
arate the three blocks in the lower layer keeping them
parallel, leave them a moment and then push them together
again. In the same way separate the three blocks, for
a moment, in the middle layer, and then in the top. Re-
assemble again by placing the middle layer on the bottom
three and then the top layer above these. REMEMBER
THAT IT 13 THREE (touch bottom block) BLOCKS (touch
middle block) HIGH (touch topblock) AND THREE (touch
left top block) BLOCKS (touch middle top block) WIDE
(touch right top block). NOW I WILL MIX THEMUP.
Do not hurry the explanation; allow plenty of time for
each step of the description to be followed and under-
stood.
Take the assembled block apart with the examinee
looking on. This is better than asking him to look
away. Take up each block by one end; do not hold by
the middle, s this makes the turing end for end too
obvious. All blocks not turned end for end should
be given at least a quarter turn on own axis. Make
the motions rather slow; rapid ones disturb the examinee
with the idea that you >re trying to con use him. Turn
the two upper corner blocks end for end, and put them
on the table. Place the middle block from the top,
and the two side blocks from the middle layer with the
xxxiv
first two, without turning end for end. In the same
way, the center block in the middle layer and two corner
blocks in the bottom layer turn end for end and place
in the pile. The middle block in the bottom layer put
in the pile without turning end for end. The blocks
to be turned are marked with crosses (X) on the accomp-
anying cross-section diagram.
Cross-section of Block Showing Those to be urned
End for End
X X
,
i
\ X
1
Now mix the blocks thoroughly but slowly, so that the
examinee cannot follow individual ones, but take care
not to turn any end for end. Then spread out once more.
Each block, except of course the center one, should
have a flat edge resting on the table top. No blocks
XXXV
should have flat faces toward each other. When the
examinee starts reassembling, the blocks should be ar-
ranged in a neat row, parallel to one another, an inch
or so apart, and with one end of each block toward the
examinee. They should not be piled on top of one an-
other or left in an irregular order. Leave a free
space of approximately a foirt between the examinee and
the blocks for the assembling operation. arrange the
test to indicate, as nearly as possible, mechanical
ingenuity and to be affected as little as possible
by the dexterity of the examinee, or any other com-
plicating characteristic. Piling the blocks in a
heterogeneous pile immediately before the examinee, with-
out leaving working room, requires more dexterity in
reas embling than arranging the blocks nearly, provid-
ing free space for assembling. Give no help of any
kind (other than encouragement if necessary) during
reassembling. Time, in minutes and hundredths of a
minute, the reassembling. Tell the examinee whether
he has been f~st or slow, using judgment in doing so,
not to discourage him unduly if he has done poorly.
Having answered any questions which the examinee has
to ask, proceed as follows: WE TAKE THE AVERAGE OF
THREE TRIALS SIMPLY BECAUSE IT IS A LITTLE FAIRER THA?J
GIVING ONLY ONE. TRY IT AGAIN IN JUST THE SAME WAY.
Mix the blocks as before with no more explanation than
xxxvi
the above. Repeat a third time with x,he words, TRY IT
ONCE MORE. THIS IS THE IA3T TIME."
In scoring, the time of each trial is recorded in
minutes and hundredths of minutes in a tabulation as in-
dicated below and the final score computed.
Time of 1st trial x 1. «
Time of 2nd trial -x 1.4 =
Time of 3rd trial x 1.7 a
Sum -
Average time ~
The factors 1.4 and 1.7 for the second and third
trials respectively, developed by O'Connor following
his research of a few thousand cases, com ensate for
the improvement each subject makes by repetition. The
examinee is allowed three trials in order to eliminate
the element of chance. In this work simple the score is
unreliable when the first trial rades D, and the last
two A.
In the table that follows the age and time of e ach
subject is recorded. If that individual had not withdrawn
from school after the two-year period expired his age
and time are tabulated in the last two columns. The
subjects are listed according to sex and grade or class
when tested. All of the testing program was conducted
during the s ring semester.
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Scores for Test £5
Seventh Grade 1932 (boys) Retested Freshmen 1934
Case Number Age Time Ape Time
1 15 5.84 17 4.84
2 14 6.40
3 14 6.69 16 4.97
4 14 3.39 16 3.21
5 14 8.31 16 4.83
6 15 6.48
7 12 7.27 14 6.16
8 13 7.27 15 4.15
9 14 8.99 16 9.01
10 13 12.31 15 8.70
11 13 5.52
12 14 8.91
13 13 11.87 15 9.47
14 15 8.77
15 13 4.10 15 4.80
16 14 9.38 16 5.39
17 14 1.89
18 14 20. 16 13.40
19 12 9.41 14 8.45
20 13 7,58 15 5.70
21 12 8.24 14 6.91
22 15 9.10
23 16 7.63
xxxviii
Scores for Test £5 ( continued)
Case Number Age Time Age Time
24 14 9.81 16 7.24
25 15 2.51
26 14 6.73
27 14 10.14
28 15 11.23
29
30 16 2.69
31 16 6.04
32 15 10.00
33 15 2.15
34 15 10.63
35 16 3.12
36 15 8.61
37 1 5 4.21
2. Seventh Grade 1932 (girls) Retested Freshmen 1934
Case Number Age Time Ape Time
1 15 6.21 17 5.82
2 13 8.58 15 6.72
3 13 17.00 15 11.17
4 13 5.82
5 13 8.10 15 8.42
6 13 11.31
7 14 20.00 16 10.45
8 14 6.66
9 15 9.87 17 8.98
10 13 6.61 15 5.60
xxxix
Scores for Test £5 (continued)
} Number Age Time Age Time
11 13 20.00 15 8.65
12 13 5.96 15 3.95
13 13 8.63 15 6.83
14 13 7.80
15 13 14.06 15 12.71
16 13 9.94 15 8.63
17 13 6.79 15 8.24
IS 13 4.79 15 3.45
19 14 11.91 16 G.10
20 13 10.36 15 9.35
21 13 20.00 15 16.25
22 13 18.55
23 13 5.20 15 1.52
24 14 7.27
25 13 6.44 15 4.12
26 13 7.76 15 8.32
27 13 20.00 15 8.52
28 14 13.09 16 8.76
P9 12 5-02
30 13 2.86 15 5.26
31 15 20.00 17 14.65
32 13 4.62 15 4.31
33 14 7.34
xl
Scores for Test #5 (continued)
Age x xnie Age Time
*3A 15 7.76
99 15 2.68
CO 15 9.41
o « 15 7.55
*5S3
on
16 8.47
14 10.22
AO 15 4.84
16 10.22
o. oevenx.ii Grade 1933 (boys)-
Case Number Time Age Time
1 15 9.28 17 7.43
o 14 7.61 16 6.82
no 14 8.57 16 8.63
4 14 4.04 16 4.62
5 14 5.00 16 2.65
6 13 5.84 15 5.71
7 14 9.25
8 14 2.63 16 2.37
9 13 8.77 15 4.86
10 12 12.14 14 9.56
xli
Scores for Test #5 (continued)
i Number Age Time Ape Time
11 14 6.95 16 2.14
12 15 4.66
13 15 3.57
14 14 8.75
15 14 5.91 16 5.31
16 16 6.22 18 5.94
17 13 10.59 15 8.61
18 13 2.47 15 3.94
19 13 10.17
20 13 9.73 15 5.47
21 14 4.60
22 14 11.18
23 12 9,81 14 10.23
24 13 2.19
25 13 10.18 15 9.14
26 14 4.22 16 4.40
27 13 3.01 125 2.95
28 13 2.13
29 14 5.19
30 14 6.93 16 6.14
31 14 7 .14
32 15 5.05
33 14 4.53 16 3.56
34 16 6.39 18 5.43
35 14 10.37
xlii
Scores for Test #5 (continued)
Case Number Age Time Age Time
36
37 16 9.43
38 15 5.46
39 15 5.50
40 15 2.73
41 14 3.18
42 15
€.30
43 15 4.29
44 14 4.88
45 16 5.62
46 15 6.62
47 15 11.65
48 14 4.23
4. Seventh Grade 1933 (girls) Retested Freshmen 1935
Case Number Age Time Ape Time
1 13 4.35
2 13 4.18 15 2.94
3 14 6.42
4 13 2.95 15 5.31
5 15 4.77
6 12 5.98 14 6.17
7 14 3.54 16 3.26
8 13 3.09 15 2.68
9 14 6.04 16 6.15
10 13 12.04 15 5.73
11 13 16.21
Ixliii
Scores for Test #5 (continued)
Case Number Age Time Age Time
12 13 6.68
13 15 7.79
14 13 7.57 15 4.88
15 13 9.25 15 6.77
16 15 6.70 17 14.52
17 12 7.88 14 4.82
18 13 6.29 15 5.37
19 14 7.55
20 13 8.93
21 12 4,04 14 2.64
22 13 6.65 15 ^5.13
23 13 15.00 15 8.94
24 13 3.36 15 2.75
25 14 4.38
26 13 5.08 15 4.81
27 13 5.85 15 4.71
28 15 9.15
29 15 20.00
30 15 10.49
31 15 8.53
•30 7 QP
33 15 3.41
34 14 6.25
35 16 5.83
36 15 3.48
xliv
Freshmen 1932 (boys) Retested Juniors 1934
se Number im Time Time
1 15 4.67 17 3.75
oI 16 13.26 18 9.21
3 17 17.57
4 17 5.34 19 5.11
5 15 5.88 17 4.36
6 15 10.24
7 15 20.00 17 11.49
8 15 4.66 17 3.98
9 16 14.41
10 15 6.65
11 15 3.34 17 2.17
12 16 2.50
13 16 4.67 18 3.27
14 16 8.96 18 7.24
15 15 2.99
16 16 2.16 18 3.41
17 15 3.19 17 4.30
IS 15 11.60 17 6.18
19 15 5.80 17 4.38
20 15 4.19 17 2.36
21 15 2.96
22 17 3.92 19 3.61
23 14 2.30
24 14 8.79 16 6.57
25 14 3.94
26 15 4.12
xlv
Freshmen 1932 Junic
Case Number Age Time Age Time
1 15 1.67
2 14 20.00
3 15 5.08 17 5.62
4 13 6 .07 15 6.35
5 14 20.00 16 9.24
6 15 20.00 17 10.34
7 15 5.08
8 16 20.00
9 14 5.79 16 6.53
10 15 3.71 17 3.16
11 15 20.00
12 15 12.10
1? 15 12.97
14 14 2.98 16 2.27
15 16 10.79 18 8.68
16
17 15 7.46 17 7.25
18 16 7.24 18 7.73
19 15 5.91
20 15 4.61 17 4.00
21 15 14.25
22 15 11.80
23 14 20.00 16 12.54
xlvi
Scores for Test #5 (continued)
ua.se jMuiuDer Age i line Age Time
OA. AD f tOf 17 12.71
ISO AO O KO
OA AO o.uo 18 7.32
on 15 9.29
OQ 15 3.61
14 4.64 16 4.40
7. Freshmen 1933 (boys)
Case Number Age Time S&SL ixme
1 13 14.95 20 11.73
o
«S 15 5.63 17 5.14
3 "1 FT15 4.77 17 4.81
4 15 6.03 17 5.14
5 14 3.27 16 3.18
6 16 3.17 18 3.05
7 15 3.27 17 2.81
8 17 2.91
9 14 4.29 16 3.44
10 15 3.23
11 15 C.80 17 3.46
12 15 6.48 17 4.72
13 15 6.34 17 5.82
14 17 5.25 19 4.11
15 14 3.63 16 3.09
xlvii
core s for Test #5 (continued)
i Number Age Time Apre
16 15 9.25 17 7.19
17 14 2.96 16 2.10
18 16 2.32 18 2.18
19 15 7.34 17 5.69
20 14 2.41 16 2.19
lb o.o4 18 3.45
22 15 2.10 17 1.14
23 14 3.79 16 2,83
24 15 6.31
25 15 4.27 17 o.95
8. Freshmen 1933 (girls) Retested Juniors 1935
Case iiumber Age Time Age Time
1 14 9.11 16 3.03
2 16 5,96 18 4.38
3 15 1.25 17 1.32
4 15 3.77 17 3.44
5 15 4.79
6 15 2.15 17 2.09
7 14 8.20 16 6.71
8 16 8 .51 18 €.83
9 15 8.29 17 6.94
10 16 5.95
s'eores for Test ff5
Number Age Time
11 14 4.30
12 14 4.81
13 15 5.33
14 IS 9.82
15 14 2.72
16 13 15.00
17 15 5.20
18 15 4.66
19 14 8.66
20 15 8.38
21 15 1.42
22 15 3.29
23 15 7.08
24 15 5.29
25 15 5.91
26 15 8.97
27 15 7.04
xlviii
( continued)
Age Time
16 3.28
16 8.83
17 5.48
17 7.55
16 3.42
15 12.67
17 4.63
17 5.87
16 7.11
17 1.80
17 3.35
17 5,86
17 4.14
17 4.19
17 5.81
17 6.27
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INSTRUCTIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS FOR MEASURES OF MUSICAL
TALENT are taken from Seashore's Manual.
1. The material needed.
All the test material for this series is con-
tained on the six double-dies records. The measures
are so adjusted as to be easy enough in parts for the
poorest listener, and difficult enough in parts for
the best listener. A measure consists in the playing
of both sides of a disc. The playing of one side
takes from four to five minutes. The material is so
ordered as to regulate natural periods for the flow of
attention.
The disc may be played on any good, standard phon-
ograph, provided the instrument is in good, smooth-
running condition, properly set, balanced
,
and lubri-
cated. A first-class phonograph, well regulated, runs
with an error of less than one-thousandth of a second
per revolution. Care about winding is necessary; it is
well to give the crank a few turns during the interrup-
tion at the middle of the record. The instrument should
be set for seventy-el£ht revolutions per minute for all the
records except that of the sense of timej for that itshould
be set at sixty or sixty-five. Loudness appropriate to the
room may be varied by proper selection of metal needles.
The pupils should be supplied with test blanks, which
may be secured in cuantities from the publishers of this
manual, or may be mineographed or printed from the model
here given.
12. GE v&AL DIRECTIONS
1. Give specific instructions to the listener as
directed for each measure and explain the method of record-
ing.
2. Give preliminary practice, using the A-side of
the disc, and allowing the listeners to speak the answers
together in competition, until the n tare of the test is
thoroughly understood. If necessary, ^lay he entire
one side of the record, stopping as often as necess ry to
iscuss snd explain procedure clearly.
3 f Guard against the i emorising of ..he order, either
from seeing the key or from hearing frequent repetitions
of the record. No one who knows the order can partici-
pate in the test.
4. Take rigid precautions against copying from
neighbors, or oeing influenced by the sound of che writ-
ing' e ovements
•
5. Direct the listener to take a position of mus-
cul r tension, meaning forward with muscles fin,, in the
most favorable position for writing , in an sttitude off
attention, eyes closed while listening.
6. If the listener can not hear the effect called
for, he must guess, as the results are computed on the
theory of chance, ^eouire a prompt record for all trials.
There is always a difference!
school
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7. ;\fter the i relim ' r<ry trials and the full explan-
ation, change the listeners by firm eoaosnd, to five their
attention in maximum effort without interruption throughout
the playing. This charge is important, &B those who are
not accustomed to psychological measurements often oo not
realize the necessity of concentrated uninterrupted effort.
Impress the f -.ct that every trial counts.
8. Treat che result of the test Bts private, person-
al, soS confidential, except where by common concent
the test is taken as a game, a contest, or 6 demostration.
9. One block of trials consists of the playing of
the two sides of one disc. If not more than twenty min-
utes are available with the children, take only on block,
if thirty-five minutes, take two blocks.
10. Check the result by the key as directed above.
Count the number of mistakes in the entire record and
subtract this from the total number of trials. This will
give th number of right answers. Reduce this to ; er
cent right by dividing the number of correct answers
by the total number of trials.
11. Transform the per cent right into centile rank
as directed above. The norms for the 7th and 8th grades
are interpolations from the 5th and the £th, High school
stunen s may be rated as adulLs,
12. A good record is usually reli ble, both for
theoretical and practical use. Recording falling below
average should be verified by retesting.
lii
3.DIRECTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL TESTS FOLLOW:
A. The Sense of Pitch
To the Listener; You will hear two tones which differ
in pitch. You ire to judge whether the second, is higher
or lower than the first. If the second is higher recotfd
H: if lower, record L.
B. The Sense of Intensity .
To the Listener: You will hear two ^ones which differ
in loudness, or strength. You are to judge whether Lhe
second is weaker or stronger than the first. If the
second is stronger, record S; if the second is weaker,
record W.
C T The Snnse of Time .
To the Listeners You wi 1 hear three clicks marking
off two intervals of time. If the second interval (that
is, the tirt e between the second and third clicks) is
longer ohan the first interval, record L; if it is
shorter, record S. (60 revolutions per minute.)
D. Tonal Memory .
To the Listener: In each trial you will hear a series
of tones played twice. In the second playing, one note
is changed. You az*e to record, by number, which one
was changed. In listening count mentally; for example,
1, 2, in the first flaying, and then likewise in the
second playing, so you may identify the one that is changed
without error
The scores of the students involved in this research follow
Music Test Scores
1. Seventh grade 1932 (boys) Retested Freshmen 1934
i Number r T rnjli. To P I Tl To
X (O o 1 a a54 oy 84 Ft 47
n
c (8 63 OO
<*
o yi f 1 1 o orfo f DOOO o5o D Ao4
A4 ox OO ft) o4 oy (y f O
O 1 1 AO. A1OX A7O ( A**OO AAOO
p 04 y x f 8 net
n
I OO yu f X OO O ( y<5 oo f »
BO 5 < oX /I Q4y f O ob »
o
RA04
9 78 86 GO 54 ( I o4 1 o DO
oo OOy<: f 0 * X oo QTyo A**OO AAOO
11 63 88 76 62
12 62 69 63 48
13 79 87 77 69 84 o f ox I 0
14 80 87 74 67
15 62 37 63 43 75 83 70 60
16 89 66 84 82 87 91 79 78
17 86 89 70 75
18 60 90 80 74 74 89 82 71
19 82 90 69 68 85 91 77 78
20 80 77 71 64 34 65 75 71
liv
Music Test Scores (continued)
Case Number P I Ti To P I Ti To
21 84 8? 76 68 86 93 81 84
22 64 81 60 52
23 57 76 B 67 49
24 72 74 70 56 79 87 74 64
26
80 36 81 60
75 84 76 72
27 G% 77 64 40
28 84 88 79 59
29 70 49 55 50
30 78 86 78 65
31 74 82 77 73
32 66 ?7 67 75
33 85 93 83 78
*4 88 94 85 82
35 88 80 70 50
36 87 90 80 75
37 73 89 73 78
2. Seventh Grade 1932 (girls) —Retested Freshman 1934
Case Hum er P. I TI To P I Ti To_
II 57 72 70 68 65 78 79 78
2 78 88 76 64 81 90 79 77
3 81 86 74 68 79 90 77 74
lv
Lai c i c Test 3 (continued)
Case Number P I Tl To p I Ti_ Tn
4 85 89 65 69 67 81 70 WW
5 76 88 75 62 82 39 78 68
6 75 34 66 66
7 85 85 74 52 85 90 76 60
8 76 91 76 54
9 65 75 69 58 72 82 77 64
olO 55 78 64 45 63 85 51 51
11 76 90 75 65 80 94 79 71
12 84 89 73 63 82 88 76 73
13 80 72 76 60 85 83 77 72
14 78 83 68 48
15 85 84 53 58 86 91 70 67
IS 75 84 75 71 79 89 78 79
17 75 87 64 62 77 82 69 71
18 83 85 80 66 84 82 82 75
19 83 92 65 68 79 92 72 74
20 82 74 60 56 85 80 68 64
21 81 78 64 71 84 81 82
22 72 71 82 62 23
23 89 90 71 OO 88 91 79 73
24 67 70 78 68 . 76 79 81 74
Music Test Scores (continue )
Case Number p I Ti To* w p x
-2
25 84 89 72 68 85 90*/
W
82WO 76
26 SO anWW 701 w ftp on 77
27 75« W 78 59W •» 45 79 83WW WW 59W .7
28 69 79 76• W 54W * 74 80ww 79 ftRWW
29 S2 82W#v 75I W
30WW 88 89 87 62 84 92 85ww 72
31W J. 75* W 77 w"x 43*±w 80WW 79 57
32 74 80 77 69 80 87 80 78
33 33 70 51 77 65WW
34W -* 67 81 70 72
35wW 76 86 79 70
36 62 84 69 65
37w i 79 79 78 74
38WW 86 93n; 66 83
80 85w W 71 72
40 85 88 73 78
41 84 G9 68 61
42 86 90 74 71
43 67 89 78 70
lvli
3. Seventh Grade 1933 (boye) Reteeted Freshmen 1935
uase »JuniDer r Ti_ 11 To P I_ EL To
X IU O DGO 67 63 74 92 65 57
88 84 69 76 88 89 77 57
3 84 83 70 70 85 88 76 73
*4 83 84 74 75 85 93 83 75
5 90 86 76 74 87 94 83 88
6 ft* ft72 81 64 59 79 84 72 70
7 45 77 54 49
I
r* ft>52 82 77 ft fti80 65 87 80 74
9 57 88 ft ft69 54 ro ft r>92 67 61
10 ft f\89 ft O88 71 ft •»63 ft ft*90 ft n93 82 ft ft36
11 O A84 88 64 75 ft it64 ft •»93 66 O '1Bo
12 74 ft T83 ft ft06 51
^ Ml13 74 ft Cl87 65 A r-46
14 52 55 50 40
15 86 79 75 71 87 87 ft ft79 73
16 82 ft ft82 75 o9 81 So du ID
17 72 87 65 56 77 91 74 38
18 78 84 77 74 80 89 81 71
19 58 93 76 67
20 79 82 71 59 82 89 77 64
21 7-5 85 62 52
lviii
Kusic Tests Scores (continued)
Case i torn be
r
P Ti To F
-I 11 To
22 83 92 82 71
23 85 83 67 61 85 85 75 72
24 77 84 67 53
25 89 92 76 77 89 94 83 85
26 78 88 68 64 80 92 76 56
27 77 89 65 62 81 90 71 65
28 87 87 72 65
29 83 85 70 60
30 72 80 70 56 79 84 78 77
31 81 74 61 49
32 90 89 78 69
33 82 89 75 66 84 91 79 78
34 74 90 76 731 77 90 77 70
35 84 91 61 80
36 80 87 79 73
37 78 84 62 40
38 83 93 77 88
39 84 93 83 88
40 79 87 76 61
41 86 91 82 82
42 80 86 75 47
43
44
75
72
78
82
70
77
53
62
fchisic Test Scores (continued)
Case Number P I 11 To p I Ti To
45 88 81 88 61 67 74
46 78 85 62 45
47 70 89 75 64
48 81 90 78 63
eventh Grade 1933 (girls)--—Retested Freshman
Case Number P x IL To P I_ Ti i. \J
1 84 85 72 71
2 80 84 84 70 84 94 86 BO
3 83 91 80 73
4 78 83 74 62 82 93 84 74
5 75 76 65 59
8 68 73 64 55 72 72 70 70
7 66 61 67 50 75 60 74 51
S 72 79 50 56 62 70 65 55
9 86 93 76 80 84 92 83 82
10 85 85 70 69 86 89 76 77
11 56 88 60 54
12 85 91 79 78
13 57 78 62 50
14 84 87 75 70 86 93 51 78
15 82 79 65 45 84 77 75 S2
16 62 70 58 4i 71 75 70 50
17 88 90 63 69 88 93 67 80
lx
Music Test Scores (continued)
Case Number P I XL To P I 11 To
18 75 82 71 53 62 77 76 60
19 82 86 67 60
20 69 79 63 56
21 SO 91 82 80 84 94 85 75
22 72 78 73 62 76 77 78 59
23 83 82 76 67 83 89 83 83
24 77 84 62 63 80 89 72 79
25 70 82 60 59
26 81 88 80 65 85 93 84 86
27 59 78 70 57 65 86 76 64
28 70 82 69 61
29
•
52 90 80 73
30 83 94 81 72
31 84 93 79 76
32 75 87 74 59
33 81 89 76 61
34 57 70 77 65
35 57 89 75 65
36 81 91 79 73
Ixi
Music Teat Scores (continued)
T
I_ Tl To J» JL Ti 1°
T
fo 80 71 66 66 79 74 68
71 9o 83 72 72 70 78 70
•Io OU I
O
74 69
ft OO ocOO 77 74 81 8 76 73
0 83 88 77 80 79 93 76 81
/;o 77 90 62 40
7 61 91 81 81 89 93 83 84
<->8 44 55 72 50 54 60 50 55
y 76 65 58 60
10 72 76 69 57
11 85 91 78 84 86 90 80 85
12 86 92 79 81
13 88 93 84 83 85 93 83 88
14 62 85 74 56 56 84 76 59
15 79 84 73 70
16 90 72 50 77 77 89 75 61
17 73 89 77 74 72 90 78 76
18 71 91 77 65 . 72 88 84 72
ID 90 94 83 86 84 89 80 85
20 87 88 56 62 85 93 56 61.
21 77 89 7* 67
22 80 91 78 75 82 94 83 76
23 84 91 79 77
24 81 87 82 61 83 88 Si 71
25 33 89 81 73
26 80 90 80 72
lxii
Music Test Scores (continued)
5. Freshmen 1932 (girls) Retested Junior
Ca3e Number P TJL 1 o P_ T4 To
1 73 89 81 nc
8 2 80 67 76 71
3 85 90 79 f *x 83 92 81 79
4 87 94 85 917 X 83 90 80 87
5 75 93 82 77 89 79 89
6 82 87 76 91 89 81 74
7 77 89 79 73
8 71 55 60 40
9 67 75 62 ^7 76 85 74 73
10 72 93 84 86 81 89 76 78
11 88 90 81 80
12 76 60 56
13 70 84 68 4R
14 78 86 78 47 79 84 77 52
15 81 88 60 OvJ 77 85 7-5 68
16 80 89 84 fl4
17 74 80 74 72 83 74 65
18 84 on 7"* 91 87 72
19 76 91 77 64
20 78 82 72 61 81 82 79 66
21
22
23
69
86
82
33
91
87
70
83
73
55
87
60 81 89 75 64
lxl ii
Music Test Scores (continued)
A T 10
,
P I Ti To
H ** C J. noOO SO 77 80 85 77 75
/ * I ( r 1
26 78 85 74 76 77 8£ 77 72
27 88 90 83 89
28 80 94 81 33
29 79 91 82 82 30 90 73 83
7. Ereshmen 1933 (boys)
Case Number P x IL
1 72 93 64
2 81 93 91
3 33 80 76
4 76 84 73
"5 77 89 79
6 50 90 79
7 82 82 89
8 57 93 66
9 85 80
10 73 90 75
11 79 88 74
12 85 86 76
13 80 85 75
14 59 70 70
15 79 92 80
P.et ested Juniors 1935
12. P I_ ii To.
54 71 93 69 57
34 83 91 89 86
73 85 83 74 71
56 73 81 82 53
68 79 93 80 70
67 61 70 77 65
85 80 85 86 83
51
82 83 94 82 88
72
61 82 87 75 63
70 81 89 76 73
SO 78 84 72 74
50 50 79 68 48
81 63 94 7J 79
lxiv
Music Test Scores (continued)
I/ass ijurooer r I UL To P I Ti To
lb 75 90 86 75 78 93 85 73
1 "71 1 81 91 81 79 82 93 79 81
1 n Ec 92 82 80 85 9C 80 82
j.y o 7 oo 83 84 86 86 84 87
oricU tic 94 87 86 86 95 85 84
a O /Ioo yl 69 83 88 92 71 91
22 79 89 8? 81 74 90 81 85
23 80 91 73 80 78 93 75 75
24 65 77 79 52 66 73 77 47
25 84 87 72 65 82 85 74 67
8. Freshmen (girls) 1933— Retested Juniors 1935
Case Mumber P _I 21 To P J Ti To
1 76 87 70 64 8C 89 72 60
2 67 93 75 57 82 94 79 56
3 81 90 78 71 79 89 76 ft A74
4 88 93 74 79 62 94 70 To
5 77 88 79 67
6 75 91 79 81 70 90 81 83
7 88 93 79 84 87 95 80 82
8 72 87 66 51 71 83 71 57
8 79 86 74 62 81 88 77 67
IIuslc Tcait Scores (continued)
Case {Timber P I. Ti To _P 11 To
9 79 86 74 62 31 68 77 57
1C 79 89 75 79
31 81 90 86 81 73 91 84 84
12 70 85 72 74 65 SO 73 71
13 75 50 62 52 77 67 56 47
14 80 84 76 53 81 87 76 55
15 85 93 56 83 '86 88 66 89
15 89 86 82 83 88 82 80 £5
17 87 91 77 84 85 93 79 £1
18 83 90 90 83 66 92 89 84
19 80 88 74 70 80 86 76 73
20 81 80 73 74
21 76 93 76 40 62 87 70 45
22 83 94 31 82 82 92 83 35
23 7? 57 62 51 75 70 60 5£
24 86 93 78 33 84 94 80 30
OK
Ct o ffefl 82 70 84 91 81 67
26 84 88 32 77 30 69 76 73
27 79 86 65 57 84 84 72 51
28 83 90 80 74
29 79 83 77 66
School Of Education
The University of Kansas,
Lawrence, Kansas.
LEHMAN'S
VOCATIONAL ATTITUDE QUIZ
For Grade Three or Above
Name ex
Date of Birth Present Date
Age: Years Months Nationality
City. School
Orad Teacher
Fat he r • o Oc cupat ion
DO NOT TURN THIS PADS UNTIL TOLD TO DO 30
What occupations
Read through the
occupations, and as
or
pat ion that you think
work.
1 Dentist.
2 Doctor (physician, surgeon
specialist )
.
5 Lawyer.
Judge or Justice of the Peace
Druggist or Fharnacist.
Banker.
Capti ali st
.
8 Loans, Mortgages, Investments
°tocks and Bonds.
9 Broker or Commission Man.
lCBuyer efor a large store.
HReal Estate Dealer.
12 Insurance Agent,
loEditor or Fublisher.
14 1,i ewspaper Work
15 Advertising Expert.
lxviii
Fart A
would ycu be willing to follow as your life work
following list of trades, professions and other
you read them,, draw a circle around every oecu-
ou would be willing to engage in as your life
16
17
13
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26.
27,
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
Sign Writer.
Window Trimmer,
Architect
.
Bricklayer or °tonemason.
Carpenter or Cabinetmaker.
Builder, Miscl
46,
47.
48.
49.
50
51
52
n55
54
55
56
57
58
52
60
51
52
63
64
55
Theatre Business ('other thanmovie
Showman (not a pe former).
Artist (oil paintings, etc).
Photographer
.
Commercial Art.
Sculptor
.
1,Jusieian.
Singer.
Po e t
.
Designer.
S, magazine art Clf
Contractor and
Ship Builder. 57
Manufacturer. 68
Manager or Superintendent, Miscl
.
Foreman, Miscl. 69
70
Automobile Dealer. 71
Garage Owner, Operator or Mechanic
Writer (novels
etc. )
College Professor.
°cientist or Research o^ecialist.
Statisti cian.
Superintendent of City Schools.
School Principal.
Teacher in High School.
Teacher in Grades or Rural School;
Kindergarten Work.
Radio Expert.
Aviator.
Jockey or Automobile Racer.
Physical Director or Athletic
Coach.
Professional Boxer or 'Vrestler.
Professional Paseball Flayer*
Other Professional Athletic?.
Mechanic (other than auto
mechani c )
»
Blacksmith*
Machinist
.
Boi ler-maker
.
Tool Maker.
Army Officer.
Soldi er
.
Maval Officer.
Sai lor
Mail Carrier or Postmaster.
Consular or Diplomatic
72 Steeplejack or Chimney o\
73 Erakeman or Conductor on
74 Fireman or Engineer on a
75 Switchman or Yardman.
a Fran,
Train.
"ther Government
Politician.
76 Fireman (answering fire alarms
77 Street Car Conductor.
78 Motorman.
79 Bus Driver or Chauffeur.
80 Chemist or Chemical Engineer.
81 Civil Engineer.
Service, 82. Surveyor.
83 Electrician or Electrical Engi
Service. 84 Mechanical Engineer.
85 Mining Engineer.
lxix
41
42
40
44
45
91
92
95
94
95
f
96
97
96
99
ICC
101
102
103
18S
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
Movie Actor or Actress.
Actor or Actress in the
Mag i c i an . •
Circus Performer*
lotion-picture Show (owner,
o erator or employee).
Stockraiser or Ranchman.
Poultry aising.
dairyman,*
Fruit Grower,
nurseryman.
Truck Gardening*
Landscape Gardening.
Flori st
.
Veterinarian.
Cowboy. '
Sheepherder
.
Fisherman, Hunter or
Explorer.
Prospector for Gold,
Worker in Oil and Gas
85 lining, I'iscl.
Theater. 37 Stationar" Engineer
oc Efficiency Expert.
89 Engraver.
CO Farmer, Miscl.
136
137
130
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
Trapper. 148
149
Oil, Gas150
f i elds .
(candy store).Confectioner
Creameryman.
Grocer.
Grain Dealer.
Produce Dealer.
Filler
Lumber Dealer.
Undertaker
.
Furniture Dealer.
Coal Dealer.
Gravel, Rock or 3and Dealer.
Storekeeper, Miscl.
Worker in Hailroad Shops.
Eaker, Cook or' Chef.
Barber,
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
Specialist,Traveler (for pleasure).Forest Ranger or Woodsman.
Detective or Secret Servicc
Wo rk
.
Fight Watchman.
Sheriff or Policeman.
Statesman.
Auctioneer.
Minister (preacher or priest)l58
Evangelist, - I59
Missionary. 2. 60
Lecture Work (other than preach-
ing.) 161
Social Service, 162
Private Secretary; 163
Auditor. 164
Abstractor. 165
Draftsman, 165
Bookkeeper. • 167
Certified Public Accountant. 168
Stenographer or Typist, 169
.
Other' Office or Clerical \forkl70Sawyer or Planning Mill Operator,
Telegraph Operator. 171 01
Telephone Operator. 172
Time Keeper. 173
Dietician. 174
Foreign Correspondent. 175
Interpreter. 175
Inventee- Inventor. 177
Librarian. 173
Salesman. 179
Traveling Salesman or Salts- 120
lady.
Beauty Parlor
Butcher or Meat Packer.
Worker in Slaughter or Packing
House.
Cigar-maker.
Furniture-maker* •
Glass Blower. •
Harness Maker or Leather '"'orker,
Interior Decorator.
Jeweler or Watchmaker.
Linotype Operator.
Marble or Granite Worker.
Folder, Founder, etc.
Optician or Oculist.
Painter or Paper Manger.
Pattern Maker.
Plasterer.
Plumber.
Printer.
Roof er*
Shoemaker or Repairer.
Telegraph or Telephone
Tin, Steel or Metal '
Upholsterer.
Longshoreman.
Milliner.
Tailor
Murse
.
Maid or Servant.
Waiter or Waitress.
Lin isnan,
Worker.
Ixx
181 Janitor, Custodian or Furnace- 191 Day Laborer.
S
an
*
, t
192 Messenger,
1^2 Dressmaker or Ladies -Tailor. 193 Garbage Collector or Ashman.13o Laundry or Dry Cleaner. 194 Fullman Portor.
184 Deliveryrnan. 195 Street Cleaner.lo5 Cleaning and Pressing Clothes.
185 Drayman, teamster or Truck 196 Hotel Kee or or Manager
, a „
^iver. 197 Restaurant Reaper or Manager.15? ^levator Tenoer. 193 Rooming or Eoarding House Keopei133 "xpress Agent. 199 Piano Tuner.
189 Iceman or Milkman. 200 Housewife.
190 Inspector of Meters, etc.
PART B
Write in the spaces below the names of any occupations that
you would be willing to engage in as your life work, but which ore nol
included in the printed list.
201 204
202
, 205
203 206 I
PART C
Now write in the spaces below the numbers of the three occup-
ations that you would like best. If you are*"n'oV sure
,
just guess.
L should like number... best of all. I should like number...
next best, I would like number third best.
PART D
.Wow write in the space below the number cf the one occupation
which you think you will most likely follow.
I will most likely be a
PART E
Write in the spaces below the numbers of the three occupations
of the entire list which you think are the best money-makers.
I think number is the best money-maker. I think number
is the next best money-maker. I think number is third best money-
maker
.
PART B
Write in the spaces below the numbers of the three occupations
of the entire list which you think people respect most, or look up to
most
.
I think people respect number most of all. I think people
resp?ct number next most. I thifck people respect number third most
PARTG G
Now write in the spaces below the numbers of the three occup-
ations which you think would be easiest to follow or which would
probably require the least amount of work.
I 'think number would require the least work. I think number
would be next easiest. I think num1»cr--would be third easiest.
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Interest Results
1* Seventh Grade 1932 (boys)—Retested Freshmen 1934
Case :..ost Likely Best- Choice Most Likelv best Choice
1 Navaj Officer Same Cowboy Auto Dealer
2 Aviator
3 Telephone Lawyer Telephone Same
Operator Operator
4 Iceman Teamster Farmer Auto Racer
5 Carpenter Same Sailor Same
6 Sailor Aviator
7 Musician Sailor Carpenter Detective
8 Telephone Same Lawyer Same
wpei dbor
9 Forest Ranger Same Forest Ranger Same
10 Aviator Same Aviator Same
11 Farmer Auto Dealer
12 Truck Driver Same
13 Engineer Train -Same Forest R?nger<-Same
14 Mechanic Cowboy
15 Manager Same Truck Driver Same
16 Carpenter Capitalist Civil Engineer-Same
17 Farmer Carpenter
18 Farmer Truck Driver Boxer Same
19 Farmer Same Farmer Aviator
20 Teacher Professor Teacher Same
21 Policeman Electrician Radio Expert Same
22 Civil Engineer-•Aviator
23 Farmer Naval Officer
24 Engineer Same Carpenter Showman
Interest Results (continued)
Case Most Likely Best Choice Most Likely Best Choice
25 Radio Expert Same
26 Parmer Bus Driver
27 Farmer Gravel Dealer
28 Ball Player Same
29 Baseball Same
30 Taxidermist Fruit Grower
31 Aviator Same
32 Ranger (F) Aviator
33 Doctor Same
34 Longshoreman Aviator
35 Dairyman Same
36 Farmer Baseball
37 Lawyer Same
2. Seventh Frade 1932 (girls)——Retested Freshmen 1934
Case Most Likely Best Choice Most Likely Best Choice
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Actress Same
Tencher Actress
"tenographer-Singer
Hotel Mgr.
Waitress
Beauty Parlor
Saleswoman
Teacher
Writer
Actress
Commercial
Art
V/aitress
Actress
Bookkeeper
Same
Same
Same
Same
Beauty
Parlor
Gov't
Service
Same
Cert. Publia—Singer
Ace.
Beauty Parlor—Actress
Teacher
Music
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Writer
Same
Same
Interest Results (continued) lxxiii
Case. Most Likelv Best Choice Most: Likelv Best Choice
11
12
Private
Nurse
Actress
Same
Nurse
Stenographer
Same
Same
13 Teacher Same Teacher Same
14 Teacher Principal
15 Teacher Same Teacher Same
16 Teacher Actress Waitress Stenographer
17 Stenofrapher
-Private Sec. Photographer Private Sec.
18 Maid Circus Housewife Beauty Parlor
19 Maid Same Stenographer Same
20 Maid Same Private Sec. Same
21 Private Sec. Actress Stenographer Private Sec.
22 Stenographer Same
23 Stenographer Actress Beauty Parlor Same
24 Actress Same Beauty Parlor Same
25 Nurse Same Beauty Parlor Travel
26 Actress Same Beauty Parlor Same
27 Dietician Same Cook Kindergarten
28 Housewife Principal Housewife Waitress
29 Teacher Same
30 Maid Beauty Parlor Waitress Beauty Parlor
31 Teacher Same Teacher Same
32 Typewriter Cleaner Dressmaker
'
Same
33 Art Same
34 Piano Tuner Same
35 Maid Movies
36 Beauty Parlor Same
37 Day Laborer Teaefcer
Interest Results (continued) 1XiiV
Case Most Likely Best Choice Most Likely Best Choice
Old Maid Movies
Beauty Parlor Movies
Kindergarten Same
Nurse Same
Nurse Same
Nurse Same
3. Seventh Grade 1933 (boys)~Retested Freshmen 1936
Most Likely Best Choice
38
39
40
41
42
43
1 Chauffer Same
2 Chauffer Law
3 Manager Same
4 Dairy Same
5 Farmer Caroentpr
6 Dairy Stockman
7 Forest Ranger Same
8 Auto Dealer Same
9 Mechanic Same
10 Armv Offi cpt» OdUlfc:
11 Farmer Cowboy
12 Mechanic Same
13 Mechanic Chauffeur
14 Policeman Same
15 Army Officer Same
16 Cowboy Same
17 Do ctor Same
18 Aviator Same
19 Day Laborer Baseball
20 Baseball Same
Auto Dealer
Farmer
Farmer
Athletic
Director
Dairy-
Dairy
Art
Baseball
Army
Day Laborer
Same
Baseball
Same
Baseball
Same
Aviator
Same
Same
Aviator
Truck Driver
Farmer Baseball
Forest Ranger Mechanic
Baseball
Same
Athletic
/Director
Music
Engineer (Electrical)
lxxv
Interest Results (continued)
Case M03t Lilcelv Best Choice ?k>st Likely -est Choice
2G Baseball Came Engineer (Electrical)
31 Messenger Same
22 Salesman Hotel %r.
23 Truck Same Baseball Aviator
Dri ver
24 Farmer Elevator
Tflnrt at
25 Kay Cowboy Truck Hi it-Trap
Laborer Dit1 vpr
26 Civil Same Aviator Sane
Engineer
27 Sailor Cowboy 1 bailor
28 Farmer Detective
29 Army Off. Same
30 Grain Dealer Same Grain lealer Buyer
31 Farmer Carpenter
32 Professor Same
33 Lawyer Aviator Aviator Same
34 Garage Owner Same Truck Driver Aviator
35 Forest Ranker Same
36 Gov't Work Same
3? Dairy Jud^e
38 Teacher Lawyer
39 Architect Jame
40 Carpenter 3ane
41 Lawyer : a ae ball
42 Day Laborer Baseball
lxxvi
Interests (continued)
Case : !ost Likely Best P'-soice Most Likely Eest Choice
43 Mechanic Inventor
44 Baseball Same
45 Sailor Sane
46 Day Laborer True!: Driver
47 Dentist arne
48 Police Cowboy
4. Seventh Grade 1933 (Girls) netestea" 'freshmen 1935.
Case Most Likely 3est Choice Diost Likely Heat Ch oice
1 Singer Nurse
2 Dressmaker Art Art Same
3 Actress Sane
4 neauty Parlor Actress Actress Same
5 Actress Athletic Dir.
6 Actress Same Nurse Actress
7 Housewife Banker Waitress Nurse
8 Steiiographer Same Nurse Same
9 Housewife Stenographer Nurse Dc-at -tore
10 Housewife Cowgirl Maid Aviatrix
11 Storekeeper Same
12 Actress Same
13 Telephone Same
Operator
14 Piano Tuner Dressmaker ;Jurse Same
15 Nurse Same Stenographer Same
Interests (continued)
Ca3e lost Llkely Best Choice Most Likely
16 Dressmaker Drawing Singer
17 Private Sec. Actress Stenographer
18 Dressmaker Actress Singer
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
Heat Choice
"aauty Farlo
Private ^ec.
Actress
1.. Housewife Actress
T.Tt * T*q a1ml .J : a... o
21 Orphanage Same Art Came
22 Housewife Teacher Aviatrix
-ame
23 Actress Same Nurse Sane
24 Stenographer Same Private Sec. I a;ne
25 Housewife Farmer
26 Actress Same Nurse ame
27 Farmer Same Teacher Same
28 Nurse Explorer
Housewife
Dressmaker
Dressmaker
Stenographer
Nurse
Stenographer
Teacher
Li brarian
Came
Sane
Came
t
Game
Same
Tame
5. Freshmen 1932 (boys) iietostsc! Juniors 1934.
Case ?.'ost Likely Best Choice lost Likely Best Choice
1 Teacher Designer Farmer Lawyer
lxxviii
Interests (continued)
Case .Viost Likely Best Choice Host Likely Best Co.oice
2 Truck Driver Auto Dealer Farmer Baseball
3 Far c:or Mechanic
4 Parmer Stockman Dairy Base all
5 Engineer Forest Ranger Surveyor Aviator
6 Doctor Lawyer
7 Forest Ranger JJusic Lawyer Same
8 Carpenter Truck Driver Mechanic Sai.ie
9 Garage Owner Mechanic
10 Aviator Cowboy
11 Farmer Business Aviator Same
12 Cowboy Same
13 Music ^ame l/uaic Same
14 Farmer Athletic Dir. Baseball Athletic Dir.
15 Dairy Stockman
16 Farrier Truck Driver Truck Driver Same
17 Farmer Contractor Boxer Farmer
18 Hunt-Trap Carpenter Auto Dealer Surveyor
19 Manager Business Aviator ->atae
20 Forest Ranker • Electrician ^viator Saue
21 Farmer Teacher
22 Mechanic Chauffer Ghauffer i- echanic
23 Farrier Trucking
24 •Jews Reporter Same ^etvs Reporter Same
25
26
Sailor
Hunt-Trap
Baseball
Auto Dealer
lxxix
Interests (continued)
5. Freshinen 1932 (girls) Retested 1934 (Juniors)
Cese Most I*ikelv Fest Choice V.oat Likelv i est Choice
1 V-ai t re ss Eeauty ?arlor
2 Nurse
3 Stenographer Beauty ^arlor Actress
A St. pnrvf^rn nVi or Same Teacher Same
s i«UI ^5 Same Stenographer rivate Sec.
Till rfifi Same Ilurse Same
7 Pr* i v flt. p pp. ">ame
ft JVC COOnlClt\\!l Same
9 Wn i"fi o Same Lfurse Same
1C Tpflphpr Cowgirl Private Sec Same
11 JV w * «* o o Stenographer
1?
.
.
. i . j- -' Teacher
1 Dressmaker
14 St pnoffraolier Teacher Private Sec. Same
xo Storekeeper Private Sec. rams
io i.'r6 5 BBH B
I
Storekeeper
1 I Murse Teacher Peauty Parlor Same
^ r*»18 Teacher Same Nurse Same
19 Actress Hairdresser
20 Teacher Private Sec. Private Sec. 3am c
21 Teacher Same
22 Dressmaker Explorer
23 IJurse Same Ilurse Same
24 Private Sec. Same Housewif
e
Kindergarten
25 Eeauty Parlor Storekeeper
26 Telephone Op orator Same Private Sec.
Aviatrix
lxxx
Interests (continued)
Case •ost Likely Best Choice Most Likely Best Choice
27 Librarian Kaid
28 Maid Teacher
29 Athletic Dir . Aviatrix i*U8iC Same
7. Freshmen 1933 (boys) Retested Juniors 193i3.
Case Most Likely Best Choice Most Likely Meat Choice
1 Faraier Navy Gov't Work Detective
2 Farmer *>ame Farmer Mechanic
3 Aviator Lawyer Day Laborer a se ball
4 Electrician 3ame Day Laborer lin-ineer
5 Runt -Trap Teacher Dairy Teacher
6 Chemist Same Day Laborer Actor
7 Mechanic Business 7 arner Gov't Service
8 Aviator Sailor
9
10
Laborer
Huat -Trap
Engineer-
Train
Garage Owner
j-tadio "ork Same
11 Carpenter Garage Owner Day Labored Mechanic
12 Inventor Ssnt Sailor Aviator
13 Teacher Detective usic Same
14 Farmer Fi reman Mechanic Autj Dealer
15 Aviator Same Day Laborer S ravel
16 Electrician Same Electrician SgM
17 Radio Expert Same Radio Expert Same
18 Doctor Same Doctor Same
19 Baseball Civil Engineer Broker ame
lxxxi
Interests (continued)
Rftap
v/CtO t> v C J. y . e -> \i v n ' Co |;.MA T 11,-1 • • Beat Choice
20 UOiti tali Sam© Farme r linger
21 Chauffer Same >-ailor Mechani c
22 Scientific sane Day Laborer Teacher
Research
23 Aviator Same Aviator Same
24 Farmer Same
25 Forest Ranger Stockman Farmer Same
8. Freshmen 1933 (girls) Retested Juniors 1935.
Case I'ost Likely Best Choice Lfost Likely rest Choice
1 Stenographer Florist Stenographer Private °ec
2 Telephone Same Stenographer Chemist
Operator
3 Stenographer Private Sec. Private Sec. Designer
4 Private Sec. Same Waitress Private Sec
5 Maid Art
6 Nurse rtrt Stenographer Teacher
7 Housewife Teacher Housewife Teacher
8 Nurse Same Stenographer Same
9 Nurse Storekeeper Nurse 3a" e
10 Maid Same
11 Stenographer Business Private Sec. St eno^raphe i
12 Nurse Same Nurse Same
13 Kaid Same Maid Teacher
14
Radio WorkTeacher Same Same
15 Dressmaker Same Nurse Stenographer
lxxtii
Interests (continued)
Case Host Likely Eest Choice Host Likely lest Choice
16 Dressmaker Same Dressmaker Came
17 Private Sec. Sane Private Sec. Same
18 Interior Writer Stenographer V.riter
Beeorator
19 Nurse Same Nurse Parae
20 Stenographer Same
21 Stenographer ^viatrix liurse Stenographer
22 Beauty Parlor Adventura Peauty Parlor Same
23 Maid Teacher Private Sec. Pane
24 Stenographer Same Stenographer Private 3cc.
25 " " " "
26 Housewife Stenographer Housewife Stenographer
27 Teacher Same Bookkeeper Poacher
28 Maid Beauty
Pari, or
29 Nurse 2a. ie
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